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eventually built up above the ocean floor.

5u'plified model for

the emplacement of the Cole Mountain basalt is presented in figure
88.

Siliceous hydrothermal deposits are commonly associated with
basaltic sills intruded into water-saturated marine sediments
and with submarine flows (Einsele, 1982).

Irregular siliceous pods

and veins have been reported from andesitic sills intruded into
marine sediments on Unalaska Island (Snyder and Fraser, 1983).

The

siliceous pods in this area commonly occur as fillings between
pillows on sill margins.

The Cole Mountain basalt also contains

irregular pods of silica and veins of microcrystalline quartz.

Siliceous masses are commonly found in modern soils developed
on Cole Mountain basalt.

It is possible that more of these basaltic

rocks were originally pillowed.

The Cole Mountain basalt was erupted and emplaced in a forearc
setting on the upper continental slope or outer shelf.
evidenced by the followinQ:

This is

1) the presence of upper bathyal to

outer neritic foraminifera and diatoms in the mudatones directly
above, below, and between the volcanic rocks (appendix 2); 2> common
vesicles in the Cole Mountain basalt (vesicular basaltic eruptions
generally occur at water depths less than 500 m; MoBirney, 1963);

3) the presence of Keasey Formation glauconitic sandstones directly
above Cole Mountain basalt.

Glauconite typically forms in marine

environments with low sedimentation rates and is especially common on
topographically elevated areas in the outer shelf (McRae, 1972; KuIm
et al., 1975>; and 4) the presence of the Cascade volcanic arc to the
east of the thesis area during the late Eocene (Wells

.

1984).
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Therefore, it is possible that Cole Mountain basalt formed a snail
Einsele (1982),

submarine topo;rapuc high in the slope basin.

however, has suggested that fluidization of wet sediments during
emplacement of shallow intrusions results in a lateral rather than a
The Cole Mountain

vertical displacement of surrounding sediments.

basalt contains a few hyaloclastite and debris-flow deposits which
suggest topographic relief.

Therefore, the Cole Mountain basalt

probably formed a snail submarine "knoll" with relief less than what
night be expected based on the total thickness of the unit.

This

knoll apparently formed a high in which terrigenou3 sethments were
funneled around resulting in low sedimentation rates allowing
glauconite to form and resulting in a high concentration of waterlaid
tuff.

Recently, it has been shown that when subaerially erupted
basaltic rocks flow into lacustrine or r'arine environments, the

igneous rocks can form "invasive" dikes and sills (Schmincke, 1967;
Since the Cole

Byerly and Swanson, 1978; Beeson et al., 1979).

Mountain basalt is chronologically, geochemically, petrographically,

and stratigraphically correlative to the predominantly subaerially
erupted type Goble Volcanics, it is possible that the Cole Mountain
basalt is "invasive'

in origin.

There are, however, several lines of
First, surface and

evidence that argue against an invasive origin.
subsurface mapping (e.o. Newton, 1976; Bruer

.

1984) show that

Cole Mountain basalt and type area Goble Volcartics are separated by a

large area in Columbia County where middle Socene to middle Miocene
sedimentary rocks are present but where few or no age equivalent
(latest Eocene) basaltic rocks are present (see previous section).

If the sills are invasive, they should show a distinct connection
with the subaerial flows.

Secondly, the Cole Mountain basalt include

many dikes which reorient as sills upsection (Plate II>.

The dikes

can be traced to within several meters of the Tillamook Volcanics,
although not into the volcanics (Safley, in prep.; Timmons, 1981).
Invasj.ve basalts appear to consist of sills with dikes "sprouting"
upward fr-on the sill (Byerly and Swanson, 1978; this study, Columbia
River Basalt Broup section).

Thirdly, the degassed invasive basaltic

rocks appear to contain few or no vesicles (Byorly and Swanson,
1978).

This may not, however, be an inherent feature of all invasive

sills.

Finally, a hyaloclastj.tic sediment gravity flow occurs on top

of the Cole Mountain basalt at several localities.

This

hyaloclastite deposit appears to be localized in the thesis

area and,

therefore, probably was not sourced from the type area Goble
Volcanics.

It is unlikely that a subaqueous basaltic flow would

remain at the sediment-sea water interface as it crossed the shelf.
Poorly consolidated, water-saturated sediments on the sea floor
would be indusive to invasion rather than surficial flow.

In

conclusion, there is considerable evidence that the Cole Mountain
basalt was locally erupted.

However, since Cole Mountain ba5alt

dikes were not found intruding Tillamook Volcanics and since the late
Eocene stratigraphic section to the east of the thesi5 area has been
removed by late Miocene to Recent erosion, the possibility of
invasion from correlative hypothetical late Eocene volcanic centers
to the east of the thesis area cannot be completely eliminated.

It has been shown that the Cole Mountain basalt is chemically
similar to volcanic rocks formed in compressional tectonic

environMent5 (Qk., island arcs).

The Cole Mountain basalt was

emplaced somewhere between 38 and 41 Ma. M this time the volcanic
arc was sweeping westward in response to plate reorganization and the
oldest rocks of the Cascade arc were being erupted (Jells et al.,
1994).

The Cole Mountain basalt may represent an early, more diffuse

western expression of Cascade arc volcanism or could be the result of
localized forearc volcanism (see Tillamook Volcanics, Geologic
History and Tectonic Setting section).

KEtSEY FORMATION

Nomenclature and Oi5tribution

Schenok (1927) first used the term

Keasey ehale

for a sequence

of tuffaceous siltstone and mudstone along Rock Creek near }<easey

Station, in Columbia County Oregon.

Weaver (1937) expanded the

definition of the unit by includinQ an overlying sequence of
tuffaceous siltstone.

Warren and Norbisrath (1946) divided the

Reasey Formation into three informal members:

1> a lower shale

member of variable thickness; 2) a middle tuffaceous, concretionary

siltstone member (approx.S20m thick); and 3) an upper sandy shale
member (approx. 50 m thick).

Van

tta (1971) noted that the members

of Warren and Norbisrath (1946) can be defined only in a limited
area in Columbia County.

Olbinski (1993) and Nelson (1985) informally proposed the Jewell

member of the Keasey Formation for a sequence of laminated to thinly
bedded, locally glauconitic mudstones near Jewell, in Clatsop County
Oregon.

The Jewell member is lithologically similar to the lower two

members of the type section Keasey Formation, but tends to be
thinner, better laminated, darker colored, and contains clastic
dikes.

Olbinski (1983) restricted the Keasey Formation in eastern

Clatsop County to the Jewell member.

Nelson (1985), however, divided

the Keasey Formation adjacent to the thesis area into three informal
members:

1) the basal Jewell member; 2> the Vesper Church member;

and 3) an upper mudstone member.

The Vesper Church member of Nelson

(1985) is correlative to the Vesper Church formation of Olbinski
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(1983) which has recently been redefined as the Sager Creek formation
by Niem and Niem (iTi press).

The upper mudstone member of Nelson

(1985) has been included in the Oswald West mudstone (Smuggler Cove
formation of this study) by Peterson (1984) end Niem and Niem (in
press).

The upper mudstone member of the Keasey Formation of Nelson

(1985) is a lithologically distinct unit which is thought to be a
facie5 equivalent of the Pittsburg Bluff Formation and1 therefore,
was not included in the Keasey Formation in this study.
Following the nomenclature of O1.binski (1983) the Keasey

formation in the study area has been restricted to the Jewell
member.

Lower Smuggler Cove formation mudstenes mapped in the

thesis area are probably, in part, correlative to the upper Keasey
Formation near the type area (see fig. 6).

The Refugian lower

Smuggler Cove formation mudstones were not included in the <easey

Formationbecause of their lithologic similarity to upper Smuggler
Cove formation mudstones and because of the difficulty in
distinguishing lateral bathyal facies of the Keasey Formation from
overlying lateral bathyal facies of the Pittsbur; Bluff Formation and
the Vesper Church formation (Sager Creek formation of Niem and Niem,
in press).

The Jewell -member of the Keasey Formation crops out throughout

the central part of the thesis area (fig. 4 and plate 1).

The best

exposures of the unit occur one kilometer northeast of Hamlet along
logging roads (localities 179, 180, 181 and 191), in the North Fork

of the Nehalem River (sec. 25, 14N, R9W), and near Rector Ridge
(localities 377 and 382).

hummocky topography.

The unit typically forms low hills and

It is commonly subject to landsliding.

The
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thickne5s of the Jewell member in the thesis area is difficult to
ascertain accurately, owing to moderately poor exposures.
estimates indicate a thickness of S00 to 800 m.

Field

In the CZ 11-28

well, adjacent to the thesis area, the unit is approximately 750 m
thick (plate 3).

Olbinski (1983) reported that the Jewell member was

385 m thick in the Quintana Watzek 30-1 well.

Lithology

The Jewell member consists of thinly bedded to laminated
tuffaceous Mudstone and rare ftne-grained arkosic sandstone beds arid
clastic dikes (fig. 69).

Fresh mudstones are dark gray (N 3> but are

typically weathered to a very pale orange (IOYR 8/2).

The mudatones

commonly contain thin (<15cm) tuff beds (fig. 70) which are very
light gray (N 8) to grayish yellow (5Y 8/4> and may contain faint
laminations.

Irregularly shaped small (l/2m die.) calcareous

concretions are rarely present (L., locality 535).

Several

fragmented and weathered molluskan fossils were collected from the
unit, but they were too poorly preserved for further identification.

Helmenthoida trace fossils are locally abundant end larger
foraminifera such as Cvclamina can be seen in some hand samples.

t

the base of the unit, directly above the Cole Mountain basalts, the
mudatories are very tuffaceous, light colored (N 8), and distinctly
bedded to laminated (e.c.

localities 162 and 659).

Small (<1cm)

pumice fragments are sparsely scattered in these highly tuffacecus
mudatones.

P debris flow deposit composed of well-laminated, highly

tuffaceous siltstorie blocks was found at one locality (162) at the
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Fig. 69.

Good exposure of dark colored, bedded, arid laminated
mudstones in the lower-middle part of the Jewell member. A
glauconitic sandstone bed, which is difficult to see,
occurs near the middle of the outcrop (locality 191, NE 1/4
SW 1/4 sec. 4, 14N, R8W).

Fig. 70.

Thin tuff bed3 in the upper part of the Jewell Member
(locality 170).
Note typical chippy weathering of the
Jewell member.
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base of the Jewell member (fig. 87).
Scattered thin (<in) glauconitic sandstone and glauconitic
siltatone beds are generally present in the basal part of the Jewell
member above the highly tuffaceous mudstone.

The glauconite in these

sandstones and siltstonea is generally coarse sand-sized and is in
both grain and matrix support.

These beds may be highly bioturbated,

resulting in distribution of the glauconite into surrounding
mudstones.

The glauconitic sandstone and siltstone, which comprises

less than 5% of the Jewell member, is best exposed at localities 191,
401, 377, and 827.

pproximateiy 30 meters above the glauconite beds there are a
few arkosic sandstone channels and clastic sandstone dikes.

The

sandstone channels are lenticular with dimensions approximately 2 1/2
m wide by 1/2 m deep (fig. 71).

The sandstones in these channels are

grayish orange (LØYR 7/4), moderately well-sorted, fine'-grained, and
massive.

Sandstone channels were found in only three exposures,

within the thesis area (localities 179 and 180), but thin beds and
laminae of arkosic sandstone occur at localities 137 and 145.

These

sandstone beds and laminee are bioturbated and lithologically similar
to the arkosic sandstones.

Clastic arkosic sandstone dikes are

common throughout the "lower middle.' part of the Jewell member

(localities 181, 353, 377, 382, 532, and 823>.

The clasic dikes are

typically thin (<1/2m), nearly vertical, generally oriented
northwesterly, and are lithologically identical to arkosic channel
sandstones, indicating that they are a result of rapid loading and
liquefication of the channel sands.

The Jewell member to the east of the thesis area (Olbinski,
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L
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4,
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Lenticular arko5ic and5torie channel in the Jewell
(locality 179, SW 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 4, T4N, R8W).

E

Fig. 71.
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1983; Nelson, lS8E; Mumford, in pr-ep. ) is lithologically similar

to the Jewell member in the thesis area.

The differences being

that Olbinaki (1993> found basaltic sandstones near the base of
the unit and arkosic sandstone channels have been found only within
the thesis area.

The presence of arkosic clastic dikes in adjacent

areas suggests that the sandstone channels are present but have not
been observed.

Olbinski (1983) reported the presence of thin arkosic

sandstone beds in the Jeweli member in the Quintana Watzek 30-1 well,
located in eastern Clatsop County, and Martin

j j.

(in press)

reported finegreined basaltic conglomerates from near the base of
the Jewell member in the Boise Cascade well, located in northeastern
Clatsop County.

The Jewell Member is more tuffaceous, less carbonaceous,

and less micaceous than the Sweet Home Creek mudatone member of
the Hamlet formation.

In addition tuff beds, elastic dike5,

glauconitic sandstones to-siltstones, and small arkosic sandstone
channels appear to be restricted to the Jewell member.

Therefore,

even though both the Jewell member and the Sweet Home Creek member
are composed primarily of mudstone they can be distinguished in the
field.

It is, however, generally difficult to distinguish between

upper Jewell member mudatones and the overlying Smuggler Cove
formation mudatones.

The upper part of the Jewell member is

typically faintly bedded whereas the lower Smuggler Cove formation
mudstones are more massive and bioturbated.

In highly weathered

exposures it is not always possible to distinguish between the two
units.
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Contact RelatiOn5

The Jewell member is unconfor-mable upon the Cole riountain

basalts and the Sweet Home Creek member of the Hamlet for-nation.

This contact was dicused in the Cole Mountain basalt section.

The

upper contact of the Jewel]. member is conformable and gradational

with the overlying lower Smuggler Cove formation nudstones.

although

this contact is not exposed in the thesis area the absence of an

unconformity is evidenced by the similar ages, depositional

environments, lithologje, and structural attitudes of the units.

The Jewel]. member in the thesis area is lower Refugian (late
Eocene) in age.

Over fifty different benthic foraminifera species

from fourteen surface and subsurface localities were collected from
the Jewel]. member and identified by Kristin McDougall

(U.S. Geological Survey) and Weldon Rau (Wash. Dept. of Natural
Resources) (appendices 1 and 2>.

Three surface localites contain

agediagnostic foraminiferal faunas which were assigned to the
lower Refugian stage (McDougall, pers. comm., 1983> (appendix 2).
Two of these localities were from the base of the unit (859 and 535);
the third from the top of the unit (528).

Calcareous nannofossils

collected from locality S29 indicate a late Eocene to early Oligocene
age which is consistent with the foraminiferal data (Bukry, personal
communication, 1983>.

The Jewell member for-anirtiferal fauna is

sir'ular to the fauna in the type section Keasey Fomat ion and is
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considered to be primarily "lower

Refugian (McDougall, pers. comm.,

1983).

McDougall (l97S) made the latest and most deatiled

biostratigraphjc study of the type Keasey Formation, located in
western Columbia County along Rock Creek.

She considered the very

base of the formation to be late Nariziari in age with the remainder

of the unit being assigned to the Refugian stage.

In adjacent

eastern Clatsop County, Niem (personal communication, 1984) has

collected a sample of foramjnjfers from the type locality of the
basal Jewell member which Rau assigned to the late Narizian whereas
McKeel and McDougall assigned the foraminifera to the lower
Refugian.

This suggests that the basal Keasey Formation straddles

the Narizian-Refugian boundary.

Samples from near the basal contact

of the Jewel]. member in the thesis area contain a lower Refugin
fauna.

In conclusion, the Keesey Formation and the Jewel]. member of

the Keasey Formation are primarily Refugian in age with the basal
part of the unit straddling the Narizian-Refugian boundary.

Correlat ion

The Jewell member is correlative to the lower and middle
part of the type Keasey Formation in Columbia County.

The

glauconite-rich "Nehalem formation" (mapped in southwestern Columbia
County) of Deacon (1953) is probably correlative to the lower part of
the Jewell member.

The Jewell member may also be correlative, in

part, tc the Narizian upper mudstone member o
of Bruer et a]..

the Cowlit: Formation

(1984) in the subsurface of Clatsop and Columbia
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Counties.

In the Quintana Watzek 30-1 well a thin section of

nicaceous mudstones overlies the Cowlit: Formation sarid5tOnes and
underlies the ;laucoriitic sandstones of the basal Jewell member
(fig. 68).

I prefer to assign these micaceous mudstones to the

Cowlit: Formation.

8ruer et al. (1984), however, have depicted a

very thick section of mudstone i,

the upper Cowlit: Formation in the

subsurface of Clatsop and Colun.bia counties.

These mudatones were

assigned to the Cowlitz Formation, at least in part, because they
contain a

Narizian" fauna.

Since there appears to be some

discrepancy between workers on the precise location of the

Narizian-Refugian boundary, it is possible that some of these
mudstones are correlative to the Jewell member.

Martin

L

(in

press) have recently mapped Jewell member mudetones in the subsurface
of Clatsop County where Bruer

(1984) had mapped upper Cowlitz

Formation mudstones.

South of the thesis area, Wells et al. (1983) have mapped
undifferentiated Refugian mudstones that are, in part, correlative to
the Jewell member.

Regionally, the Keasey Formation has been

correlated to the basal part of the Lincoln Creek Formation of
southwest Washington, the basal part of the tLsea Formation of the
central Oregon coast, the &astendorff Formation of the southern
Oregon coast, and the Townsend shale of the Olympic peninsula
(rrnentr'out et a1., 1983; Cushman and Schenck, 1928; Durham, 1945)
(fig. 5).
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Petrology

Nodal analyses were performed on nine thin-sections and seven
heavy mineral grain mounts of Jewel! member arkosic sandstones
(appendices).

lauconitic sandstones were not examined.

mudatone smear slides were also prepared and examined.
electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX

number of
Scanning

analyses were

performed on an arkosic sandstone channel sample (locality 179).
The sandstones examined are matrix rich (15% matrix) end, therefore,
are considered to be wackes (Williams

j

1954).

Sandstones in

the Jewel! member classify as arkosic wackee, feldepethic wackes, and
subfeldepathic litPuc wackes using the classification scheme of
Williams et al. (1954) (fig. 72).

Much of the matrix in the Jewel!

member sandstones appears to be authogenic and, therefore1 these
sandstones were probably erenites at the time of deposition.

The

sandstones classify as lithic arkoses, fe1dpathic litharenites, end
subarkoses on Folks 1980 classification if matrix is excluded
(fig. 72).

The average composition of the sandstones j5: 36%

monocrystalline quart: (both strained and unstreined), 4%
polycrystalline quartz, 4% plagioclase (n 15-55), 9% orthoclase, 17.
microcline, 17. chert, 67. biotite, 3% muscovite,

17. horneblende, 8%

metamorphic rock fragments, 47. andesitic volcanic rock fragments, 17%
matrix, and approximately 57. porosity (appendix 9) (fig.73).

Framework grains are subangular to subrounded with rare well-rounded
clasts, fine-to very fine-grained, and moderately well-sorted.

Figure 72 and appendix 9 show that the arkosic sandstones in the
Jewel! member all have similar composition.

Furthermore, there are
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Fig. 72. Cla5eifiCatton diagram8 for 8andstone
eamplee from the theei5 area.
The left hand diagram Ic for camples with leec than 157. matrix whereas
the right hand diagram is for samples with more than 157. matrix.
Samples with abundant diagenetic matrix were plotted on both diagrams.
Roy Creek member (*), Sweet Home Creek member (I), Jewell Member (II),
Smuggler Cove formation (a), Ptttcburg Bluff Formation (*), ball park
unit of the S.C. fri. (53, and Astoria Formation (ó) samples have been
plotted.
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FiQ. 73.

Photoi'IicroQraph of arko5ic 5and5tone 5ample 179 from the
Jewell member (cro5sed nicol5). Note the presence of

biotite (b), anu1ar microcline (m), and monocrystalline
quartz (q).

no compositional differences between clastic dikes end channel
sandstone.

The coMposition of the Jewel! member arkosic sandstones

in the thesis area is very similar to the composition of Jewell

member sandstone reported by Olbinski (1983) and Nelson (1985) and to
Cowlitz Formation sandstone reported by Olbinski (1983) and Van
(1971).
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abundant biotite (avg. 6%) in the Jewel! member sandstones

serves to distinguish them from other arkosic sandstones in the
thesis area.

Common heavy minerals (specific gravity 2.92) in the Jewel!
member are, in decreasing abundance:

Opegue minerals, epidote,

biotite, muscovite, zircon, garnet, hornblende, tourmaline,
hypersthene, euglie,

apatite,

phene, rutile, clinozoisite, and

staurolite (appendix 10) (fig.74).

Trace amounts of diopide,

lambrobolite, tremolite,. orange zircon, kyanite, monazite,

andalusite, and sillimanite are preaent.
0.2 to 0.8% of the 3

Heavy minerals compose from

to 46 size fraction and are typically angular

to subengular, but rare grains of well-rounded abrasionally resistant

zircon, garnet, and tourmaline are present suggesting some recycling
from sedimentary sources.

The heavy mineral assemblages from the 7

samples examined are all very similar and there is no apparent

difference between clastic dike samples and channel sandstone
samples suggesting a common origin.
and Van

Olbinski (1983), Nelson (1986),

tta (1971) have reported heavy mineral assemblages from the

Cowlitz Formation that are similar to the Jewell member assemblage.
Smear slides show that the mudstones consist of clay minerals

and less common silt-sized quartz, feldspar, mica, and volcanic
glass.

Rare marine diatoms (locality 533, appendix 1) and a few
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a1/2mm-

Fig. 74.

-

-

a

Heevy mineral as5emblage froM erkosic sridstone sr'iple 179
in the Jewell member (plene polarized light).
Note the
presence of euhedral zircon, biotite, and epidote.
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calcareous nannofossils (localities 529, 533, 2116-10, and 2116-17)
are present.

number of mudstone samples were disaggregated and the

;reeter then 46 size fraction was examined.

Benthic foraminifera,

rare plankonic forarninifera, rare fish teeth, rare geodites (fish ear

bones), and rare very fine-grained silicate minerals comprise the
sand-si:ed fraction.

Benthic foraminifera comprise 0 to 2% of the

rock with other constituents occurring in trace amounts.

Heavy

minerals from a mudstone sample (2116-21) consst of very rare
biotite, very rare apatite4 and abundant opaque minerals.

Most

opaque minerals are gyrite end pyriti:.d mLcrefossils (appendix 10),

Scanning electron microscopy (SEN) wasperformed on a channel
sandstone (locality 179).

The extensive clay matrix observed in

thin-section can easily be seen in

SEN photographs (fig. 75).

Clay

matrix has destroyed most primary porosity with clays being both
detrital and diagenetic in origin.

Some

of the clay has a highly

crenulated to honeycomb morphology indicative of authigenic formation
whereas other clays are massive to irregular suggesting a detrital
oriQin (see Walton, 19845 (fig. 75).

Thin-section analysis shows

that the channel sandstones have been slightly bioturbated and that
injection of clastic dikes into cnudstones resulted in incorporation

of adjacent muds into the sand.

Energy dispersive x-ray analysis

(EDX) on the clay in an arkosic sandstone (sample 179) suggests that

the clay is primarily either kaolinite or smectite or a combination
of both.

This is evidenced by EDX patterns showing abundant Si and

1 with minor Fe and Ca.

EDX analysis of a nudetone sample (locality

529) showed abundant Si and
Ca, and Ti.

1 as well as fairly common Mg, Fe, K,

Smectite clays generally have a chemical composition
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Fig. 7S.

SEN photoQraDh of arkosic 5andtone in the Jewell member
(sample 179). Porosity and permeability are low because of
extensive clay infillirig.
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similar to this (Walton, 1984).

Munford (in prep.) using X-ray

diffraction analysis has found that Jewell Member mudstones are
composed primarily of smectite and characteristically contain
the zeolite clirtoptilite, which is a common alteration product of
volcanic glass.

The following diagenetic sequence was observed in the Jewell
member sandstones:

1) mechanical crushing of volcanic rock fragments

and micas; 2) development of authigenic smectite clay minerals as
evidenced be scanning electron microscopy and partial dissolution of
feldspars; and 3> minor teleogenetic oxidation of iron-bearing
minerals such. as eugite and plagioclase.

No pore-filling cements,

silica overgrowth, andauthogenic zeolites were observed.

Mechanical

crushing is minor, probably a result 0f abundant detrital. clay, and
evidenced by slightly defori'ted mica.

The diegenetic sequence

observed in the Jewell member sand5tones is similar to that of
shallow buried Tertiary sandstones in Wydming (Stanley and Benson,
1979), arc derived Tertiary sandstones in western Washington
(Galloway, 1979), and the Miocene

storia Formation in northwest

Oregon (Cooper, 1981; Peterson, 1984).

These sandstones are similar

to the Jewell member sandstones in that they lack significant quartz,
carbonate, and zeoljte cements; are cemented by

smectite" clays; and

are moderately friable.

Provenance

Source terranes for the Jewell member included igneous,
metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks.

n andesitic source is indicated

by the presence of andesitic rock fragments, andesine, hypersthene,

green horrblende, lamprobolite,and tuff beds.

The developing

Cascade arc to the east was probably the source for much of the
andesitic detritus.

A minor basaltic source area is indicated by the

presence of basaltic rock fragments, augite, magnetite, and
leucoxene.

The western Cascade arc may also have been the source of

the basaltic detritus.

It is unlikely that the Tillamook Volcartics

were subaerialy exposed during deposition of the Jewell member and,
therefore, were probably not a source of the basaltic detritu5.

It

is, however, possible that some of the volcanic detritus at the base
of the unit wee derived from the. Cole Mountain-Goble volcanice.

An important low to high rank Metamorphic source is indicated by
the presence of abundant biotite, epidote, and garnet as well as by
a few grains of s.illjmanjte, andelusite, kyanite, clinozoisite,
diopside, tremolite, and. 5teurolite.

Rare phyllitic, schietose, and

gneissic rock fragments were observed in the Jewell member
sandstones.

The presence of microcline, orthoclase, euhedral zirconr

and tourr'taline (schorlite) suggest a minor acid igneous source for
Jewell member.

The Northern Cascades of Washington (Misch, 1968),

the f<larnath terrane of southern Oregon and northern California

(Scheidegger et al., 1971), and the Mesozoic Idaho and Wallowa
batholith are probable source areas for the metamorphic and acid
igneous detritus.

Well rounded zircon and very well-rounded quartz were found in
several samples.

This indicates that they were derived from

sedimentary rocks as several cycles of deposition are needed to round
these minerals (Pettijohn, 1974).

Since well-rounded clasts are rare

in the Jewell member, recycled sedimentary rocks probably contributed
little detritus.

The Cowlitz Formation sandstones, as previously

noted, are litholo;ically similar to the Jewell member sandstones.

Therefore, it is possible that much or all of the Jewell member
sandstones were derived by reworkjnQ of Cowlitz Formation Thands"
the unconformity between the units.

The Cowlit: Formation sandstones

would have been poorly lithified or nori-lithified at this time and

transportation would have resulted in little textural chanQe.
In conclusion, the Jeweli member arkosic sandstones were derived

primarily from metamorphic end acid iQneous source areas with lesser
contributions from intermediate volcanic and sandstone sources.

Jewell member mudetones are tuffaceous and contain common tuff beds
indicatinQ that they were primarily derived from explosive
intermediate to si.licic volcanic sources such as the western Cascade
arc (e.c., Little Butte Volcanics of Wells and Peck, 1961>.

Van Atta

(1971) noted that the Cowlit: Formation sandstones, which are

lithologically similar to Jewell member sandstones, were derived from
plutonic and metamorphic terrains in Oregon, Washington, and Idaho
and were transported via an ancestral Columbia River to northwest
Oregon.

P similar source is likely for much of the Jewell member

sandstones.

In other words, the ancestral Columbia River system that

supplied detritus to the Narizian Cowlit: Formation continued into
the Refugian supplying minor sand size detritus to the Jewell
member.

Finer-grained tuffaceous detritus from the developing

Cascade arc did, however, become more abundant during the Refugian
partially masking the Columbia River source.

s previously

mentioned, it is possible that the arkosic sands in the Jewell member
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were derived from reworking of Cowlitz Formation "sands" but,
unfortunately1 this hypothesis is difficult to prove.
Dickinson and Suczek (1979) devised a classification scheme of
detrital framework modes for sandstones that car be used to help
determine plate tectonic setting.

Jewell member sandstones plot

within the recycled orogen provenance field on the
quartz-feldspar-lithic triangtilar diagram of Dickinson and Suczek
(1979) (fig. 38).

The recycled orogen provenance is defined as

having sources from uplifted subduction zones, along collision
orogenies, or within foreland fold-thrust belts.

Data from this

study and from O1binski (1983) show that the Jewell member was
deposited in a foreero basin.

These conflicting conclusions support

the hypothesis that an ance5trel Columbia River system which recieved
detritus from a

recycled oregon provenance" (g., Rocky Mountain,

North Cascades, Kiamath terrain) and bypassed the western Cascade arc
depositing some coarse detritus in a forearc basin.

Grain Size

nalysis

Nine samples of Jewell member sandstone were disaggregated
and sieved.

Cumulative frequency curves were constructed and the

statistical parameters of Folk and Ward (1987) were calculated
(appendix 11>.

The statistical parameters were calculated both with

matrix and matrix-free.

The matrix free calculation eliminates most

post-depositional textural changes

authigenic clay and

mechanical emplacement of clay but do not take into account detritel
clay. ).

The grain size characteristics of the sand at the time of
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deposition were somewhere between the Matrix and matrix-free
calculations.

In most cases, the difference between the two

calculations is minor (appendix 11).

Jewell member sandstones are very fine-to fine-grained (mean
2.S

to 3.9), usually moderately sorted (std. dcv. 0.42 to 1.37) and

have highly variable skewness end kurtosis values.

There are no

apparent differences in grain size distribution between the channel

sandstone (179) and the clastic dike samples suggesting a common
origin.

The only trend noted is that the sandstones in the southern

and eastern part of the thesis area are usually coarser than those in
the northwest part of the thesis area.

Jewell member sandstones were plotted on the coarsest IZ

versus median thameter plot of Passega (1997) as an aid in
determining depositional environment (fig. 47).

The samples plot as

a fairly tight group with most samples plotting in or near the
tractive current field.

The Jewell member sandstones have grain size

distributions similar to the upper slope and outer shelf sands off

Oregon reported by Ruim et al. (1973) and Ruin and Scheide;ger
(1979-).

Depositional Environment

Environmentally diagnostic benthic foraminiferal assemblages
were collected from three Jeweli member samples in the thesis area
(appendices 1 & 2).
upper to

These foraminifera were interpreted to represent

lower" bathyal deposition (200-2,000 m).

Foraminifera

collected from the CZ 11-28 well adjacent to the thesis area were
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interpreted as bathyal by both Weldon Rau (Wash. Div. of Natural
Re. ) and Kristin McDouQall (U.S. GeoloQical Survery).

The two

workers examined the same samples, but arrived at sliQhtly different
bathyal interpretations.

For example, Rau considered the fauna in

sample 528 to be middle bathyal whereas N000uQall cori5idered it to be
lower bathyal.

The discrepancy is probably due to the difficulty in

subdividin; the bathyaj. biofacjes (as discussed in Hamlet formation

section).. Nelson (1985) and Mumford (in prep.) have collected upper.

bathyal foraminifere from the Jewell member to the east of the thesis
area suggesting a slight

hallowing trend towards the east.

Diatoms

collected from locality 529 inthcate de.pøsition near the self.edge

(approx. 200-300m) (Barron, personal communication1 1984).

The

presence of common Helmenthoida trace fossils is consistent with a
bathyal depositionel environment (Chamberlain, pars. comm. to Nelson,
1985).

The composition of Jewell member mudstones is similar to recent

upper slope muds (Kuim and Scheidegger, 1579) and to ancient upper
slope mudstones (Dott and Bird, 1979; McDougall, 1980).

The Jewell

member is primarily composed of clay minerals and less common
silt-sized silicate minerals.

Microfossils compose about 27. of the

mudstones with benthic foraminifera being the most abundant.

few

calcar-ecus nannofossils, rare planktic foraminifera, and rare marine
diatoms are also present.

Jewell member mudstones have a moderately

high species diversity (8-20 species per sample).

Kuim and

Scheidegger (1979), Dott and Bird (1979), and McDougall (1980)
considered these characterisitics to be indicative of upper slope
deposition.
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Both glauconitic and arkosic sandstones ar-c present in the
Jewell member.

Gaucor,ite is currently forming on the outer

continental shelf and upper slope of Oregon under slow or negative

sedimentation rates (ulm et a., 1975)

McRae (1972) considered

glauconite to be "characteristic' of outer shelf depositional
environments.

The arkosic sarld5tones have a grain si:e distribution

similar to outer shelf and upper slope sands (see previous section).

The rare channel sandstones probably represent very small "sea
gullies" crossing the outer shelf and upper slope.

Dott and Bird

(1979) reported larger shelfslope channel sandstones from the middle
Eocene strata of southwestern Ore;on.

They suggested a model where

an array of "sea gullies" served to transport sand from a deltaic
complex across the shelf and slope to feed deep sea fans.

The rare

channel sandstones in the Jewell member may have had a similar
origin but at a smaller scale.

It is also possible that the Jewell

member channels were sourced from relict outer shelf sands that moved
downslope as sediment gravity flows.

Downslope the sands may have

overflowed the channels resulting in the thin overbank sandstone beds
observed at localities 137 and 145.

Rapid deposition and compaction

of Jewell member muds resulted in overpressuring the watersaturated
channel sands and subsequent injection of clastic dikes into muds.

Clastic dikes are more common than sandstone channels, suggesting
that most channels were destroyed by overpressuring.
In conclusion, the Jewell member was deposited in an "upper"
5lope (upper bathyal) setting.

Rare small channelized arkosic sand

sediment gravity flows interrupted the normal henipelagic
sedimentation.

Explosive andesitic to silicic Volcanism in the
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Cascade arc resulted in deposition of thin tuff beds.

The tuff beds

nay have been emplaced by sediment gravity flows as well as by
settling of fine ash through the water column.

Nelson (1995)

reported a few shallow marine foraminifera in the deep marine
mudatones of the Jewell member, indicating that deposition by
silty turbidity flows occurred occasionally.

There is some suggestion of a deepening upward trend in the
Jewell member indicating that basin subs'idence was greater than the
sedimentation rate.
upper

Forap,injfera at the base of the unit indicate an

bethyal environment whereas foraminifera from near the top of

the unit indicate a "middle to lower" bathyal environment (appendix
2).

In addition glauconite, which occurs at the base of the unit, is

most common in modern outer shelf, 5lightly reducing depositional
settings.

The presence øf fine laminations and lack of extensive

bioturbation in the lower part of the unit are also suggestive of a
slightly reducing depositionel environment.

Benthic foraminifera

show that the environment was not strongly reducing.

The type Keasey

Formation, located some 15 km east of the thesis area, was deposited
in an environment similar to but slightly shallower (outer shelf to
upper slope) than the Jewell member (McDougall, 1975).
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SMUGGLER COVE FORMAT ION

Nomenclature and Distribution

Niem and Niem (in press) have recently proposed that the name
Smuggler Cove formation replace the informal name Oswald West
mudstone.

This was done so that terminology would be in accordance

with the Code of Stratigraphic Nomenclature and would meet the
guidelines of the GeCloQic Names Committee o
Survey.

the U.S. Geological

The name Smuggler Cove will be used in this report.

The Oswald West mudstone was proposed by Cresay (1974) and Niem
and Van Atta (1973) for a.sequence of bathyal, Oligocene to lower
Miocene, thick bedded, tuffeceous silty mudstone and minor sandstone
exposed at Short Sands Beach in Oswald West State Park. The
definition of the unit was subsequently expanded to include
lithologically similar, upper Eccene (Refugian to Narizian?)
mudstones below the type section strata in adjacent areas (Smith,

1975; Ned, 1978; Tolson, 1975; Penoyer, 1977; M. Nelson, 1978;
Peterson, 1984; 0. Nelson, 1985).

Murphy. (1991) considered the

base of the Oswald West rnudstone to be the top of the Pittsburg Bluff

Formation in northeastern Clatsop County.

Peterson (1984>, however,

found that thi5 definition was inadequate as the Pittsburg Bluff

Formation sandstones pinchout into mudstcnes west of the area mapped
by Murphy (1981) (fig. 8).

Peterson (1984) included mudstones that

are laterally correlative to the Pittsburg Bluff Format ion, as well

as older mudstones correlative to the Keasey Formation, in the Oswald
West mudstone.
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Smith (1975) and Ned

(1976) divided the Oswald West mudstone

into three informal "parts' which, because of subtle lithclogic

dfferences between the parts, they were not able to map.
"upper pert' of Smith (1976) and Ned

The

(1976) is Zernorrian in age

end is thought to be correlative to the to the type section of the
Oswald West mudstone at Short Sands Beach.

The "upper part" consists

of thick-bedded, Moderately well-indurated, bioturbeted, tuffaceous
siltatone, rnudstone, and Minor sandstone.

The "middle part"

(uppermost Refuga.an) is composed of thick-bedded to massive,

moderately-indurated, bioturbeted tuffeceous siltstone and
glauconitic sandstone.

The "lower part" consists of

poorly-indurated, bioturbated, tuffaceous siltatone and mudatone.

Peterson (1984) was able to recognize the above units to the
northeast of the area mapped by Smith (1975)

nd Neel (1976) (see

fig. 1>.

In the present study area, the Smuggler Cove formation (Oswald
West mudstone of previous workers) has been divided into and mapped
as four informal units: the lower member of the Smuggler Cove
formation; the glauconitic sandstone member; the upper member of the

Smuggler Cove formation; and the "ball perk unit" (plate 1, figs. 4
and 6).

These subdivisions are similar to the subdivisions of

Peterson (1984), Nec!. (1976), and Smith (1975) except that lower

Refugian mudstones have been included in the Jewell member of the
Keasey Formation rather than the Smuggler Cove formation and that the
ball park unit, which is thought to be correlative to the lower
Silver Point member of the Astoria Formation of Peterson (1984)
(Northrup Creek formation of Niem and Niem, in press), has been
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included in the upper part of the Smuggler Cove formation.

The lower

Refugian mudstones form a lithologically distinct unit, whioji can be

traced from the type area of the Keasey Formation, in Columbia

County, to the thesis area and, therefore, in this writer's opinion
these mudstones should not be included in the Smuggler Cove
formation.

Niem and Niem (in press) have suggested that the ball

park unit (Tscm) be included in the Smuggler Cove formation.
The Smuggler Cove formation (Oswald West mudsione) has
traditionally been a difficult unit to define.

To the east, in

Columbia County, several lithologically distinct units are present in
the in the upper Eocene to lower Miocene stratigraphic section (e.o.,,

Keasey, Pittzburg Bluff, and Scappoose formations of Warren and

Norbisrath, 1946) but these units pinchout into thick, deeper
marine, lithologically sunilar mudstones to the west making it

impractical to to retain the nomenclature of Columbia County
(fig. 6).

rt

is felt that use of the term Smuggler Cove formation

for the thick section of ofuppermost Eocene to lower Miocene
mudatones and siltstones in Clatsop County is the best solution to
the stratigraphic problem.

The subdivision of the Smuggler Cove

formation into informal units serves to help correlate the
-stratigraphy in Clatsop County to the stratigraphy in Columbia County
arid to better interpret depositional environments.

The distribution of the Smuggler Cove formation is restricted to
the northern and western parts of the thesis area (fig. 4 and plate
I).

The best expo5ures of the lower member of the Smuggler Cove

formation occur at localities 124, 142, 329, and 766 (plate I).

The

glauconitic sandstone member is best exposed at localities 8a, 40a,
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48, 93, and 99 (locality 99 is along Hamlet Road at the western
boundary of the thesis area) and the upper member of the Smuggler
Cove formation is exceptionally well exposed at localities 884 and
The ball park unit is well exposed at locality 930 along an

584a.

unnamed log;ing road in the southwestern part of the thesis
area.

The Smuggler Cove formation typically forms low relief,

hummocky topography with the glauconitic sandstone member Locally
forming small ridges.

The formation is approximately 900 meters

The thickness is difficult to estimate

thick in the thesis area.

because of moderately poor exposures and the unconformity at the top

of

the unit with the overlying tstoria Formation.

Tolson (1976)

reported a maximum thickness of 1,500 m for the unit in the Standard
Hoagland

l exploration well1 end Peterson (1984) reported a

thickness of at least 1,663 m from the Diamond Shamrock 30-1
exploration well.

Tlson (1976) and Peterson (1984>, however,

included some strata that have been assigned to the Keasey Formation
in this report and did not include strata correlative to the ball
park unit.

Over 100 km2

of

Smuggler Cove formation have been mapped

in the surface and subsurface of Clatsop County (Niem and Niem, in
press).

The lower three members (lower, glauconitic sandstone, and
upper) in the Smuggler Cove formation will be discussed separately
from from the ball park unit which, in the thesis area, overlies the
other members.

The proper formationel assignment

of

the ball park

unit is uncertain and in some respects the ball park unit is
lithologically distinct from the lower three units.
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Lower Member, Slauconitic Sandstone Member, and Upper Member

Li thology

The lower member of the Smuggler Cove formation in the thesis
ersa conzi.sts of massive, bioturbated, poorly indurated, tuffaceous

silty mudstcne and some waterlaid tuff beds.

The mUdstone5 are

medium gray (N 4) when fresh and weather to grayish orange (1ØYR
7/4).

Outcrops of this unit are generally poor, small, and are

characterized by abundant chippy (1 cm) mudstone talus (fig. 76).

The glauconitic sandstone member consists of a basal sequence
(approx. 5 m thick) of very well-laminated, slightly micaceous, silty

mudstone which is best exposed at localities 29, 48, and 117 in the
northern pert of the thesis area (fig. 77).

Overlying the basal

mudstone is a sequence (approx. 25 m thick) of glauconitic sandstone
beds, glauconitic rnudstone, thin tuff beds, and tuffaceous

The glauconite in this unit is generally fine sand-sized

siltstone.

and rounded in contrast to the coarser grained, more angular
glauconite aggregates found dispersed in mudstones and thin sandstone
beds at the base of the Jewell member.

Smuggler Cove formation

glauconitic sandstone beds in the thesis area are relatively thin
<:2m, commonly bioturbated, some are calcite-cemented, and are

dusky yellow green (56? 5/2) to light olive gray (SY 5/2) in
outcrop.

P,

few miles west of the thesis area correlative glauconitic

sandstone beds in the Smuggler Cove formation are several meters
thick and have been mapped over a large area (Smith, 1975; Neal,
1976, Niem and Niem, in press>.

Directly overlying a glauconitic
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Fig. 76.

Typic1 expo5ure5 of the lower and Middle part5 of the
Smuggler Cove forMation.
15 a mudstone arid tuff bed
exposure from the lower Smuggler Cove formation (locality
99b, SW 1/4 NW 1/4 sec. 36, TSN, R8W).
B) shows typical
chippy riudstone talus below a glauconite bed at locality 99
)

(SW 1/4 Nw 1/4 sec. 36, 15N, R8t4).
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Fig. 77.

Typical exposure of thinly-laminated, shaly siltstone and
r'iudstone at the base of the glauconitic sandstone unit
(locality 48, SE 1/4 NE 1/4 5CC. 20, TSN, R8W).

sandstone bed at locality 99 along HamLet Road is a sequence of 9
thin (20 cm>, buff colored tuff beds.

The tuff beds are

approximately 1/2 meter apart with massive tuffaceous mudstone
occurring between the tuff beds.

Ptbove the mudstones and tuff beds

is a sequence of bioturbated glauconitic mudatones which range from S
to 20 m in thickness.

The top of the Qlauconitic sandstone Member 15

defined as the last occurrence of glauconitic mudstone.

The base of the upper member of the Smuggler Cove formation
consists of fossiliferous, tuffaceous, bioturbated, concretianary
si.ltstones and silty mudetones.

Large benthic foraminifera (a.

Cyclamina) are very abundant and can be seen easily in hand
samples.

Bivalves, gastropods, and scaphopods are fairly common

throughout the strata with the bivalve Delectocecten being especially
common (appendix 1).

Large pieces (3-4 cm> of carbonized wood and

fern fronds are present locally in the northern part of the thesis
area (e.c.. localities 13, 22, and 41) (fig. 78).

Spherical to

ellipsoidal calcareous concretions (15 cm to 2 m) are locally
abundant (fig. 79).

Some concretions contain a significant amount of

reddish iron oxide and others may contain molluscar fossils at the
nucleus.

tludrocks in these upper Smuggler Cove formation strata

consist of bioturbated, medium gray (N 4) to grayish orange (1OYR
714) siltstone to silty mudetone.

They tend to be slightly

coarser-gr'ained than mudrocks dt other stretigraphic horizons in the
Smuggler Cove formation.

The middle and upper parts of the upper member consist of
moderately well-indurated, resistant, thick-bedded, bioturbated,

tuffaceous silty mudstone and rare arkosic to lithic sandstone beds
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FiQ. 78.

Carbonaceouc debrj5 in lower part of the upper SmugQler
Cove formation.
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Fig. 79.

Large calcareous concretion in the 1oier pert of the Upper
Smug1er Cove formation (locality 151).
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(fig. 80).

The mudstone is medium dark gray (N 4) when fresh and

weathers to grayish orange (IOYR 714).
fairly abundant.

Helmenthoida fecal traces are

Mudstones are very well-indurated near thick

intrusions of Columbia River Basalt.

meters above and below the intrusions.

This baking may extend some 75
d,jacent to the intrusions

the mudstones develop a porphyroblastic texture due to contact
metamorphism.

Rare 1/2 meter thick lithic sandstone beds (locality

451) and rare arkosic sandstone dikes (locality 580) occur within the
mudetones.

The thick-bedding, good induration, and abundance of

Helmerthoida trace fossils serve to distinguish the upper part of the
upper member from other mudetone units in the thesis area.

Contact RelatLon5

The lower Smuggler Cove formation is conformable upon the
underlying lower Refugian Jewell member of the Keasey Formation as is
evidenced by the gradational contact between the units and by the
similar ages, depositional environments, and structural attitudes of
the units.

The contact between these units is not exposed in the

thesis area.

Previous workers (e.o. Cressy, 1974; Nec!, 1976; Peterson,

1984) have noted that the Astoria Formation is unconformable upon the
Smuggler Cove formation.

The abrupt change in lithologies and

depositional environments (bathyal to fluvial), differing structural

attitudes, a sharp contact between the units, and the fact that
Astoria Formation over-lies Smuggler Cove formation mudstones of

differing ages demonstrates that the contact is an angular
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Fig. 80.

Expo5ure of well-indurated, thick-bedded mudstone5 of the
upper Stuggler Cove forriatiori.
)aterfa1l i
approximately
10 meter5 high (locality 584, NW 1/4 NW 1/4 sec. 32, 14N,
R9W).
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unconformity (Cr'essy, 1974; Murphy, 1981; Peterson, 1984).

The astoria Formation crops out in only a small part of the
thesis area where the basal contact is not exposed, however, the
contact is assumed to be unconformable.

The contact occurs in a

covered zone in the southwestern corner of the thesis area where
mudstones of the Smuggler Cove formation are overlain by cross-bedded
sandstones of the tngora Peak member of the astoria Formation.
ball park unit

The

interfingers with and may locally channel into the

upper Smuggler Cove forvL,tion (Niem and Niem, in press).

The glauconjtjc sandstone unit within the Smuggler Cove
formation may represent

a brief hiatus in

sedimentation

(j., diastem) but probably not a significant unconformity.
Glauconite is often daposi.ted during slow or negative sedimentation

(Kulm j

1975).

etge

The lower three members of the Smuggler Cove formation within
the thesis area range from upper Refugian (upper Eocene) to Zemorrian
(Oligocene) in age.

Foraminifera, calcareous nannofossils, and

mollusks were collected from ter

localities (appendix 1).

Four of

these localities contain age-diagnostic fossils (appendix 2).

sample (R-83-141) was collected from the area mapped by Smith (197E)
just to the west of the thesis area (fig. 1>.

This sample is from S

m above the glauconitic sandstone member and contains a very diverse
foramiriifersl fauna which Rau (pars. comm., 1983) assigned to the
Refugian stage (appendix 2).

Foraminifera collected from directly
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above the glauconitic sandstone unit at locality 118 were assigned to

the late Eoceneearly Oligocene (McDougall, pers. comm., 1983).
Molluskan fossils from the basal part of the upper member of the
Smuggler Cove formation were considered to be "probably Matlockian"
(locality 98) and "possibly Galvinian
pers. comm., 1983).

(locality 22) in age (Moore,

The Galvinian stage is correlative to the

Refugian foramintferal stage and the Matlockian stage is correlative
to the Zernorrian foraminiferal stage (fig. 5).

Two microfossil samples were collected from the lower member in
the CZ 11-28 exploration wall adjacent to the thesis area (plate
III).

These samples contain an upper Refugian foraminiferal fauna

that is distinct from the lower RefuQian fauna of the underlying
Keasey format ion

(McDougall, pers comm., 1983).

Calcareous

nannofossils from these samples were assigned to aubzone CP 1Gb
(Bukry, peru. comm., 1983) which is correlative to part of the
Refugian foreminiferal stage (figure 5).

No agediagnostic foail

were collected from the upper part of

the upper member in the theels area.

Where the unit is exposed, it

has been extensively baked by intrusions of Columbia River Basalt,
making it difficult to obtain microfossil assemblages.

adjacent to

the thesis area at the Nehalem Fish Hatchery lithologically similar,

and presumably chronologically correlative, nudstones have been dated
as Zemorrian (Cressy, 1974).

Dr.

lan Niem (Oregon State Univ.) and

this author collected Zemor-rian forarninifera from the upper part of

the upper member 1/2 km west of the thesis area <Rau, pers. comm. to
Niem, 1985).

Cressy (1974) collected early Miocene (lower Saucesar)

fossils from the uppermost part of the type section, but it is likely
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that this part of the section is not present in the thesis area.
In summary, the lower three Members of the Smuggler Cove

formation in the thesis area are "upper' Refugian to Zemorrian (upper
Eocene to Oligocene) in age.

The Refugian-Zemorrian boundary occurs

within the upper member approximately 40 meters above the glauconitic
sandstone member.

Corre let ion

Previous workers have described vertical lithologic changes
within the Lower three members of the Smuggler Cove Formation in
different areas

Oswald West Mudstones) Creesy, 1974; Smith,

1975; Ned, 1976; Penoyer, 1977; Fl. Nelson, 1978; Murphy3 1981).
Peterson (1994) constructed a fence diagram and correlated the
subunits recognized by previous workers throughout western Clatsop
County.

The correlations were based on biostratigraphy end lithology

with a glauconitic sandstone-sjltstone unit being the primary
lithologic correlation tool.

Peterson (1984) concluded that the

glauconitic sandstone in the middle portion of the Smuggler Cove
formation reported by Smith (1975), Ned

(1976), bIson (1976)3

Coryell (1978), Fl. Nelson (1978), and Peterson (1984) was probably
Refugian in age.

Data from the present study shows that the

glauconitic sandstone is definitely "upper' Refugian in age (appendix

The glauconitic sandstone member in the thesis area can be
directly traced several miles to the west into the thesis map areas
of Smith (1975) and Ned

(1976).

Locality 99 in the thesis area and

locality R-83-140 in the map area of Smith (197S) contain an
identical stratigraphic sequence of Qlauconite, mudstone, and tuff
beds.

The for'aminiferal fauna from both localities is similar

(appendix 1.).

Therefore, the two localities are probably precisely

correlative.

s part of this study the Refugjan

lauconitic sandstone member

has been correlated to the base of the Pittsburg Bluff Formation

of eastern Clatop County.
sandstone member can

Within the thesis area the glauconitic

be traced and mapped into the base of the David

DouQias tonQue of the PtttsburQ Bluff Formation (plate I).

Ulbinski

(1983) and Boal.en (in prep.> have described thick glauconi.tic

sandstone beds at the base of the Pittsburg Bluff Formation in
eastern Clatsop County.

These basal beds are Refuian

in

ace and

are, almost certainiy, correlative to the glauconitic sandstone
member of the Smuggler Cove forr'ation.

Beneath the Qlauconitic sardstne member is the Refugian lower
member.

This unit is correlative to the upper

udstone member of the

Keasey Formation of Nelson (LSBS) end the Sager Creek (Vesper Church)
formation of Niem and Niem (in press).

This correlation is based on

the presence of similar microfaunas, similar ages, similar
lithologies, and stratigraphic position.

Uppermost Refugian to lower Zemorrian siltstones of the basal
part of the upper member overlie the glatjconitic sandstone member.
These silty r'iudstones and siltstones have some lithologic

characteristics similar to the Pittsburg Bluff formation in that they
are fossiliferous, tuffaceous, concretionary, and contain scattered
carbonized wood debris.

The finer grsin size and the presence of a
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deeper Marine fauna suggests that these mudrocks are are a deeper

Marine (upper slope to outer shelf) facies equivalent of the
nearshore to shelf sandstones of the Ptttsburg Bluff Formation.
The type section of the Smuggler Cove formation at Short
Sands Beach in Oswald West State Park is Zemorrian to early Saucesiari

in age and correlates to the upper part of the upper Member in the
thes.is area.

Cressy (1974) considered the type section to be a

deepmarine correlative of the Scappoose Formation in Columbia
County.

Warren and Norbisrath (1946) proposed

the term Scappoose

Formation for a sequence of 5hallow Marine sandstone and sUtstone

mainly in Columbia County that they considered to be Oligocene

to early

Miocene

in age.

Van Att

end Kelty (1985) and Kelty (1981),

however, recently concluded that the Scappoose Formation was entirely

middle Miocene in age based on the very local occurrence of
channelized basaltic conglomerates containing middle Miocone Columbia

River Basalt Group clasts in the unit.

Moore (1976) collected

abundant middle Oligocene mollusks, typical of the "Plttsburg Bluff
faunae, from within and above strata that Van Atta and Kelty

(1985)

considered to be middle Miocene in age and part of the Scappoose

Formation ('.a. Moore, 1976 localities M-3SS8 and 15919).

it is felt that much of the Scappoose Formation
described by Warren and Norbisrath (1948) arid Van
(1985)

Therefore,

s mapped and

tta and Kelty

is Oligocene to early Miocene in age arid correlative to the to

the upper portion of the Smuggler Cove formation.

Middle Miocene

rocks, as indicated by the presence of Columbia River Basalt Group
clasts, probably comprise a small part of the Scappoose Formation and

should be renamed a seperate younger fluvial unit associated with the
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Columbia River basalt flows.

Figure 6 summarizes the correlation of Smuggler Cove formation
in the thesis area to the formations in eastern Clatsop County end
Columbia County.

This figure shows that the Smuggler Cove formation

consists of deep-marine facies equivalents of the Keasey, Sager
Creek, and Scappoose formations (as defined by Warren end Norbisreth,
1946).

Petrology

Four sandstone end siltstone samples from the lower three

members of the Smuggler Cove formation were thin-sectioned and
analyzed with a petrographic microscope (eppenthx 9).

Grain size

analysis and heavy mineral analysis were performed an sample 451 from
the southwestern part of

the thesis

area (appendices 10 and 11).

Smear slides of mudztones from a number of localities were also
examined.

Sandstones in the lower three members of the Smuggler Cove
formation have highly variable lithologies.

For example, sample 758,

from the glauconitic sandstone member is a fine-grained
calcite-cemented glauconitic sandstone.
of 47
5.S

The sandstone is composed of

glauconite, 29X clay-silt matrix, 9

Sperry calcite cement,

albite twinned plagioclase (r 38-55), 4

endesitic rock

fragments, and minor amounts of monocrystalline quartz, nice, and
horriblende (fig. 81).

The glauconite clasts have a rounded fractured

shape indicating a fecal origin (McRee, 1972).

Plegioclase clasts

are angular to subangular and the volcanic rock fragments are
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FiQ. 81.

Thin-ectjn of Q1ucofljtic sandstone in the lauconitic
sandstone mer'ber (sample 758).
Note the albite twinned
plagioclase, rounded green glauconite pellets and the
basaltic rock fragments cemented by highly birefr'ingent
calcite.
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subangular to subrounded.
similar to other

This sample appears to be lithologically

lauconitic sandstones in the thesis area except

that it is cemented by calcite rather than clay.

Mccl (1976) and

Smith (1975) reported similar compositions for the glauconitic

sandstone unit to the west of the thei

area.

In comparison, sample 451, from a thin (5 cm) fine-grained
sandstone bed in the upper member in the southwestern part of the
thesis area, coneists of 807. andesitic rock fragments, 17% clay

matrix, 8% plagioclase, and minor amounts of
glauconite, and siltatone ripup cleats.

onocrystalline quartz,

This sandstone classifies as

a lithic wack. using the classification scheme of Williamset al.
(1954) (fig. 72).

Heavy minerals from this sample include in

decroesinQ abundance

opaque Unerals

epidote, euhedral zircon,

hornblende, blotite, and garnet (appendix 10).

The abundant zircon

arid epidote in this voLcnjc clast-rich sandstone may be the result
of selective poet-deposjtjonaj
such as pyroxene and hórnbjeide.

1teratjon of unstable heavy minerals

The mineralogy of this sample

indicates a Mixing of volcanic, metamorphic, and plutonic
proveriances.

Grain size analysis shows the sandstone to be very

fine-grained, moderately sorted, and positively skewed (appendix 11).

Furthermore, sample 580, from a 12 cm thick clastic dike in the
uoper member iii the southwest part of the thesis area, is
fine-grained and composed of 39% monocrystalline quartz, 187. clay

matrix, 7% plagioclase and lesser amounts of nicrocline, metamorphic
rock fragments, andesitic rock fragments, chert, biotite, and
muscovite (fig. 82).

Frsmeuork grains are subangular to subrounded.

The sandstone classifies as a feldapathic wacke using the
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Fig. 82.

Photornicrograph (cro5sed nicois) of fine-grained sandstone
in the upper Smuggler Cove formation (sample 580).
note
chert, mica and quartz.

classification scheme of Williams et a]..

(1954).

Much of the matrix

does, however, appear to be authogenic in origin.
Smear slides show that the mudrocks are primarily mudatone with
true siltstones being subordinate in abundance.

Silt clasts include

quartz, plagioclase, orthoclase and abundant volcanic glass shards.
Foraminifera are locally abundant, comprising up to 2% of the rock
and calcareous nannofossils were observed in several samples.

Sand

laminae consisting of andesitic rock fragments with a felted texture
are locally present in the siltstones of the upper member (e.c.,, thin
section sample 872).

Clay size detritus was not X-rayed for clay

mineralogy but flikeNelson

(1978), Cot-yell (1978), and

Peterson

(1984) reported that amectite and mixed layered smectite clays are
the most abundant clay s'Uneralz in the Smuggler Cove formetion.

The abundant tuffaceous detritus tnd rare volcanic sandstones in
the mudrocks o

the lower three meMbers of the SmuQler Cove

formation indicate derivatton from primarily-an andesitic to
rhyolitic source, most probably the Cascade arc.

The presence of

rare micaceous arkosic sandstones indicates a minor acid
plutonic-metamorphic source.

tn ancestral Columbia River system,

similar to that mentioned for Jewel]. member sandstones,

L5

a likely

source of the scattered sand-sized arkosic detritus.

Depositional Environment

The lower three members of the Smuggler Cove format ion were

deposited in a forearo basin, Middle slope to outermost shelf
environment.

Deposition of hemipelagic muds predominated with
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turbidity current flows being infrequent.

Tuffaceous slope and outer

shelf muds may have been derived from the muddy plume of a major
river to the east and from ash falls settling through the water
column.

Lithologies and faunas suggest that a maximum shallowing

occurred during deposition of the glauconitic sandstone member in the
middle part of the formation.

The glauconitic sandstone member and

the strata directly above it were probably deposited in an outermost
shelf to upper slope environment.

The glauconite consists of fecal

pellets which were formed by mud-ingesting organisms during reduced
or negative sedimentation under slichtly reducing conditions (McRae,
1.972).

MoRee (i72) end Kuim eta,. (197S) have noted that pelletal

glauconito presently occurs on the outer slope or upper shelf.

The

occurrence of send size plagioclase and basaltic rock fragments in
the glauconitic sandstone SUQ;est soie current winnowing of the muds
and concentration of the glauconitic.

Foraminifera collected above end below the glauconitic sandstone
member indicate middle to upper bathyal deposition (McCougall,

pers. comm., 1383) (appendix 2), whereas the sample collected from
directly above the glauconitic sandstorte (R-83-141), contains

foraminifera indicative of upper bathyal deposition (Rau,
pers. comm., 1983).

Mollusks from directly above the glauconitic

sandstone along hamlet Road (locality 13), indicate middle
deposition (Moore, pars. comm., 1983).

he1f

The disarticuisted mollusks,

however, are slightly abraded and may have been transported from the
middle shelf to the outer shelf during storm events.
abundant Helmenthoid

The presence of

trace fossils and. scattered Delectocecten

bivalves throughout the Smuggler Cove formation support a middle
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bathyal to outer shelf depositioral environment for the unit (Moore
pers. comm., 1983).

The Pittsburg Bluff Formation at the type locality in Columbia
County was deposited in an inner neritic (inner shelf) setting
(Moore, 1976) and represents a marked shallowing from the underlying
type Keasey Formation.

The glauconitic sandstone member end the

upper member of the Smuggler Cove formation strata directly above it

are correlative to the basal Pittabur; Bluff Formation and represent
the same regional shallowing trend.

The thesis area is located

basinward of the Pittaburg Bluff Formation and, therefore, the
shallowing trend is represented by a change from middle slope to
outermost shelf deposition.

Rare sand5tono beds and clastic dikes occur in the upper
member.

The sandtote beds are thin, have sharp basal and

gradational upper contacts, and contain intreformetionel ailtstone

ripup clast5.

These beds were probly deposited by sediment

gravity flows in an upper to middle slope environment.
Rapid deposition of water saturated muds and silts by normal

hemipelagic processes and silty turbidites followed by rapid
compaction resulted in overpressuring of the sand beds and upward
injection of sands as clastic dikes into surrounding mudstones.

Ball park unit

Nomenclature and Distribution

Niem and Niem (in press) have mapped an informal 100 to 200 feet

4

thick unit (Tscm), which they did not name, in the upper part of the
Smuggler Cove Formation.

Niem (pars. comm., 1985) has suggested that

this unit be informally named the "ball park unit.

This name was

suggested because the unit is best exposed at the Woodland County

perk baseball diamond one kilometer west of the town of Nehalem
(SE1/4 NW1/4 sec. 28 13N, R1ØW).

informal type sectio. of the unit.

This location will serve as an
The type section strata can be

mapped into the thesis area (Niem and Niem, in press).

The ball park unit is lithologically similar to the Northrup
Creek formation (lower Silver Point member of the istoria Formation

of Peterson, 1984) end occupies a similar stratigraphic position.
Niem and Niem (in press), however, have shown that the Northrup Creek

formation cannot be cntinuous1y traced into the southwestern corner

of Clatsop County (including the thesis area).

In addition, Niem end

Niem (in press> have shown that Smuggler Cove formation mudstones

locally overlie theball park-unit whereas the astoria Formation
overlies the Northrup Creek format-ion.

Therefore, Niem and Niem, in

press, have included the ball park unit (Teem) in the Smuggler Cove
Formation.

The same has been done in this report.

Cressy (1974)

included the unit mapped as Tecm (ball park unit) by Niern and Niem
(in press) in the Oswald West rnudstone.

The ball park unit crops out in only a small part of the thesis
area at the top of three hills and ricer the North Fork of the Nehalem

River (plate I).

The best exposures of the unit in the thesis ares

occur southeast of Necanicum Junction (locality 88) and in the
southwestern corner of the thesis area along an unnamed logging road

(localities 927 and 930).

Most exposures are small and commonly are
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baked by middle Miocene Columbia River Basalt Group intrusions.

The

ball park unit is approximately 70 meters thick in the thesis area.

Lithology

In the thesis area the unit consists of well bedded to
laminated, carbonaceous and micaceous, dark gray (N 3) to greenish
grey

silty mudstone and subordinate thin fineto mediumgrained

arkosic sandstone.

The mudstones are characterized by abundant

carbonized leaf imprints (fig. 83) and muscovite on parting surfaces.
Extensive baking of the mudstone by Columbia River Basalt
intrusions resi.dts in a porphyroblastic texture in soi'e of the
contact metamorphosed rqudstones.
'coaly" bed is present.

t locality SS,

a thin (2

Sandstone beds are 1-4ø cm

cm)

thick and have

sharp basal and gradational upper contacts except at locality 311
where thin beds to leminae of sandstone are present.

Thin, even

bedded sandstones are structureless to plane laminated, may contain
abundant carbonized plant debris, arid are variable in color
(fig. 83).

The abundance of sandstone in the unit increases from

north to south in the thesis area.

No sandstone beds were found in

the northern part of the thesis area, but sandstone comprises
approximately 5% of the unit in the 5outherrl part.

fge and Correlation

Because the ball park unit is exposed in only a very small part
of the thesis area, where baking by middle Miocene intrusive rocks
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FiQ. 83.

Hend sample of sandstone bed in the ball park unit of the
Smuggler Cove fri.
Note the distinct laminations. Darker
colored laminae contain abundant plant debris (from
locality 926, SW 1/4 NW 1/4 sec. 34, T4N, RSW).
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has made microfossil recovery difficult, the age of the unit is
poorly constrained in the thesis area.

Zernorrian foraminifera have

been collected from the upper member of the Smuggler Cove formation
beneath the ball park unit and lower Miocene sandstones of the
ztoria Formation unconformably overlie the unit in the thesis
To the west of the thesis area Zemorrian to possibly early

area.

Saucesiar, mudstones assigned to the Smuggler Cove formation and

Oswald West mudstone locally overlie the ball park unit (Cressy,
1973; Smith, 197S; t4iem and Niem (in press).

Therefore, the age of

the unit is confined to the Oligocene or lower Miocene.
Niem and Nie

Regionally

(in press) consider the b811 park unit (Tscm) to be of

Oligocene? or early Miocene age.

ccurate correlation of the ball park unit to other units in
northwest Oregon is difficult because of age, stratigraphic, and
structural uncertainties.

The ball park unit in the thesis area can

be lithologically and stratigraphically correlated to the lower
Silver Point member of the astoria Formation as mapped by Peterson
(1984) and Nelson (1985).

These strata have been remapped as

Oligocene to lower Miocene Northrup Creek formation by Niem and Niem
(in prep).

The ball park unit is probably correlative to the Scappoose
Formation of Columbia County as defined by Warren arid Norbisrath
(1946).

Regionally, the unit is probably correlative to part of

the Oligocene Yaquiria Formation or the lower Miocene Nyc Mudstone of
the central Oregon coast.
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Contact Relation5

Peterson (1984) end Nelson (1985) considered the lower Silver
Point member (Northrup Creek formation of Niem arid Niem, in prep. ),

which is probably in pert correlative to the bell perk unit in
southwestern Clatsop County, to be disconformable upon the Owa1d
West mudstorie (Smuggler Cove formation).

The apparent age disparity

between the units, the fact that the lower Silver Point member

appears to overlie units of different ages, and the presence of
conglomeratic channels near the Oswald West mudstone-lower Silver

Point member (Northrup Creek formation) contact were cited as

evidence for the unconformity by Peterson (1984).

Within the thesis

area the ball park unit overlies Zemorrian upper member of the

Smuggler Cove formation in the south whereas in the north it overlies
possible Refugian upper member of the Smuggler Cove formation.

It is

likely that the apparent unconformity at the base of the Ball park
unit is a result of submarine channeling and that there was not a
significant time gap or water depth change between deposition of the
underlying members of the bathyal Smuggler Cove formation and

deposition of the bathyal ball perk unit.

The change from

hertipelaqic slope deposition of the upper Smuggler Cove formation to

the sandy turbidite deposition of the ball park unit supports this
conclusion.

With theexception of a smell outcrop of angora Peek member of
the

storja Formation north of Alderdale (Plate 1), the ball perk

unit is the youngest sedimentary rock unit ir, the thesis area,

therefore the upper contact is not available for study.

North of
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Mderdale1 the angora Peak member of the astoria Formation overlies

the ball par-k unit but the contact between the units 15 nOt exposed.
West of the thesis area, Niem and Niem (in press) have mapped the
upper Member of the Smuggler Cove formation above the ball park

unit. This suggests that the upper member is conformable upon the
ball park unit arid that the ngora Peak member of the Pstoria
Formation is unconformable upon the upper Member and locally upon the

ball park unit.

More regional biostratigraphic and stratigraphic

work needs to be done before before the nature of the ball park unit
arid its contacts are clearly understood.

Petrology

Four ball park unit sandstone samples and one baked mudstone

sample were thin-sectioned and analyzed petrographically (appendix
9>.

Grain size analysis and heavy mineral analysis were performed on

four sandstone samples (appendices 10, 11).

Scanning electron

microscopy was used to examine porphyroblasts in baked mudstorie
(sample 929).

Porosity measurements of a ball park unit sandstone

(sample 928> were made by AMOCO Laboratories, arid the organic content

of a carbonaceous sandstore (sample 925) was estimated using a
hydrogen peroxide treatment.

The sandstone samples are arkosic uacke, feldspathic wacke, and

arkosic areriite using the classification scheme of Williams at a
(1954) and Folk (1979> (fig. 72).

Cancretionary sample 311 has an

early calcite cement and classifies as an arkosic arenite.

The

calcite cement prevented alteration of unstable rock fragments and
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feldspar to cley.

The other sandstone samples lack significant early

calcite cement and probably contain abundant diagenetic clay in the
matrix.

Therefore, at the time of deposition these sandstones may

have been arenites.

The sandstones consist primarily of mortocrystallinie quartz

(25-30Z), polycrystalline quartz (3-9%), orthoclase (5-18%),
plagioclase (Pin 15-40)(4-6%), volcanic rock fragments (4-6%),

silistone clasts (13U, and carbonaceous debris (0-3%).

In

addition, there are minor amounts of microcline, chert, biotite,
myremekite, pyrite, granitic rock fragments, perthite, and heavy

Minerals (fig. 84).

Quartz consists of roughly equal amounts of

strained and uristrained verities.

Volcanic rock fragments are

primarily andesitic in composition and metamorphic rock fragments

include phyllite, schist, end Qneissic? clasts.

Micas, opaque

minerals, garnet, and zircon are the most abundant heavy minerals but

horniblende, lamprobolite, hypersthene, epidote, tourmaline,

staurolite, monazite, rutile, spheric, and apatite are also present
(appendix 11).

Matrix comprises from 5 to 357. of the sandstone samples
analyzed.

Except in the sandstone with early calcite cement (sample

311), much of the matrix appears to. be authigenic.

Unstable rock

fragments and feldspars are generally partially altered to clay; in
some samples alteration is sufficiently extensive to form
pseudomatrix.

Thin section estimates of porosity in sandstones range

from 2-77. but a porosity determination by AMOCO laboratories of shows

art effective porosity of 16.4% (sample 925).

Thi.s discrepancy is

probably due to the very small size of the pore spaces and pore
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Fig. 84

Photomicrograph (cro5sed nicol5> of rnedium-grained
sand5tone in the ball park unit of the Smuggler Cove fm.
Note quartzite and muscovite flakes as well as the abundant
yelowish-green birefringent clay-silt matrix Uocality 930,
SE 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 33, 14N, R9W).
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throats between grain boundaries.

Pore 5PdCCS appear to be limited

to very small areas between clay plates.

The carbonaceous sandstone (sample 925) was treated with
hydrogen peroxide and contained approximately 7% organic debris.

This sample appears to contain more carbonized plant debris than any
other sandstones in the ball park unit.

baked ball park mudstne (sample 929) from approximately 4 m
above a Grande Ronde basalt sill consists of 7% very fine sand- to
silt- sized quartz, 1% plagioclase, 1% orthoclase, 1% muscovite, and
90% undifferentiated clay and silt size fragments.

This sample

i5

distinctly laminated and contains abundant porphyroblasts which in
thin section appear to be composed of clay (fig. 89).

Scanning

electron microscopy confirms that the porphyroblasts are composed of
clay and energy dispersive X-ray analysis suggests that the clay is
either

mectite or chlorite.

et sequence of thick Grande Ronde basalt

intrusions produced the contact metamorphism in this sample (Plate
1).

Framework grains in the ball park sandstones are subrounded to
subangular.
rare.

Well rounded quartz clasts are present but are very

Sieve analysis

how

that the sandstones are very fine- to

medium-grained (median 3.64 to 1.55 6) and moderately to poorly
sorted (std. dcv. 0.50 to 1.59) (appendix 11).
Sandstones in the ball park unit were derived from acid igneous,

metamorphic, intermediate volcanic, and minor sedimentary rock
sources.

Granitic rock fragments, microcline, orthoclase,

mvremekjte, perthite, and euhedral zircon clasts suggest an acid
igneous source terrain, 5uch as the Mesozoic I<lamath terrain of
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Fig. 85.

Pi) PhotoNicrograph (plane polarized light) 5howing
porphyrobla5tjc texture of contact Metamorpho5ed silt5tone
in the ball park unit of the Smuggler Cove fm. (sample
929, SE 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 33, T4N, R9W).
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southern Oregon, the Idaho batholith area, and the North Cascades
of northeast Washington and British Columbia.

The western Cascade

arc is a likely source of the andesitic rock fragments, hypersthene,
and green hornblende

Little Butte Volcanics).

Rare

well-rounded quartz cleats were were probably recycledfrom a
sandstone source and silt5tone cleats are more than likely
intrafornational.

Dickinson and Suczk (1979) devised a classification scheme of
detrital framework ,oes that can bà used as an aid in determining
the plate tectonic setting of the provenance.

The ball perk unit

sandstones plot withtnthe recycled orogon and continental block
provenances of

Dickinsàn nd Suc:ek (1979) (fig. 43).

Recycled

orogen provenancea include deformed arid uplifted sedimentary

sequences in subduction zones, along collision orogens,
foreland fold-thrust belts.

or within

Continental block provenances include

continental platforms, shields, and plutonic basement rocks.

Uplifted Mesozoic basement blocks occur in the Idaho and Wallowa
batholiths and foreland fold-thrust sequences occur in the Blue
Mountains of Oregon (Mullen, 1978; Best, 1982).

Therefore, the plate

tectonic setting of the source area indicated by the plots of
Dickinson and Suczek (1979) is consistent with the provenance areas
identified by detailed petrography.

The plots of Dickinson and

Suczek (1979) however, can be misleading because the final

depositional site of the ball park unit sandstones is a forearo
basin, not a recycled orogen or continental block provenance.

Sandstones in the ball park unit were derived primarily from
granitic and metamorphic source areas whereas sandstones in the
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older Pittsburg Bluff Formation were derived primarily from from
an intermediate volcanic source (i.e., Cascade arc).

The paucity of

aridesitic detritus in ball park unit sandstones could be explained by

the presence of an ancestral Columbia River crossing the Cascade arc
and depositing arkosic sands seaward of a "deltaic complex".

The

paucity of andesitic detritus could also be explained by a reduction
of volcanism in the arc during deposition of the ball park unit.

Depositional Environment

Because of limited expo5ure aree end exteivàbëking,
relatively little can be deduced about the deposJ.tionel environment
of the ball park unit in the thesi.5 erea.

No megafo5sils, trace

fossils, or microfossils were found in the unit.

The pràsnce

of well-laminated sandstone5, rich in plant debris, with sharp
basal and gradational upper contacts, however, suggests deposition by
turbidity currents seaward of a "deltaic complex".

Well-preserved

plant debris and pyrite indicate a reducing environment.

Reducing

environments are common on the continental shelf and slope
(McDougall, 1980).

The lack of bioturbation in the laminated,

carbonaceous nudstones of the ball park unit suggest either a high
sedimentation rate or a low oxygen environment.
Peterson (1984) interpreted the lower Silver Point member,
which Mien and Mien (in press) recently renamed the Northrup Creek
formation to have been deposited on the outer shelf to upper slope.

The ball park unit is thought to be correlative to the Northrup Creek
formation.

The above environment is indicated by sedimentary

3

1

structures end by the palcoecology of the molluscan fauna and trace
fossils.

Sandstone bed

were probably deposited on the slope by

storm-generated turbidity currents.

Deposition of alternating,

graded to laminated sands and laminated muds has been attributed to
storm induced turbidity currents (}4amblein and Walker, 1979).

Dott and Bird (1979) have interpreted the siltztones of the
middle Eccene Elkton Formation as a transgreasive slope facies

between the delteic Coaledo Formation and mid-fan turbidites of the
Tyce Formation in southwestern Oregon.

The Elkton Formation consists

of dark gray laminated siltstone and mudstone with scattered thin

beds (10-15 cm) of laminated fine-grained sdndtone.
intraclasts occur sporadically within the sandstonea.
coar-ser-grained micaceous sandstones are present.

Mtdstone
Locally,

The bell

park unit

in the thesis area is lithologically similar to much of the Elkton

Formahon.

This suggests that the Elkton Formation and the ball park

unit may have been deposited in similar upper bathyal environments.
Lar-ge channels are present in the Elkton Formation, but exposures of

the ball park unit in the thesis area are too limited to reveal the
presence of large nested turbidite channel sequences.

The fact that

the ball park unit appears to rest on mudstone strata of differing
ages however, could be explained by channeling.

The Northrup Creek

formation, which is thought to be a lateral correlative of the ball

park unit, does contain thin, erosional, nested turbidite channel
deposits (Niem, pars. comm., 1985)
The Scappoose Formation, as described by Warren and Norbisrath

(1946) in the East Fork of the Nehalem River area, is Oligocene
to early Miocene in age and is, in part, deltaic to shallow
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iarine.

The ball park unit arid the Northrup Creek for'nation r'iay

r-eresent an outer !helf to upper slope channel fill sequence related

to the "Scapoose delta.

In this model erosive turbidttes,

;enerated by slumping or storm activity near the "delta front" would

move downslope across a narrow shelf producing a channelfill
sequence near the shelfslope break.

Such a model would explain the

abundance of terrestrial carbonaceous plant debris, as well as other
features, in the ball park unit.
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PITTSBURG BLUFF FORt1TION

Nomenclature and Di5tribution

The 'Pittsburg Bluff sandstone" was first described by Schenck
(1927).

Weaver (1937) later propo5ed the term Pittaburg Bluff

Formation for all middle Oligocene rocks in Columbia County, Oregon.

Warren et el. (1945) and Warren and Norbisrath (1946) mapped the
areal extent of the Pittsburg Bluff Formation in Columbia County and
eastern Clatsop County.

Olbineki

(1983) and Nelson (1985)

extended

the Pittsbur; Bluff FormatIon into central Clatsop County.

The term David Douglas tongue of the Pittsburg Bluff Formation
is used informally in this report for a thin (15 m) sequence of very
fine-grained tuffaceous sandstones which crops out in the extreme
northeast corner of the thezis area at David Douglas State Park.

The

Pittsburg Bluff Formation in the thesis area is restricted to the
David Douglas tongue.

Siltstones, mudstones, and interbedded

glauconitic sandstones that are age equivalent to the David Douglas
tongue have been mapped as Smuggler Cove formation thereby
restricting the Pittsburg Bluff Formation to a predominantly
tuffaceou5 lithic to arkosic sandstone unit.
Peterson (1984) mapped the Klaskanine tongue of the Pittsburg
Bluff Formation to the north of the thesis area.
probably correlative to the David Douglas tongue.

This unit is
Both tongues

represent a maximum westward extension of the sandy Pittsbur; Bluff
Formation.

The tongues are distinguished from the Pittsburg Bluff

Formation to the east by a dominance of very fine-grairied tuffaceous
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sandstone and by the thin nature of the units.

The only exposures of the David Douglas tongue in the thesis
area occur in road cuts along U.S. highway 26 at David Douglas State

Park (s.c., localities 323a, 323b, 1200, 1201) and along logging

roads adjacent to the highway (., jocality 320).

The unit is

approximately 15 meters thick in this area and pinches out rapidly
(within 2 km. ) into mud5tones and siltstones of the Smuggler Cove

formation to the south and west.

Pittsburg Bluff Formation

sandstones rapidly thicken and become coerser-grained and very
fossiliferous to the east of the thesis area (Olbineki, 1983; Nelson,
1985; Moore, 1988).

The Devtd Douglas tongue forms a small bluff

where it crops out in the thesis area.

Lithology

The David Douglas tongue consists of light gray (N 7),
thick-bedded, moderately well-indurated, concretionary, bioturbated,
very fine-grained tuffaceous sandstone and minor siltstone
(fig. 83).

The unit is characterized by ellipsoidal, 1 meter

diameter calcareous concretions.

Weathered pelecypods, gastropods,

scaphopods, and large benthic foraminifera are common (appendix 1).
The sandstones are very tuffaceous, contain minor amounts of
glauconite and calcite cement.

These massive very fine-gr-ained

sandstones are extensively bioturbated and, therefore, smaller
sedimentary structures (s.c. cross-bedding) are not preserved.
narrow 2 cm long clay-filled burrows are present.

few
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Fig. 86.

Typical exposure of Pittsburg Bluff Forration fine-rained
sandstone (locality 323, SE 1/4 NW 1/4 sec. 21, TEN, R8W).
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Contact Relations

Mapping relationships indicate that the David Douglas tongue
interfingers with the Smuggler Cove formation and that the two units
are conformable.

Peterson (1984> noted a similar relationship to the

north of the thesis area.

The conformable and gradational nature of

the contacts is evidenced by the similar depositional environments,
ages, and structural attitudes of the units.

t the type area,

however, the shallow marine Pittsburg Bluff Formation disconformably

overlies upper bathya1i'udatones of the Keesey Formation (Warren and
Norbisrath4 1946; Kadri, 1982).

In northeast Clatsop County the

Pittsburg Bluff formation disconformably overlies the Sager Creek

formation (Olbinski, 1983; Niem end Niem,in press>.

Murphy (1981)

and Kadri (1982> have demonstrated that to the north and east of the
thesis area the Pittsburg Bluff Formation 15 unconformably overlairi
by the

atoria Formation and the Columbia River Basalt Group.

ige and Correlation

Foraminifera collected near the base of the David Douglas

tongue (locality 323> show that the unit is Refugian (upper Eocene to
possibly lower Oligocene) in age (McDougall pers. comm., 1983)
(appendices 1 and 2).

The fauna from this locality has some

similarities to the Refugian Keasey Formation fauna (McDougall,
pers. comm., 1983).

The similarity in faunas probably can be

attributed to similar depositiortal environments of the units.
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Foramiriifera collected from elsewere in the Pittsburg Bluff
Formation indicate a Refugian to possible lower Zer'wiorian (upper

Eccene to lower Oligocene) age (Peterson1 1984; Olbinski1 1983; Bruer
et al., 1984; Nelson, 1985).

Moore (1976>, however1 studied the

molluscan fauna from the type Pittsburg Bluff Formation and concluded
that the formation was of middle Oligocene age.
The slight discrepancy in ages indicated by foraminifera
and mollusks probably can be attributed to the difficulty in
correlating provincial foraminiferal and molluscan stages to global
chronostretigrephic units.

Prothero and Prmentrout (1985> have

recently suggested that the upper Refugian stage be extended into the
Oligocene.

Such en extension would eliminate the discrepencies.

The David Douglas tongue is correlative to the base]. part of the

Pjttsburg Bluff Formation in eastern Clatsop County.

The presence of

glauconite, the Refugian age, and regional mapping aupport this
correlation.

To the west the glauconitic sandstone member of the

Smuggler Cove formation correlates to the base of the David Oouglas
tongue.

These thick glauconitic sandstones have been noted by

Olbinski (1983) and by Goalen (in prep.> to the northeast
of the Pittsburg Bluff Formation.

t the base

Reconaissance work suggests that

tuffaceous sandstone mapped as Oswald West nudatone by Penoyer (1977)

north of the thesis area should be included in the David Douglas
tongue.

Regionally the Pittsbur; Bluff Formation is correlative to the
lower part of the Lincoln Creek Formation in southwest Washington an
to the Tunnel Point Sandstone, the upper part of the eugene
Formation, and the lower part of the

lsea Formation in western
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Oregon (Moore, 1976).

Petrology

Two samples from the David Douglas tongue along U.S. highway 26

were thin sectioned and examined with a petrographic microscope
(samples 323a, 323b) (appendix 9)..

Heavy mineral analysis and grain

size analysis were performed on samples 323b and 658c (appendices 10,
11>.

Thin-sectioned samples are lithic wackes using the
classification scheme of Williams at al. (1954) (fig. 72).

Peterson

(1984) reported that sandstones from the Klaskanine tongue are
arko5ic wackes usiri

the same classification scheme.

This

discrepancy can be explained by the abundant diagenetic clay matrix
reported by Peterson (1984).

This matrix probably formed from

diagenetic breakdown of unstable lithic fragments (e,. volcanic
glass shards).

The Sandstones in the the5is area are relatively

fresh and the lithic fragments have been preserved.
Samples 323e and 323b are lithologically similar except that

343a contains abundant (22%) calcite cement whereas sample 323b has
only 2Z calcite cement.

The calcite cement was precipitated soon

after burial as evidenced by well-preserved unstable rock fragments
and glass shards (fig. 84).

Framework components of the two samples

are in decreasing abundance: volcanic glass shards; quartz;

glauconite; plagioclase (n 30-ES); andesitic to basaltic rock
fragments; biotite; muscovite; and hornblende (appendix 9). Sample
323a contains 27% clay-5ilt matrix.

Fragmented diatoms are common in
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Fig. 87.

PhotoMicrograph of ca1citeceiented, very finegrained
Pitt5bur-g Bluff Formation 5andstone.
Note the presence of
abundant gla5s shards (sample 323a).
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the matrix.

Early calcite cement in this sample indicates that

the matrix is detrital rather than authigenic in origin.

Much of the

matrix was probably introduced into the sandstones by extensive
bioturbat ion.

Heavy minerals from the 3 6 and 4 6 size fraction of samples
323b and BEBc were examined (appendix 10).

Green hornblende, micas,

and opaque minerals are the most common heavy minerals with minor
amounts of larnprobolite, hyperathene, augite, garnet, tourmaline,

apatite, euhedral zircon, epidote, kyanite, ataurolite, monazite,
rutile, and sphene.

bundant horrb1ende end mica combined with rare

zircon and epidote serve to distinguish the heavy mineral suite of
the David Douglas tongue from the heavy mineral euitos of other units
in the thesis area.

The David Douglas tongue was primarily derived from an explosive
andesitic to rhyolitic source area as evidenced by abundant

sickle-shaped glass shards, andesitic rock fragments, green
hornblende, and hyperathene.

The western Cascade arc of western

Oregon and t4ashington is more than likely the source of the volcanic
detritus.

minor metamorphic source is indicated by phyllitic and

schistose rock fragments as well as kyanite.

minor granitic source

area is indicated by the presence of euhedral zircon.

None of the

detritus can be positively assigned to a recycled sedimentary rock
source (i.e. all abrasionally resistant detritus is angular).

The

sandstones are texturally and compositionally immature indicating
rapid erosion of mountainous source areas and rapid deposition before
significant winnowing by currents (Folk, 1380).
of

The North Cascades

ashin;ton, the Idaho btholith area, and the Klamath terrain are
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likely sources of the metamorphic and granitic detritus.

Depositional Environment

The David Douglas tongue was deposited in an outer shelf to
upper slope environment and is a deeper marine facies equivalent
of the type Pittsburg Bluff Formation of Columbia County.

Foramini-

fera collected from near the base of the David Dougless tongue

indicate bathyal deposition (McDougall pars. comm., (l98> (appendix
).

Glauconite and the very-fine grain size of the sandstone also

suggests deposition on the outer shelf or upper slope (McRae, 1972;
Kulm et al., 1975>.

Peter-son (1984) also demonstrated that the

Kle.akanine tongue was deposited in an outer shelf to upper slope
environment.

The type Pittsburg Bluff Formation has been

interpreted to have been deposited in middle shelf to delteic
environments (Moore, 1976).

The Pittsburg Bluff depositional setting has been compared
to the modern Oregon continerta1 shelf by Peterson (1984) and
Nelson (1985).

KuIm et al. (1975> describe four fades on the

present Oregon shelf: 1) an inner to middle shelf sand facies;

2) a middle to outer shelf mixed sand and mud facies; 3) an
outershelf mud facies; and 4) an outer shelf glauconitic sand
facies.

The type Pittsburg Bluff Formation corresponds to the inner

shelf sand facies, parts of the Pittsburg Bluff and Smuggler Cove
formations correspond to the outer shelf mud facies, the David
Dougless and Klatskanine tongues correspond to the outer shelf mixed
facies, and the glauconitic sandstone of the basal Pittsburg Bluff
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Formation in eastern Clatsop County and the glauconitic sandstone
unit of the Smuggler Cove formation correspond to the outer shelf
glauconitic sand facies.

The Pittebur; Bluff Formation in Clatsop County appears to first
shallow upward then deepen upward.

Glauconitic sandstone at the base

of the formation in eastern Clatsop County (Goalen, in prep. ) and a
bathyal fauna at the base of the David Dougless tongue SUggeSt that
the shelf-slope break was located east of the thesis area during
initial deposition of the unit.

The inner to middle 5helf molluscan

fossils above the glauconitic sandstone in eastern Clatsop County
(Olbinski1 1983; NeLson, 1985) and correlative outer shelf sandstone
and glauconite in the thesj

area indicate that the shelf 5lOpe break

was subsequently located within or to the west of the thesis area.

Bathyal foramiaifera faunas have been collected from upper Smuggler
Cove formation siltstones above the David Douglas tongue and
correlative units to the west indicating a gradual deepening
depositional environment in the upper part of the Pittsburg Bluff
Formation.
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STORI

FORMTtON

Introduct ion

The astoria Formation crops out ove

a very limited part of the

study area where it

.s exposed at three 5m511 localities (plate

Therefore, the

storis Formation will be discussed briefly

1).

in this report.

The reader is referred to Cooper (1981) for a

thorough discussion of the astoria Formation.

Nomenclature and Distribution

The tstoria Formation was first studied by T.. Conrad in
The type area

1848.

storia Formation was divided into Oligocene

and Iliocene units by W.H. Dali in 1904 (Moore, 1963).

Hannibal (1913) extended the

arnold and

storia series" to include strata

exposed near Tiliamook and Newport along the central Oregon coast.
Howe (1926) described and redefined the type area at

storia dividing

the fornatin into three informal members: 1) a lower sandstone
member; 2) a middle "shaie
member.

Member; and 3) an upper sandstone

Unfortunately the type area was subsequently covered and

destroyed (Cooper, 1981).
Since 1926 the

torj

Formation has beer, mapped primarily

on a botratigraphic basis, which has caused confusion concerning
the lithostratigraphy of the formation.

Recent workers in the

astoria Formation (e.o., Cressy, 1974; Smith, 1976; M. Nelson, 1978;

Cooper, 1981; Peterson, 1984) have attempted to define the formation
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on a lithostratigrephic basis and have divided it into several
informal mappable members.

In Clatsop County, the formation has been

djvidd into four informal members: j) the fluvial to shallow-marine
Angora Peak member; 2) the shallow-marine Big Creek sandstone member;

3) the deep-marine Silver Point member; and 4) the deep-marine
Pipeline member.

The names Silver Point, Big Creek, and Pipeline are

pre-empted according to the U.S. Geological Survey

Geologic Names

Committee, therefore Mien and Niem (in press) have recently renamed
part of the Silver Point member the Cannon Beech member of the
Astoria Formation.

The Pipeline member has been renamed the Voungs

Bay member and the Big Creek sandstone has been renamed the Wickiup
Mountain member (Niem and Mien, in press).

The name Angora Peak

member of the Astoria Formation had already been reserved for this
unit by the Geologic Names Committee of the U.S. Geological Survey
and, therefore, was not changed by Mien and Niem (in press).
The Angora Peak member is the only member of the Astoria
Formation in the thesis area.

Cressy (1974) first proposed usage

of the term Angora Peak member for a 1000 feet thick sequence of
lower? to middle Miocene sandstone and conglomerate exposed near
Angora Peak.

The type section of the Angora Peak member is located

several kilometers west of the thesis area and has been described in
detail by Cressy (1974) and Cooper (1981).

The unit pinches-out into

the Cannon Beach member 10 kilometers north of the type section
(Smith, 1975).

The Angora Peak member crops out in the southwestern corner of
the thesis area (plate I) in three small exposures.

The unit

forms a low hill arid is more erosiortally resistant than surrounding
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Smuggler Cove Formation mudstones.

Approximately 80 meters of Angora

of

Peek member are present in the study area.

The top

is not exposed exposed due to erosion. West

of the thesis area the

the unit

unit is approximately 250 meters thick (Cr-easy, 1974; Cooper, 1981).

Lithology

In the thejs area, the Angora Peek member consists 0f fineto very firie-grained, moderately sorted, massive to cross-bedded,

erkosic sandstone (localities 592, 882) (fig. 88) and subordinate
moderately to poorly sorted polymict pebble conglomerates (locality
593).

Neither Megafossils nor trace fossils were observed. The

sandstones are pale yellowish orange (IOYR 8/B) to light brown (5YR
S/B) due to iron oxide staining.

Pebbles in the conglomerate are

rounded and consist of volcanic (basaltic trhyolitic?), metamorphic,
and plutonic? rock fragments.
sand-silt matrix.

The pebbles are

et in an arkosic

The exposure of the conglomerate is very small

making it impossible to see large-scale sedimentary structure5.

To

the west of the thesis area, the Angora Peak member consists of fineto coarse-greined arkosic sandstone with subordinate micaceous arid

carbonaceous siltatone, coa!, and conglomerate (Cressy, 1974).

Large

channels, conglomerate lenses, scour and fill structures, and
large-scale trough cross-bedding are associated with the
coarser-grained sandstone.

Fine-grained feldapathic sandstones are

thinly laminated to cross-bedded, thick bedded, and may contain

shallow marine molluakan fossjl.

Thin subbituminous coal beds

have been observed at several localities in the Angora Peak member
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(Cressy, 1974).

Contact Relations

Cressy (1974) stated that

the

ngora Peak sandstone

urconfcrmably overlies the Oswald West mudstone and is in turn
unconformably overlain by the "Oepoe Bay Basalts" (Grande Ronde
Basalt of this study).

The upper contact of the

storia formation

does not occur in the thesis area due to erosion and the lower
contact is not exposed.

Therefore, the contact relations are

best deduced from regional information.

Snavely et al. (1973) noted

that the Ptstoria Formation at Depoe Bay Oregon (approx. Bø km south

of the thesis area) unconformably overlies the Nyc Mudstone and is
uncorifornably overlain by Depoe Bay 8asalt.

Cressy (1974) and Cooper

(1981 ) demonstrated that an angular unconformity exists between the

Oswald West nudstone (renamed the Smuggler Cove formation by Niem and
Mien, in press) and the
the

ngora Peak member based on: 1) the fact that

ngora Peak member regionally overlies strata of different ages;

2) the sharp contact between the units; and 3) the distinctly
different depositional environments of the units.

ge and Correlation

Mo age-diagnostic fossils were found in the angora Peak member
in the thesis area.

However, the

ngora Peak member unconformably

overlies the Oligocene to lower Miocene Smuggler Cove formation and
is intruded by middle rliocene Columbia River Basalts thereby
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providing age constraints.

Molluskari fossils collected by Cressy

(1974) and Cooper (1981) from the Angora Peak member adjacent to the
thesis area have been assigned to the Pillarian and Newportian (early
to middle Niocene> stages of Addicott

(1978, 1981),

Based on megafo5sil ages, the Angora Peek member has been

correlated to the Astoria Formation in the type area, and to the
Astoria Formation in the Newport and Tillamook embayments (Creasy,
1974).

Peterson (1984) considered the Big Creek member (Wickiup

Mountain member of Niem and Njem, in press) to be chronologically
correlative to the Angora Peak member.

Petrology

Two samples of fine-graired Angora Peek sandstone (589 end 882)
were thin- sectioned and analyzed with a petrographic microscope.

Heavy minerals from the 36 and 46 size fraction of these samples were
examined (appendix 10) and the grain size distribution of the entire
sample was determined (appendix 11).

The samples are arkosic weckes using the classification scheme
of Williams et al. (1954) (fig. 72).
to

Framework grains are subraunded

ubangular and are composed of monocrystalline quartz (35%),

polycrystalline quartz (5%), plagioclase (An 1S-45)(5-87.),
metamorphicrock fragments (2-47.), end minor amounts of tnicrocline,

chert, myrmekite, and heavy minerals (fig. 88).

Heavy minerals

include in decreasing abundance opaque minerals, biotite, muscovite,
epidote, garnet, green hornblende, hypersthene, euhedral zircon,
clino:oisite, tourmaline, staurolite, and rutile.
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FQ. 88.

Photomicr-oraph (cr-055ed riicols) of fine-grained Angora
Peak Member sandstone.
Note the abundant angular
monocrystalline quartz, feldspar, and yellow-brown
iron-stained clay (sample 662).
B is exposure of
cross-bedded sandstone where sample 662 was collected.
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Framework grains are set in a clay-silt matrix which comprises
26Z of the rock.
origin.

tTuch of the matrix appears to be authigenic in

Potassium feldspar has been partially altered to clay end

some metamorphic rock fragments have been altered to pseudonatrix.

The percentage of authigenc vel5u5 detrttal clay is unknown.
i

Clay

the primary cement, but iron ox.i.de cement is locally abundant.

The iron oxide appears to be the result of teleogenetic <surf icial>

oxidation of iron-bearing minerals such as hornblende and biotite
"fresh

as

samples lack th& iron oxide.

The sandstones are fine- to very

finegra.tned

(methan

3.32-2.45&), poorly to moderately sorted (std. dcv. 1.06-0.091>, and
positively skewed (simple skewness 1.07-1.21) (appendix 11>. If the
clay matrix, much of which is authigenic, is not included in the
grain size calculations, the samples have standard deviations ranging
from 0.46-0.51 and, therefore, classify as moderately to well sorted.
ngora Peak sandstones were derived from intermediate volcanic,
acid plutonic, and metamorphic sources.

The absence of well-rounded

quartz and zircon clasts suggests that little of the detritus was
derived from a recycled sedimentary rock source.

few andesitic

rock fragments, grains of hypersthene, and green hornblende indicate
input from an andesjtjc source, most probably the western Cascade
arc.

Clats derived from a metamorphic terrain (e.., metamorphic

rock fragments, clinozoisite, and epidote) end clasts derived from an
acid igneous terrain (s.c., euhedral zircon) may have been deposited
via an ancestral Columbia River system that drained much of the
northwestern United States.

The Mesozoic Idaho batholith area, the

North Cascades of Washington, and the Blue Mountains of eastern
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Oregon could have supplied the metamorphic and igneous detritus in
the

ngora Peak member.

Cressy (1974), Niem (1976) and Cooper (1981)

have previously suggested an ancestral Colui'bia River source for the
n;ora Peak member.

Oeositional environment

The Angora Peak tember exposed in th

thesis area was deposited

in both shallow marine and fluvjal ePvironNett5.
fine-grained sandstone at loca1itie

589 and 6

Thó fine- to very

are

moderately

sorted and trough cross-bedded sugge5ting a hih energy inner shelf
depositional environment.

The trough cross-bedding suggests

development of sand waves on the shelf.

Cressy (1974) collected

shallow-marine (middle shelf to intertidal) mollusks from
lithologically similar fine-grained Angora Peak sandstones adjacent
to the thesis area.

He concluded that the unfossiliferous

fine-grained Angora Peak member sandstones were deposited as delta
front sheet sands in a wave-dominated deltaic system.
The pebble conglomerate (locality 593) in the thesis area is
interpreted to be fluvial in origin.

The moderate to poor sorting

observed in the thesi5 area end large-scale planar-tabular cross-beds
and coal beds in the conglomerate adjacent to the thesis area
(Cressy, 1974) indicate fluvial to distributary channel deltaic
deposition.

Cressy (1974) and Cooper (1981) interpreted the Angora Peak

member as a westward prograding, wave-dominated deltaic
unit.

Approximately 7ø

of the member was deposited in a wave

doiinated 5ra110-r1arine environi'ent1 the remainder in a fluvial
environment (Cre55y, 1974).

member5 of the

Cooper c1981) interpreted all the

toria Formation as a complex of deitaic, prodeltaic,

he11ow-marine, end submarine canyon head deposita.
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COLUMBIA RIVER BASALT GROUP

Nomenclature and Distribution

Introduction

Middle Miocene basaltic intrusions in the thesis area have
previously been mapped as undifferentiated Tertiary intrusions
(Beaulieu, 1973).

In a regional 8tudy Snavely et.aL, (1973>

described and mapped correlative Middle Miocene baa1tic intrusions

and flows along the central to northern Oregon coast and along the
southern Washington coast.

They divided the middle Miocene basalts

into three petrologic types: the Depoe Bay Basalt; the Cape
Fowiweather Basalt; and the basalt of Pack Sack Lookout.

They noted

that these coastal basalts were compositionally, petrologically, and
chrono5tratigraphicaljy "identical

to the Grande Ronde Basalt, the

Frenchman Springs Member, and the Pomona Member of the Columbia River
Basalt Group on the Columbia Plateau but considered the "coastal
basalt" to have been erupted locally.

The presence of dikes and

sills was used to support a local origin for these basalts.
In 1979, however, Beeson et al., (1979) suggested that the
coastal basalts

were intially erupted on the Columbia Plateau,

flowed down an ancesteral Columbia River into the marine environment
forming submarine basalt piles and "invasive" dikes and sills.
the hypothesis of Beeson
coastal basalts

t

If

sI. (1979) is correct then the Miocene

should be included in the Columbia River Basalt

Group rather than the nomenclatural framework of Snavely et al.
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(1973).

Data from this study and fran previous studies (e.a.,,

Murphy, 1981; Peterson, 1984; Nelson, 1985) indicate that the
"invasive

hypothesis is valid and, therefore, the Columbia River

Basalt Group nomenclature is used for the "coastal basalts" in this
report.

Peterson (1984) was the first worker to use the Columbia

River Basalt Group nomenclature for the "coastal basalts".

Figure 89

compares the terminology of Snavely et al. (1973) to the Columbia
River Basalt Group nomenclature used in this report.

"Intrusive

is

used in this report as a descriptive teri' refer.ng to the presence of

a younger igneous body in older strata and carrtes no genetic
meaning.

The origin of the middle Miocene basalts in the thesis area

will be discussed in detail in a subsequent section.
Russell (1893) was the first to describe the Miocene basalts on

the Columbia Plateau of eastern Washington, northeastern Oregon, and
western Idaho.

In 1901, he first used the term "Columbia River

basalt" for these Miocene basalts and other older basalts (Waters,
1961).

Merriam (1901) restricted the term Columbia River basalt to

middle and upper Miocene basalts on the Columbia Plateau.
Until 1981 the Columbia River Basalts were considered to be a
thick pile of monotonous flood basalts.

Waters (1961) and Mackin

(1961), however, were sb-Ic to differentiate regional stratigraphic

units through detailed geologic mapping and major oxide chemical
analysis.

Waters (1961) divided the Columbia River Basalt into two

major units: the older Picture Gorge Basalt and the younger Ykima
Basalt.

Swanson et al. (1979> recently revised the stratigraphic
nomenclature of the Columbia River Basalt.

They elevated the

STRATIGRAPOIC RELATIONS OF MIOCENE BASALT UNITS
IN THE OREGON AND WASHINGTON COAST RANGES

COASTAL BASALT
PETROLOGIC TYPES

PACK SACK LOOKOUT

COLUMBIA RIVER BASALTS

POMONA
(CLIFTON SANDSTONE)

CAPE FOULWEATHER
(WHALE COVE SANDSTONE)

FRENCHMAN SPRINGS
(UNNAMED 400ft THICK
SANDSTONE INTERBED)

DEPOE BAY

Fig. 89.

GRANDE RONDE

Compari5on of coaBtal basalt nomenclature of Snavely t at. (1973) to
Columbia River Basalt nomenclature used in this report..
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Columbia River Basalt to Group status and elevated the Yakime Basalt
to the subgroup level.

The older Picture Gorge Basalt and Ir'rnaha

Basalt were retained at the forrnationai level.

The Yakima Basalt

subgroup consists of three formations which are, from oldest to
youngest
Basalt.

Grande Ronde Basalt; Wanapum Basalt; and Saddle Mountains
The Grande Ronde Basalt was divided into four

nagnetostratigraphic units and the other two formations in the Yakina
Basalt Subgroup were divided into numerous flows and members
(fig. 90).

ccordirig to Beeson and Moran (1979) only the Grande Ronde

Basalt, the Frenchman Springs and Priest Rapids members of the
Wanapum Basalt, and the Pomona Member of the Saddle Mountains Basalt
flowed out of the Columbia Plateau and into western Oregon and
western Washington.

These units have been further divided into

different magnetostratigraphic and chemical subtypes which will be
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Grande Ronde Basalt

The Grande Ronde Basalt on the Columbia Plateau was divided into
a high MgO (>4.27. M;O) geochenical unit and a low MgO geochemical
unit by Wright et ci. (1873>.

In the Wiliamette Valley and in the

northern Oregon Coast Range high MgO flows overlie low MgO flolAJs

(Beeson and Moran, 1979; Murphy, 1981).

Long et ci. (1980) used a

plot of 1i02 versus MgO to define the Unitanum (high Ti02) subtype of
low M;O Grande Ronde Basalt in the Pasco Basin of central
Washington.

Murphy (1991) and Goalen (in prep.) show that the low
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I

Columbia River Basalt Group stratigraphy.
Units present in
the thesis area are marked with a heavy black vertical
bar.
Marked units plus the Priest Rapids Member, and Ni
Grande Ronde Basalt are the only unit5 present in western
Oregon and western Washington (modified from Beeson and
Moran, 1979).
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MgO Grande Rorde Basalt flows in northeastern Clatsop County can also

be subdivided into into high TiOZ (>2.3% 1i02) and low Ti02
subunits.

Using the three chemical subtypes di5CU55ed above and

magnetostratigraphy (Nnormal polarity, Rreverse polarity) the
Grande Ronde Basalt of the northern Oregon Coast Range has been

divided into four subunits whjh are from oldest to youngest: 1) R2,

low MqOhi;h 1i02 (Tgrl); 2) R2 low MOlw Ti02 (Tgr2); 3) N2, low
M;Olow 1i02 (T;r3); and 4) N2, high MgO (Tgr4). (Murphy, 1981;
Peterson, 1984; Nelson, 1985).
units occur in the thesis area.

E,<cept for Tgr2 all of the above
Tgr3 is the most common subunit of

Grande Ronde Basalt in the thesis area.

Since these units are

intrusive in the thesis area and cannot be physically traced into a
single type section they are refered to as petrologic types in this
report.

Frenchman Springs Member of the 4anapum Basalt

The term Frenchman Springs member was informally proposed by

Mackin (1961) for a thick sequence of glomeroporphyritic to
porphyritic basalt flows within the Wanapum Basalt of eastern
Washington.

Beesor

al. (1985) have divided the Frenchman Springs

Member into S major informal units which include at least 21
different flows.

The basalt of Ginkgo and the basalt of Sand Hollow

are the only Frenchman Springs units thought to have reached the
Pacific Coast. These units consist of up to 11 flows (Beesor

.j

1985).

Peterson (iSSi) tentatively identified the Ginkgo petroIogc
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type of Mackin (1991; equals basalt of Ginkgo of Beeson

1985)

j n.j,

and the Kelly Hollow petrologic type of Gently (1977; equals basalt
of Sand Hollow of Beeson
northwest Oregon.

,j

j, 1985) in intrusive rocks of

Murphy (1981 ) and Goalen (in prep. ) recognized a

subaerial Ginkgo flow and at least two aphyric Frenchman Springs

Member flows (basalt of Sard Hollow of Beeson i

1985).

The

Frenchman Springs member in the thesis area consists of a single dike
that has been tentatively assigned to the basalt of Ginkgo petrologic
type based on major oxide chemistry.

Pomona Member of the Saddle Mountains Basalt.

The Pomona Member was named by Schmincke (1987) for a sequence
of glomeroporphyritic basalts that crop out on the Columbia Plateau.

Kienle (1971) and Schmincke (1957) traced the Pomona Member from
where it was erupted in western Idaho as far west as Ke.lso in western
Washington.

Wells (1981) mapped an extensive area of subaerial

Pomona Member basalts in the vicinity of Cathlamet, southwest
Washington and Murphy (1981) mapped a small area of Pomona Member in
northeastern Clatsop County.

Pomona Member petrologic type intrusives are present in
southwest Washington (basalt of Pack Sack Lockout of Snavely et al.,
1973) and have recently been found in Clatsop County (Rarev et al.,
1984).

In the thesis area Pomona Member petrologic type intrusions

have been subdivided into nicroporphyritic (Tpm) and gabbrcic (Tpg)
subunits.

The gabbroic subunit has a slightly different major oxide

chemistr'j than Pomona Member flows but this is thought to be a result
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of differentiation and deuteric alteration during slow cooling.

Therefore, these intrusions have been included in the Pomona Member
petrologic type.

Distribution

Reg.tonal

The Columbia River Basalt group conta.ris approximately 2 x 105

km3 of basaltic rock (Swanson and Wright, 1978) erupted from fissures
in northeastern Oregon, southeastern Washington, and western Idaho
(Taubeneck, 1970).

The Grande Ronde Basalt, the Frenchman Springs

and Priest Rapids members of the Wanapum Basalt, and the Pomona
Member of the Saddle Mountains Basalt are some of the most extensive
units in the Columbia River Basalt Group.

Subaerial flows from these

units, because of their tremendous volume and because of local basin
configurations, were able to flow out of the Columbia Plateau, down
an ancestral Columbia River Gorge, and into western Oregon and
southwestern Washington.

Other units of the Columbia River Basalt

Group are confined to the Columbia Plateau region (Beeson and Moran,
1979).

Figure 91 shows the inferred original distribution

f

the

Columbia River Basalt Group as a whole and the inferred original
distribution of the Grande Ronde Basalt, the Frenchman Springs
Member, and the Pomona Member.
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Clatsop County

Subaerial flows of Gr'artde Roride 8asalt, Frenchmen Springs
Member, and Pomona Member crop out in the northeast corner of

Clatsop County (Murphy, 1981; Goalen, in prep.) and thick piles of
submarine Grende Ronde Basalt and submarine Frenchman Sprirgs Member

crop out in western Clatsop County

Cressy, 1974; Smith, 1975;

Ned, 1976; Penoyer, 1977; CoryeU, 1978; Niem and Niem, in press).
Numerous intrusions of Grende Ronde Basalt petrologic type occur

throughout western and central Clatsop County (e.o., Niem end Niem,

in press).

Frenchman Springs Member intrusive rocks are less

abundant and appear to be restricted to the we5tern parts of the
county.

Pomona Member petrologic type intrusions are apparently

restricted to the southwestern corner of Clatsop County and the
northwest corner of Tillamook County.

Most Pomona Member petrologic

type intrusions occur within the thesis area but reconnaissance work

shows that they are present directly south of the thesis area and in
the area studied by Smith (1975).
Only a few workers in Clatsop County have used extensive
chemical analyses and magnetostratigraphy to divide the Grende

Ronde Basalt into subunits (e..,, Murphy, 1981; Peterson, 1984;

Nelson, 198, this study) end, therefore, the distribution of
the subunits is only partially understood. Dr. alan R. Niem (Oregon
State University

)

is currently undertaking a program to subdivide

the remainder of Columbia River Basalt Group flows arid intrusions in
Clatsop County.

Nelson

l98S) mapped several very long,

northeast-trending low MgO-high Ti02 dikes that project towards the
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thesis area but terminate before reaching the thesis area.

Thesis Prea

illa

ft number of Grande Ronde Basalt petrologic type dikes and

occur throughout the northern and western parts of the thesis area
(plate 1,

fig. 4).

The unit is very well exposed at a number of

quarries and along several logging roads.

The basalts are much more

resistant to erosion than surrounding mudstones and, therefore,
commonly form large hills and ridges.

Seismic data and well data

(CZ 11-28 well, Plate 3) show that one thick (200 ft.) low MgC-low

1i02 (Tgr3) sill and two underlying, smaller high M;O (Tgr4) sills
are present in the subsurface at depths greater than 1,500 feet
throughout the northern part of the thesis area (plate III).

The

numerous Grande Ronde Basalt dikes in the northern part of the thesis
area range from 1 to iS m (avg. S m) in thickness and appear to
.sprout up

from these thick subsurface sills.

Middle Miocene dikes

throughout the thesis area generally trend northeast (Plate I).
In the southwestern part of the thesis area, a sequence of thick

normally polarized low MgO-low 1i02 (Tgr3) sills and a thick
underlying high MgO sill (T;r4) intrude the upper Smuggler Cove
formation and the ball park unit (plate 1).

few thin dikes are

present above and below the5e sills.

The Frenchman Springs Menber Petrologic type is restricted
to a relatively thick (10 m) dike in the northwest corner of the
thesis area (along Munce Road, N(41/4 sec. iO, T4N, R8) (plate
1).

The Pomona Member petrologic type, with the exception of one
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sill, is restricted to the southern pert o

the thesis area where it

Lntrudes the Hamlet and Smuggler Cove formations.
Member

si1l

tn isolated Pomona

intrudes the Smuggler Cove formation in the

northcentral pert of the thesis area (SWI/4 sec. 28, TEN, R8W).
The abundance of Columbia River Basalt Group intrusions and the
lack of subaerial flows in the thesis area suggests that subaerial
flows entered the marine environment several kilometers to the
east of the thesis area end have subsequently beeii uplifted and
eroded away.

In all of C].atsop County, Pomona member intrusions have

been recognized only in or very close to the southwestern part of the
thesis area suggesting that a Pomona Member flow lobe was at one time
present to the east of the thesi5 area.

The nearest known Pomona

Member subaerial flow outcrop is located in northeastern Clatsop
County along the Columbia River some 50 km. northeast of the thesis
area (Murphy, 1981).

Kadri (1982) suggested that all Columbia River

Basalt Group flows were confined to a structural low near the present
Columbia River.

This suggestion is not consistent with the presence

of isolated Pomona member petrologic type intrusions in the thesis
area and the occurrence of thick Columbia River Basalt Group flowa
in the Willamette Valley directly east of the thesis area across the

modern day uplifted Coast Range structural high where only older
volcanic rocks are exposed (Wells

al., 1983).

Prior to

emplacement of the basalts the thesis area was the site of the
ancesteral Columbia River as is evidenced by the presence of lower
to middle Miocene angora Peak member.

Therefore, it is probable that

some subaerial Columbia River Basalt Group flows entered the marine
environment directly east of the thesis ares (i.e., in the vicinity
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of areaz mapped by Safley

in prep. and Mumford, in prep., figs 1).

Other 'invasive" dikes and sills were probably sourced from large

Columbia River Basalt Group submarine basalt piles (e.a. at Saddle
and Humbug mountains).

Lithology
Iritroduct ion

Although much of the Columbia River Basalt Group stratigraphy is
based on chemistry and magnetostr'atigraphy, major, units in northwest

Oregon can initially be differentiated on a 1.ithologic basis.

Phonocryst content and size are the main criteria used in
differentiating intrusive units.

Grande Ronde Basalt is aphyric to

very sparsely porphyr'jtic, the Frenchman Springs member contains

sparse (l/2-3Z) large (up to 1 cm) plagioclase phenocrysts, and the
Pomona member contain5 abundant small (1 mm) plagioclase
microphenocrysts and a few larger (1 cm) glomerophenocr'ysts (Murphy,
1981; Peterson, 1984).

Physical features of subaerial flows have

been used to define units in the Columbia River Basalt Group, but
these features cannot be used when examining intrusive rocks.

Grande Ronde Basalt

Brenda Ronde Basalt in the thesis area is finely crystalline
(aphyric to very sparsely porphvritic) and dark gray (N 2) to black
(N 1). The subunits of the Brenda Ronde basalt are lithologically

very similar. Previous workers (e.o., Peterson, 1994; Nelson, lS8E)
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have noted that high NlgO intrusions tend to be more cOar5ely

crystalline than low MgO intrusions of the same thickness.

This

relationship appears to be true in the thesis area, but differences
are very minor and it is not always possible to deliniate the subunit
based on crystallinity.

Peterson (1984> noted that the R2 low

MgO-high 1i02 petrologic subunit basalts contain a higher percentage
of opaque minerals in the groundrrass, which can be seen with a hand
lens, than the other low MgO subunits.

This very subtle difference

was not observed in the thesis area.

Grande Ronde Basalt intrusions are typically slightly irregular,
commonly pinching and swelling and changing orientation.

Intrusions

in the older units (i.e., lower Smuggler Cove formation and Keasey

Formation) are usually tabular (fig. 92> whereas intrusions higher up
in the section tend to be highly irregular and commonly consist of
pod-like apophyses (fig. 93).

The irregularity of the intrusions in

the younger units is probably the result of intrusion into semiconsolidated, water-saturated, marine

mudstone.

These "rocks

would tend to deform ductily rather than brittly preventing
emplacement along linear fractures.
Cooling margins are thin (<10 cm) on all Grande Ronde Basalt
intrusions in the thesis area.

Margins may consist of dark glass but

in many exposures the glass has been altered to clay.

Mudstones

adjacent to intrusions are typically baked and bleached light gray (N
7) to white (N 9).

common in

mudstones

PorDhyroblastic contact metamorphic textures are
adjacent to large intrusions in the upper part

of the stratigraphic section (fig. 87).

10 cm near very .mall intrusions to over

The baked :one ranges from
0 meters adjacent to very
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FLQ. 92.

Quarry exposing thick low MgO, low Ti02 Grande Ronde Basalt
(Tgr3) sill.
Note the planar upper contact with the
Smuggler Cove formation and the small normal birfricatirig
fault offsetting the units (locality 242>.
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Fi;. 93.

Irre;ular intrusion of loui M;O, lou 1i02 Grande Roride

Bdslt in Mudsiones of the upper Smuggler Cove forrtion.
"Morr',ari Joe" Lipka for scale (locality 40, S4 1/4 NE 1/4
sec.

19, TEN, R8t4).
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thick sills (e.o. CZ 11-28 well, fig. 80, plate 3).

Nludstones

adjacent to intrusions are usually deformed; but in some cases,
emplacement

of

the beselts has

resulted

in little or no deformation.

Grande Ronde Basalt intrusions typically display blocky to piety
jointing, but poorly developed columnar jointing is present locally.
Smaller intrusions (<2 m thick) are usually highly fractured.

Frenchman Springs Member of the Wanapum Basalt

The Frenchmen Springs Petrologic type in the thesis area
consists

of a single, rougl,ly tabular dike that holds up a northeast

trending ridge in the northwestern corner of the thesis area (Plate
1).

The dike is relatively thick (approx. 15 mY, has blocky

jointing, and has baked the surrounthng mudetones

of

the bell park

unit of the Smuggler Cove formation a very light gray (N 8).
In hand sample the basalt is sparsely porphyritic (approx.

l

plagioclase phenocrysts), has a finely crystalline groundmass, and is
black (N 1).

The presence

of 'common" (17.) phenocrysts serve to

distinguish the Frenchman Springs Petrologic type from the nearLy
aphyric Grende Ronde Basalt petrologic type.

Pomona Member of the Saddle Mountains Basalt

The Pomona Member petrologic type in the thesis area has been
subdivided into two informal textural units (Plate I).
rnicroporphyritic (1pm) and the gabbroic (Tpg) subtypes.

These are the
Two sills of

the mioroporphyritic unit (Tpms) occur in the thesis area (localities
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20 and 357).

The sills are basalti, dark gray (N 2) to black (N 1),

and contain plagioclase as small glomerophenocrysts and microphenocrysts. Microphenocrysts are small (1 mm) but can readily be seen
with a hand lens.

On weathered surfaces the microphenocr'ysts appear

as abundant small white laths.

The white color is a result of

alteration of the plagioclase to clay.
357

'5

One sill at quarry locality

approximately S meters thick, has sharp contacts with the

surrounding mudstones of the Sweet Home Creek member, and is roughly
tabular.

The other sill (locality 20) has a sharp but irregular

contact with the surrounding mudatonee of the Smuggler Cove formation
and is approximately 7 meters thick.

Jointing in both sills is

blocky to faintly columnar.

The gabbroic eubtype is typically well-weathered, has a Mottled
appearence, and is medium gray (N 4) to light gray (N 7).

However,

where the unit is fresh (i.e, stream bed localities such as 617) the
røck is dark gray (N 2).

The unit is characterized by a gabbroic to

microgabbroic texture with individual crystals ranging from 1 mm to 1
cm in length.

Pyroxene, plagioclase, and rare olivine can be

observed in hand sample.

Thick sills (5 m to 10 rv> are most common

(localities 297, 310, 596) but a thin (3 m) dike is also present
(locality 313).

Jointing is typically blocky but faint columnar

JOntinQ is also present.
glassy.

Cooling margins are thin ('(2 cm) and

adjacent mudstones are typically bleached to a very light

gray (N 8) and are well-indurated.
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Petrography

Introduct ion

Twentyseven surface and subsurface samples of middle Miocene
Columbia River Basalt Group were thinsectioned and analyzed with a
petrographic microscope (appendix 8).

Three of the samples are

sidewall core samples from the CZ 11-28 well adjacent to the thesis
area.

Thirteen samples were pointcounted (300 to 900. points) using

a mechanical stage and modal abundances were visually estimated in
the remaining samples.

Because of the relatively low number of of

points counted there is a several percent error in the abundances
reported in appendix 8.

All of the samples examined have the

petrographic features of basalts or gabbros as described below.
Petrographic analysis was used to determine if the chemical
differences between subunits are reflected in petrographic features.

Thirteen of the Grande Ronde Basalt thin sections were from
localities where chemical data were available and seven were from
localities without chemical data.

It was found that petrographic

features can be used to make tentative subunit assignments but that

chemical data and magnetic polarity data are needed to positively
assign an intrusion to a specific subunit.

Petrographic analysis was also used to compare "invasive
dikes and sills of the Columbia River Basalt Group to presumably
correlative subaerial flows described by Murphy (1991) to the

northeast of the thei

area.

When possible,

etrcgraphic and

chemical samples were collected from the central part of intrusive
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bodies.

Thin as well as thick intrusions were sampled and compared.

There are no apparent mineralogical differences between subaerial

flows

arid

invasive' dikes and sills.

The only petrographic

differences noted are the presence of occasional large vesicles in
the flows and a coarser texture in several very thick sills.

s was

stated in previous sections, the Columbia River Basalt Group is

petrographically distinct from the Eccene volcanic rocks in the
thesis area.

Grande Ronde Basalt

The high MgO subunit of Grande Ronde Basalt .(Tgr4) consists

very rare, small plgxoclase phanocry$ts (approx.
set in an intergranular to

subophitic groundmass.

of

1 per square meter)
The groundi'tass

consists of plagioclase microlites (4S-S0%), clinopyroxene (41-47%),
and opaque minerals (9-liZ) (fig. 92b).

Plagioclase is labradorite

(n 57-S9) that varies in length from 0.1-0.8 mm.

The clinopyroxene

is augite (2vz 4S-S5 ) which is anhedrel to subhedral, ranging from
0.1 to 1.5 mm in diameter.

Chlorophaeite rims some augite crystals.

Opaque minerals appear to be magnetite and ilmemite which are
typically anhedral and range in size from 0.1 to 0.5 mm.

Ninor

amounts of an interstitial mixture of quartz and alkaline feldspar is
present in sample 523.

Low MgO petrologic type basalts (Igri and Tgr3), where subunit

assigrment has been confirmed using chemical analysis, consist of
very rare plagiaclase phenocrysts (approx. I per square meter) set in
an intersertal to hyalopjlitic groundmass.

Smaller intrusion3 (2-7 rn

thick) have a hyalopi.Litic texture whereas a sample from a thick

(approx. 40 m) sill at loca1ty 242 south of Cole tiountain has an
intersertal texture.

Groundmass of low MgO basalts consists of

plagioclase microlites (30-557.), clinopyroxene (0-337.), opaque

minerals (0-97.), and glass (4-S7.) (fig. 94, appendix 8).

Plagioclase microlites are labrador-ite (n 53-57) that range in
length from 0.1-0.7 mm.

augite (2vz 45-55

)

Clinopyroxene is anhedral to subhedral

that is typically very small (<0.1 mm) but ranges

in diameter frem <0.1 to

I

mm. Opaque minerals, probably magnettte

and ilmenite, occur as finely dissiminated dust in basaltic glass and
as small intergrar,ular grains.

Glass is typically black to light

brawn and, therefore, probably consists of tackylite and
sideromelane.

Peterson (1984> noted that low MgO-high 1i02 (IgrI) basalts
contain very minor anhedral hypersthene and typically contain more

than 10% opaque minerals whereas low MO-1ow Ti02 (Tgr3) basalts
generally contain less than 77. opaque minerals.

were not observed in the thesis area.

These differences

Only one high IlgO-high 1102

intrusion occurs in the thesis area.

thin section from this

intrusion (sample 2) reveals that it is petrographically

identical'

to the low MgO-low Ti02 basalt examined.

Lw

tigO basalts, as can be seen from the data above and on

figure 94, tend to contain more glass and are more finely crystalline
than the high NgO samples from intrusions of similar thickness.

Pr

comparison of holocrystallirie or nearly holocrystalline samples shows

that high NgO basalts contain less plagioclase and more augite than
low Mg0 basalts.

High tigO basalts also tend to contain a higher
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Fig. 94.

Photomicrograh5 (cros5ednjcol5) of

) gla-rich low MgQ,

low Ti02 Grande Ronde Basalt (Tgr3)(locality 40> and B>
nore coarsely crystalline high MgO Grande Roride Basalt
(Tgr4)( locality 131>.
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percentage of opaque minerals.

The greater amount of MgO in the high

MgO basalts is, therefore, probably reflected in the greater
abundance of augite arid opaque minerals.

Based on petrographic characteristics, six samples from

localities without chmica1 data have been tentatively assigned

to thelow MgO subtye(appendix 8).

11 of these samples have

normal polarity and, therefore, are probably low MgOlow 1i02 .1;r3)
basai.ts.

One sample (520) has been tentatively assigned 'to the 4i;h

MgO subunit based on petrographic characteristic

and proximity to

other high MgO'1o*lities.
Snavely at

.

(1973) noted that the petrographic

characteristics of the Dápoe Bay Basalt (Grande Ronde Basalt

petrologic type of this study) are 'identical' to those of the Grande
Ronde Basalt on the Columbia Plateau.

Since 1873, the petrographic

characteristics of the of the Depoe Bay Basalt have been studied by

bIson (1976), Penayer (1977), Coryell (1978), Murphy (1981),
Olbineki, 1983; Peterson (1984),' and Nelson (198S).

Data from the

above studies and from this study show that' the Srande Ronde Basalt

petrologic type expo5ed on the coast is petragraphically

indistinguishable from the GrandeRonde Basalt of the Columbia
Plateau studied by Waters (1981), Swanson (1967), arid Wright e-t

(1973) arid from the Grande Ronde Basalt of the eastern Willamette
t.)alley described by anderson (1979).

l.
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Frenchman Springs Member of the Wartapum Basalt

One dike in the thesis area has been assigned to the Frenchman
Springs Member.

T)us basalt dike is sparsely porphyritic with a

subophitic groundrnass.

It consists of labradorite phenocrysts

(l/2), labradorite microlites (46%), augite (87.), opaque minerals
(az), and minor amounts of basaltic glass (fig. 95>.
phenocrysts range from 4 mm to 1 cm in lenQth.
Member is petrographically similar to
Ronde Basalt but

Labradorite

The Frenchman Springs

phyric high FIgO Grande

ontins approximately 1/2% phenocrysts.

Frenchman

Springs Member subaerial flowi studied on the Columbia Plateau
(Waters, 1961; Wright etal.,, 1973) have similar petrographic

characteristics as the Frenchmen Springs Member petrologic type dike
in the thesis area.

Beeson

(1985) have subdivided the Frenchman Springs

member into several subunits based primarily on chemical
composition.

They noted

that

the petroQraphic characteristics of the

different subunits were variable..

The Frenchman Springs Member dike

in the thesis area, on the basis of major oxide chemistry, has been
tentatively assigned to the basalt of Ginkgo of Beeson
(1988).

The dike in the thesis area is, however, less porphyritic

than "typical

inkgo basalts which average apprcxinately 8%

labr'sdorite phenocryst3.
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-

Fig. 99.

.aaw L_

Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of Frenchman Springs
Member basalt.
Note the large incompletely crystallized
labradorite phenocryst at the right surrounded by
groundmaas of labrodorite, rnuscolite, augite, opaque
ilrnenite, and basaltic glass (sample 76).
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Pomona Member of the Saddle Mountains Basalt

The microporphyritic subunit of the Pomona Member petrologic
type (1pm) consists of plagioclase (45-50%), augite (25-42%), opaque
minerals (5-7%), end gless (3-22%) (appendix 8).

Textures are

microporphyritic to spersely glomeroporphyritic with an intersertal
groundmass,

The plagioclase is labradorite (n 54-63) which occurs

in three distinct sizes: 1) as large (3 inn to 2 cm) phenocrysta and

glomerophenocrysts; 2) as microphenocrysts (approx. 0.7 mm in
length); and 3) as micralites (0.1 to 0.3 mm) (fig. 96).

The

presence of large gLomerophenocrysts and abundant rnicrophenocrysts

serves to .ditingutah the Pomona Member microporphyritic subtype from
other petrologic units in the Columbia River Basalt Group of
northwestern Oregon.

The ;ebbraic subunit (lpg) is compositionally similar to the
microporphyritic subunit (1pm) but has an ophitic texture and
contains moderate amounts (up to 8%) of olivine (appendix 8,
fig. 97).

Subhedral to euhedral labradorite (n 58-64) comprises

from 40-63% of the rock and ranges from

0.2 mm to 3 mm in length.

Augite comprises from 22-29% of the rock and occurs as large (0.5 to
4 mm

)

subhedral crystals that frequently envelop labradorite

microlites.

Opaque minerals comprise from S to 7% of the rock and

are relatively large (0.2-0.5 mm).

Olivine is typically euhedral,

fairly large (2-3 mm), and unaltered (fig. 97).

The texture and mineralogy of the gabbroic subunit (Tpg)
can probably be attributed to slow cooling and crystal fractionation
of the same "magma

that produced the microporphyritic subunit
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Fi. 98.

Photomicrographs (crossed nicol5) of the PoMone Menber
showir
i'icroporphyritic subunit.
1bite twinned
1bradorite g1oierophenocry5t (5mple 20) nd B) showing
)

labradorite rnicropheriocrysts in a groundcnass of

plagioclase, augite, and basaltic glass (sample 357).
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FiQ. 97.

Photomjcrorah of the PoMona Member gabbroic subunit
(IpQ).
Note the ophitic glomerophyritic texture and the
large fractured olivine phenocry5t.
plane polarized
light and B) crossed nicols (sample 310).
)

In the extreme southwestern part of the thesis area just

(1pm).

above the Tillamook L/olcanics there are two exposures of Pomona

Member sills which intrude the same stretigraphic horizon in the
Sweet Home Creek member.

gabbroic subunit sill is exposed at

locality 310 along Gods Valley Road and a rnicroporphyritic subunit

sill is exposed at locality 3S7 located approximately 2 km. to the

These relationships 5uggest that the two exposures are of the

east.

same sill and that textural differences are the result of different
cooli.n; histore

The microorphyrLt1.c subunit exposure, as

s

evidenced by struàtural pcsition, was probb1y ámplaced at a higher
elevation than the gabbroic 5ubunit exosure and appears to be
relatively thin (approx. S m) compared to the gebbroic exposure
(approx. 10 m).

The Pomona Member in the type area on the Columbia Plateau
consists of labradorite, augite, and olivine glomerophenocrysts and
microphenocrysts set in an intersertel groundmass composed of

labradorite, au;ite,opaquemirieral3, and basaltic glass (Schmincke,
1987).

The microporphyrtic 5ubtsnit (1pm) in the thesi

area is

petrographically similar to Pomona Member flows on the Columbia
Plateau.

The only significant difference is that olivine was not

observed in the microporphyritic subunit.

Murphy (1981) reported

that a Pomona Member subaerial flow in northeastern Clatsop County

contained approximately (3%) divine.
is

The gabbroic subunit (Tpg)

ritneralogically similar to the Pomona Member flow described

by Murphy (1981) except that it contains more olivine (up to 8%).

This difference is probably due to differentiation during slow
cool ing.

3E 1

Magnetostratigraphy

The polarity of 150 Columbia River Basalt Group samples from 52
localities was determined with a fluxgate magnetometer (appendix
7).

From two to four samples were analyzed from each locality.

almost all cases sar'iples from the same locality yielded the same
polarity readings.

Localities with conflicting or very weak readings

have querried polarities in appendix 7.

Most localities were found to have normal polarities with
reversed polarities bein; restricted to localities 2, 4, 314, 320,
and 357.

Localities 314, 320, and 357 are the Pomona Member

petrologic type, indicating that the unit has a reversed polarity in
the thesis area.

Pomona Member locality 310, however, has a

questionable normal polarity.
and microgabbroic.

The rock here is moderately weathered

Slow cooling and/or weathering may have affected

the polarity determination.

Previous workers have shown that the

Pomona Member in western Oregon, southwestern Washington, and on the
Columbia Plateau is reversely polarized (e.c., Snavely et al., 1973;
Beeson and Moran, 1979; Murphy, 1981).

The other remaining reversely polarized localities (2 and 4) are
in a low MgO-high Ti02 Grande Ronde Basalt dike.

Chemical analysis

was used to determine the subunit assignment of this dike.

Murphy

(1981), Peterson (1984), Nelson (1985) and Goalen (in prep.) have

noted that the low MgO-hi;h Ti02 subunit in Clatsop County has a
reversed polarity.

Intrusions with normal polarity include high MgO Grande Roride

Basalt (Tgr4), low MgO-low Ti02 Grande Ronde Basalt (Tgr3), and the
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Frenchman Springs Member Basalt.
Plateau and in

Numerous studies on the Columbia

northwestern Oregon have shown that high MgO Grande

Ronde basalt and Frenchman Springs Member have normal polarities
Season and Moran, 1979).

Season and Moran (1979) recognized

that subaerial flows of low MgU-lw TiO

Grande Ronde Basalt in

western Oregon could be separated into two ciagnetostratigraphic units
based on polarity.

Peterson (1984) mapped both reversely polarized

(TgrZ) and normally polarized (Tgr3) low MgO-low Ti02 intrusions to
the north

of

the thesis area.

Within the thesis area, however, all

the low MgO-lou 1i02 Brenda Ronde Basalt has normal polarity.

This

indicates that the the reversely polarized subunit of Peterson (1984)
(Tgr2) is not present in the thesis area.

Swanson and Wright (1978) and Swanson at al. (1979) devised a
magnetic strat.tgraphy for the Columbia River Basalt Group.

The

Grande Ronde Basalt was divided into the Ri, Ni, R2, and N2
magnetostratigraphic units (fig. 90).

Ri Grande Ronda Basal-t flows

are apparently restricted to the Columbia Plateau with Ni, R2, and N2
flows being more voluminous and occurring on the Columbia Plateau as

well as in western Oregon end southwestern Washington (Season and
Moran, 1979).

Therefore, the reversely polarized low MgO-high Ti02

subunit (Tgrl> in the thesis area is considered to be correlative to
the R2 zone and both the High MgO (Tgr4) and the low MgO-low Ti02
(Tgr3) subunits are thought to be correlative to the N2 magnetic
zone.

The Frenchman Springs Member of the Wanapum Basalt has also

been assigned to the N2 zone by Swanson at al. (1979).
In conclusion, paleomagrietic polarity studies of the middle

Miocene intrusive rocks in the thesis area show that the chemical
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units of the Columbia River Basalt Group have consistent polarities.

This inthcates that the various chemical subtypes are good
stratigraphic units (i.e. each subunit is genetically related and
emplaced at approximately the same time) rather than an artificial
grouping of chemically similar besalts.

C hem is try

Twenty seven Columbia River Basalt Group samples were collected
and prepared for major oxide chemical analysis.

The samples were

analyzed using x-ray fluorescence and standardized against the
U.S. Geological Survey silicate standard BCR-1 (Columbia River Basalt
standard> by Dr. Peter Hooper's lab at Washington State University.
The BCR-1 standard has been used on almost all published analyses of
Columbia River Basalt, thereby allowing for accurate comparison of
major oxide chemical data.

Olbinski (1983), Peterson (1984), and

Nelson (198S) had Columbia River Basalt Group samples analyzed
against the "internationals standard of Dr. Hooper.

Goalon (in

prep.-) devised correction factors to convert international standard
values to BCR--1 values.

Peterson (1984).

These correction factors are listed by

The chemical analyses used in this report from

Peterson (1984) and Nelson (1985) have been corrected to BCR-1 values
using the correction factors.

na1yses from the thesis area were plotted on a silica variation
diagram (fig. 98) and a plot of 1102 versus MgO (fig. 99).
at a]..

Snavely

(1973) defined compositional limits for the Grande Ronde

Basalt (Depoe Bay Basalt), Frenchman Springs Member (Cape Foulweather
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Silica Variation Diagram For Miocene Basaits
Hamlet Area, Northwest Oregon
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Silica variatrion diagram with Miocene intrusive samples
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Frenchman Springs-Cape Foulweather (,.1), and Pomona-Pack
Sack Lookout () fields shown (fields from Sraaveiy et al.,
1973>.
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Basalt), and the Pomona Member (basalt of Pack Sack Lookout) using a
silica variation diagram.

Jith several exceptions, samples from the

thesis area plot within the compositional limits of Snavely
..

j

(1973) therby confirming the field identifications and

demonstrating a certain degree of chemical homogenaeity for the
various units.

s Sriavely

t al. (1973) originally pointed out the

plot also shows that the "coastal basalts" and the "plateau basalts"

have essente1ly identical major element chemistries.
Two Grande Ronde Basalt well samples from the CZ 11-28 well and
two samples from the gabbroic subunit of the Pomona Member plot
significantly outside the fields defined by Snavely et el. (1973).

The two anomolous Grande Ronde Basalt samples from the well are
chemically similar to other Brande Ronde Basalt samples except that
they contain higher percentages of of Si02.

The hiQher Si02 values

are probably due to either alteration or to contamination of the
basalt samples with mudstone cuttings.

One sample (310) of the

gabbroic subunit of the Pomona member consistently plots within the
the Pomona Member field of Snavely

t

al. (1973) whereas the other

two samples of the gabbroic subunit plot near but outside the
field.

It is suggested that the chemical differences in these

two coarsely crystalline samples is due to differentiation during
slow cooling.

It is possible, but not likely, that the intrusions

mapped as the gabbroic subunit are not related to the Pomona Member.

Pomona Member intrusives are located near and are chemically similar
to the gabbroic intrusions and, therefore, it is this writer's

opinion that the ;abbroic intrusions are related to the Pomona
Member.

Gabbroic subunit rocks intrude late Oligocene to early
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Miocene sedimentary rocks in the southwestern corner of the thesis
area and, therefore, are at least approximately the same age as
Pomona Member basalts (Plate I).

Murphy (1981), Olbinski (1983), Peterson (1984), and Nelson
(1988) used a Ti02 versus MgO diagram to differentiate the various

subunits of Grande Rnde Basalt and to differentiate Grande Ronde
Basalt from other units in the Columbia River Basalt
(fig. 99).

roup

Samples from the thesis area plot within all of the

fields outlined by Murphy (1981) with the majority of samples
plotting in the low MgO-low Ti02 Grande Ronde Basalt field.

One

sample from CZ 11-28 well cuttings (CZ-3) is considered to be high

MgO basalt even though it plots within the low MgO field on figure
99.

ll samples from the well appear to be depleted in in MgO as a

result of contamination or alteration, thereby shifting the plotted
positions to the left on figure 99.

Because of the apparent MgO

depletion and because another sample (CZ-4) collected from the same
well horizon plots in the high MgO field, sample CZ-3 has been
assigned to the high MgO petrologic type.

The two well samples

assigned to the low MgO-low Ti02 subunit plot slightly outside the
low MgO field.

This is probably a result of contamination of basalt

cuttings by mudstone cuttings.

Two distinct clusters of samples occur within the low MgO-low
Ti02 field on figure 99.

Four samples cluster at 1i02 values of

This cluster is labeled subunit S because all the samples are
from intrusions in the southern part of the thesis area.

Six samples

from the northern part of the thesis area cluster at 1102 values of
2.1% and have beer labeled subunit N on figure 99.

One sample (El)
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from the northern part of the thesis area plots away from both
clusters.

Beeson at al. (1979) suggest that several different low

MgO-low 1102 flows entered the marine environment in the vicinity of
the thesis area and formed

invasive" dikes and sills.

The two

subunits (N and S) in the low MgO-low 1i02 petrologic type may

represent the invasion of two different normally polarized low
Mg0-low 1i02 flows with slightly different chemistries in different
parts of the thesis area.

The two Pomona Member gebbroic subunit samples (297 and 617)
that plotted outside of the Pomona Member field on the silica
variation diagram (fig. 98) also plot outside the Pomona Member
field on the 1i02 versus MgO diagram (fig. 99).

This is probably due

to differentiation and deuteric alteration during slow cooling as was
previously mentioned.

The average major element chemical composition of the Columbia

River Basalt Group intrusive units in the thesis area was compared to
the average composition of the same, units outside the thesis area
(tables S and 8).

This was done in order to establish average

compositions of the various units and to compare the chemical
composition of "coeztal

intrusions to subaerial flows.

Table 5 shows that low Mgo-low 1i02 Grande Ronde Basalt (Tgr2

and Tr3) and low Mg0-high Ti02 Grande Ronde Basalt
similar major element chemistries.

The only significant difference

between the two units is in 1i02 content.
from 2.0 to
2.S

1i02.

Tgrl) have very.

Low Ti02 basalts average

Ti02 whereas higt TiOZ basalts average from 2.3S to
There is also a tendency for high 1i02 basalts to

contain more K20 than low 1i02 basalts.

Even though there is

Table S

Major Oxide Content of Subunit. within the Srande Honda Ua.alts
Copari.on of Subaerial F1ow to coaetal intrusion.
iJnIt

Low HqO. High Tb2

Low HgO, Low Tb2
Flow.

intrustona
('ot no

5mw. Pet

Nets. Hurp. This

Nn.of

*

anal.

26

5402
Al203

52.1

rIO2

8

9

Ueeg

Snev. Pet.

11

30

55.9

55.5

15.1
2.1

56.4

14.1

56.2
15.0

14.3

55.9
14.8

2.0

2.1

2.1

2.0

2.2

1

4

-

Nets. This
7

1

14.0

56.1
13.8

55.8
14.9

2.5

2.4

2.4

Bees. Snev. Pet.
7

14.9

14.8

14.4

14.8

15.0

14.9

14.3

14.5

2.4

2.3

1.9

2.0

2.0

2.1

1.9

1.8

2.1 --------2.0

2.0

2.0

2.4 --------2.0

9.7

11.0

10.4

----

0.19

6.9

7.0

6.9

6.7

0.20 0.22

0.19

6.6

7.2

7.0

9.5 --------10.1

0.18 0.19 0.20

0.21

0.24

0.22

0.21

6.8

7.9

8.9

84

5.2

13

54.0

2.0

0.19

17

53.9

2.6

7.0

5

53.9

9.8 ------------10.4
0.18

4

Swan

54.2

reo

0.21

5

Bees

53.9

FeO3

CaO

13

Nets. This

54.8 554 55.0

2.0

MnO

Flows

Flows Intrusions1

Intrusions4

6

56.9
14.4

High 1490

6.9

9.7

8.3

0.20
8.5

9.1

5.0

5.3
1.1

tiqO

1.4

3.2

3.4

3.8

3.6

3.4

3.5

3.2

3.4

3.6

3.3

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.8

(20

1.4

1.6

1.6

1.7

1.6

1.6

2.3

2.0

1.9

1.5

1.9

1.0

1.3

1.1.

1.0

1.2

P1a20

3.5

2.3

2.1

2.4

2.3

p2n5

0.40 0.30

inav. - Snavely
pet.

0.3

tlurp. - Murphy (1981)

- This Study

2.5

2.7

2.9

2.3

2.4

2.4

2.8

3.3

2.1

2.2

0.33

0.33

0.34

0.33

0.32

0.40

0.40

0.32

0.26

0.27

flj,. (1973)

- peterson (1984)

Nets. - Neteon (1985)

This

3.1

----

0.30 0.28

Bees. - Beeson1 personal comm. to Peterson (1984)
Swan. - Swanson

(1979)

samples not included because
of possibl. contamination
+ Includes several 'coastal basalt" flows from Snavely. £
a

J. (1973)

Table S
Average )lajor Oxide Cancentration

of Frenchman Springs and the Pomona
Member: Comparison of Subaerial Flows to 'Coate1 intrusiona

Unit

Frenchman Springs Member
Intrusions4

Data

Snav. I4urp. pet.

lb. of
anal.

5102
Al203

T102
Fe203

21

1

ii

Pomona Member

Flows

This
1.

Intrusions

Bees. Swan. Snav. Mill,

46

21.

10

4

This
5

Flow.
Murp. Swan. Wat.
1

307

51.9

52.0

52.7

50.3

51.3

51.5

52.3

----

49.6

52.?

52.1

51.1

13.9

13.5

13.9

13.9

l47

14.2

15.1

13.4

16.2

14.9

14.9

15.1

3.0

3.0

2.6

3.2

3.0

3.0

1.6

1.7

1.9

1.7

1.6

3.6 --------2.0

1,7

----

2.0

----

FaO

10.9 --------12.5 12.5

----

8.8

----

MnO

0.22

0.23

----

0.18

----

2.0 -------2.5
9.4 -------- 8.6
0.18 -------- 0.20

CaO

7.9

8.2

8.2

9.0

8,2

8.6

10.6

10.0

10.7

10.3

HqO

4.1

4.3

3.7

5.0

4.1.

4.6

6.9

6.7

8.0

7.2

7.0

7.0

K20

1.0

1.3

1.3

0.8

1.1.

1.2

0.56

0.80

0.30 0.70

0.64

0.62

tia2O

3.0

2.7

2.2

2.3

2.0

2,7

2.3

2.5

2.4

2.3

P205

0.69

0.60 0.61

0.54

----

0.28

----

0.23 0.23

1.45

2.3

10.1

0.28 -------- 0.16

lncl'id's u'u.r.,1 'coastst has4ltM flows from Snavely.
j. al. (1973)
nav. - 5navely
j. (1.973)
flees. - Beeson personal Comm.
Pet.
- Peterson (1984)
Swan. - Swanson
.
j. (1979)

Mi:rp. - Murphy (1981)

11111

- MIII (1975)

This

Wat.

- Waters, written comm. to
Snave1y,
. fj. (1973)

- This Study

10.9
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relatively little chemical difference between the high Ti02 basalts
and the low Ti02 ba5alts, it appears that they represent distinct
units.

This is evidenced by the reversed polarity of the high

1102 basalt and the normal polarity of the low 1i02 basalt in
the thesis area.

In addition, 1102 values are generally very

accurate, and variations in the values probably represent real
differences rather than analytical error.

High MgO Grande Rondo Basalt (Tgr4) is hiQher in CeO and MgO and
lower in Si02 and K20 then lois MgO Srande Ronde Basalt (table
5).

Trace element data from the thesis area and from other workers

show that high MgO Brenda Rondo Basalt contains more Sc and Ca and
less Th, La, and Sm than low MgO basalts (table 7).
Frenchmen Springs Member basalts are higher in total iron, 1i02,
and P205 and lower in Si02 than any units of the Grande Ronde Basalt
(table 6, fig. 98>.

Peterson (1984) divided the Frenchman Springs

Member in northwest Oregon into two informal units based on
phenocryst abundance and P205 content.

These subunits are the

phenocryst-poor (<1%), lower P205 (0.4S-0.5l) Kelly Hollow basalt
and the phenocryst-rich (>1%), higher P205 (0.55-0.647.) Ginkgo
basalt.

Beeson

j .L (1985) have recently recomended that the name

Kelly Hollow be abandoned and that basalts formally assigned to this
unit should be included in the basalt of Sand Hollow. Beeson
J..

(1985> divided the basalt of Sand Hollow into low P205

,.j

0.48% to

0.50%) and intermediate P205 (0.51% to 0.53%) chemical subtypes.

Ginkgo basalt has been renamed the basalt of Ginkgo by Beeson

The
.

(1985).

The Frenchman Springs Member dike in the thesis area contains

.

Table 7
Copiparlson p1' Trace Ejesiepit liveraUe5 of Low IlgO 6rand

Honda

Ua8alt to hlQh Mgo Grands Honda ftaa1t
Low HgO Oande Honda BasaLt

Unit

Intrusions

Data Source

No.of

H't-D.

5

111gb MgO

flows

jfl

This

And.

1

17

3

anal.

Swan.
1

riows
Harp.

And.

3

7

Sc (ppm)

30.40

31.00

Co

32.60

Th

5.32

35.00
5.30

Ba

520.00

580.00

800.00 ± 100

La

23.80

24.30

21.48 ± .27

26.60

28.70

23.50

18.50

Sm

6.22

6.40

6.00 ± .021

6.60

7.70

6.19

5.40

1.65

179

2.30 ± .11

2.00

2.18

1.52

1.80

48.50

49.00

13.70 ± .099

50.00

58.00

48.00

40.00

Ce

30.05 ± .08
5.73

.15

t4d

22.19 ± 2.10

Tb
Yb

1.33 ± .081

34.00

31.20

29.00

38.00

39.00

36.40

35.00

7.80

6.10

5.30

43.00
3.80

900.00 783.00 686.00

800.00

3.33 ± .098

0.51±.022

Lu

Rb

48.66

4.9

7.31 ± 0.36

(It

Ilurp. - tluphy (1981)

And. - Anderson (1978);

(lilt

- liii) (1976)

This

- This Study. sasple 40
INkA analysts hy Amy Iloover

Swan. - Swanson and
Ore. St. Univ.

CLackamaa River Area

Wright

(1979)
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0.81% P205 and has been tentatively assigned to the basalt of Ginkgo.
The dike in the thesis area has fewer phenocrysts than typical
samples of the basalt of Ginkgo which average approximately 8%
phenocrysts..

The basalt of Ginkgo, however, has a highly variable

phenocryst content (Beeson

1985).

The Frenchman Springs

Member contains more iron (>13.5%) and less P205 (< 0.85%) than
Tillamook Volcanics and, therefore, can usually be chemically
differentiated from them.

The Pomona Member can be differentiated from other Columbia

River Basalt Group units in western Oregon and western Washington by
a very high CeO (>10%> and MgO (7-8%) contents as well as by a very
low (0.8%) CeO content (table 8, fig. 98).

The average major element

composition of the Pomona Member in the thesis area is slightly
different from the the average content of the unit elsewhere (table
6).

The Pomona Member in the thesis area is slightly lower in Si02

and K20 and slightly higher in MgO and
in other areas.

l2O3 than the Pomona member

These slight differences are due to the more mafic

composition of the gabbroic subunit (Tpg) in the thesis area.
Tables S and 6 show that there is essentially no significant
difference in major element composition between subaerial flows
("plateau basalts") and iritrusives ("coastal basalts) when the same
units. and subunits are compared.

Peterson (1984) reported a number

of chemical analyses from Columbia River Basalt Group flows in
Western Oregon.

The samples were collected by Dr. Marvin Beeson of

Portland State University and analyzed by Dr. Peter Rooper's lab at
Washington State University.

The subaerial flows sampled by Beeson

can be traced through the Columbia River Gorge and onto the Columbia
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Plateau.

It is felt that the intrusions sampled in the thesis area

and the flows sampled by Beeson offer the best comparison as they
uere both analyzed at the same lab on the same Columbia River Basalt
standard.

Table 5 shows that the average composition of the

intrusions in the thesis area is essentially identical to the
average composition of Columbia River Basalt Group subaerial flows
sampled by Beeson.

This suggests that the intrusions and the flows

are petrographically related.

Volcanic rocks of the Columbia River Basalt Group were erupted
from approximately 18 Ma. to S Ma. (early to late Miocene) (Swanson
at al., 1979).

Flows reaching Clatsop County belong to the: 8rande

Ronde Basalt, dated from 16.5-14.5 Ma. on the Columbia Plateau; The
Frenchman Springs Member

0f the Wanepum Basalt, dated at 13.4 Ma. on

the Columbia Plateau; and the Pomona Member
Basalt, dated at 12 Ma

of the Saddle Mountains

on the Columbia Plateau (Swanson at al..,

1979; Kienle et al., 1978).

Snavely at al. (1973) considered the "coastal basalts" to have

been erupted locally during the same time interval as the chemically
similar units
Group.

of

the middle to upper Miocene Columbia River Basalt

Beeson at el. (1979), however1 suggested that the coastal

intrusions represent the distal ends of plateau-derived flows that,

upon reaching the marine environment, invaded the semi-consolidated
forming "invasive" dikes and sills.

If this hypothesis is correct,

as data from this report suggests, then the intrusions are precisely
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the same age as the subaerial flows that sourced the intrusions.
11 of the chemical types in the thesis area are Oligocene to
early Miocene in age or younger as they intrude rocks of this age
(plate 1).

Peterson (1984), Nec]. (1g76), and Cressy (1974) have

shown that the Grande Ronde Basalt and the Frenchman Springs Member

petrologic types intrude the lower to middle middle Miocene Astoria
Formation.

Snavely et al. (1973) reprtrd a K/Ar age range of

14+2.7 Ma. to 16+0.5 Ma. for the Oepoe Bay Basalt (Grande Ronde
Petrologic type of this report) on the northern Oregon Coast.

A very

thick low MgO Grande Ronde basalt sill at Neahkanie Mountain, which
forms a prominent headland 10 km west of the thesis area, has been
radiometrically dated at 15.9+0.3 Ma. (Niem and Cressy, 1973).

Snavely et el. (1973) reported a K/Ar age of 9.0+1.4 Ma. for the
basalt at Pack Sack Lookout and stated that, "although a difference
of about 4 m.y. is shown by the K/Ar ages of Pomona and Pack Sack

Lookout basalts, the dates are from single samples and, therefore, no

great reliance can be placed on them.
The previous discussion has shown that the Columbia River Basalt

Group on the Columbia Plateau and the "coastal basalts" of Snavely
j. (1973) are approximately the same age.

Paleomagnetic data

indicate that that the chemical types on the plateau are precisely
the same age as correlative chemical types on the Washington and
Oregon coasts (Choinere and Swanson, 1979; Murphy, 1981; Peterson,
1984; Nelson, 1985; this study).

Correlat ion
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At least ten subaerial Grande Ronde Basalt flows have been

traced from the Columbia Plateau down the Columbia River Gorge and
into western Oregon (Anderson, 1978; Season and Moran, 1979; Vogt,
1981).

These include three R2, low MgO flows; five N2 low MgO flows;

and 2 N2, high M;O flows.

At least six

of

these

flows reached

northeastern Clatsop County including: at least 2 R2, low MgO flows;
two N2, low Mgo flows; and two high MgO flows (Murphy, 1981; Goalen,
in prep. ).

Two chemical subtypes (basalt of Sand Hollow and basalt

of Ginkgo) of Frenchman Springs member subaerial flows have also been
traced into northwest Oregon (Season, n.j.

1985).

The Pomona

Member has been mapped as a single flow unit in northeastern Clatsop
County and in southwest Washington (Wells, 1981; Murphy, 1981).
Peterson (1984) correlated the four Grande Ronde Basalt

intrusive subunits in the Green MountainYoungs River area and two
Frenchman Springs Member subunits to petrologically and
paleomagnetically equivalent (i.e. same polarities) plateau derived
Grande Ronde Basalt and Frenchman Springs Member subaerial and
submarine flows in the Nicolai Mountain area (Murphy, 1981) and the
Plymptori Creek-area (Goalen, in prep.> of northeastern Clatsap
County.

Data from the thesis area support the correlations of

Peterson (1984).

The Columbia River Basalt Group petrologic type

intrusions in the thesis area have been correlated to the subaerial
flows in northeastern Clatsop County as shown in figure 100.

The

units correlated in figure 100 have virtually identical chemical,
petrographic, arid magnetic polarity properties.

The gabbroic subunit

of the Pomona Member (Tp;) is the only exception to this, as it does
have slight chemical and petrographic differences from the Pomona
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Member studied by Murphy (1981).

These differences are thought to be

eresult of differentiation during slow cooling.

Rarey j

(1983)

correlated Porona member intrusive rocks in the thesis area to a
subaerial Pomona member flow mapped by Murphy (1981) in northeastern
Clatsop County.

Origin

Snavely et al. (1973> noted that the Oepoe Bay Basalt and the

Grande Ronde Basalt, the Cape Foulweather Basalt and the Frenchman
Springs Member, and the basalt at Pack Sack Lookout and the Pomona
Member were consanguineous basalt groups.

However, they considered

the Columbia River Basalt Group ("plateau basalts') end the "coastal

basalts" to have been erupted from separate vent areas approximately
500 kilometers apart.

Therefore, Snavely et al. (1973) had to

invoke regional magmatic processes to explain the identical age and
chemistry of the two basalt groups.

They based their conclusion that

the "coastal basalts" had been erupted locally on the presence of

dikes, sills, and eruptive features (a. o., "volcanic bombs') on the
Oregon Coast.

The three regional magmatic models suggested by

Snavely et al. (1973) are:

1) partial melting of the Juan Dc Fuca

Plate subducted beneath the american Plate; 2) partial melting along
a horizontal shear at the base of the american Plate; and 3) partial
melting of homogenous eclogite in the mantle of the subducted Juan Dc
Fuc
.

Plate.

These models were sketched by Murphy (1981).

Snavely 2j

(1973> noted that there were two major problems with all of the

above models: 1) they fail to account for the eruption of middle
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Miocene calc-alkalirie volcanics of the of the western Cascade arc

between the two vent areas; and 2> they fail to explani how the

nagmas could maintain tbir compositional uniformities during upward
ascent from the Mantle to vent areas 500 kilometers apart.
The consanguineous nature of the "coastal basalts" and the
"plateau basalts' led Beeson et al. (1979> to examine alt'ernative

model5 to those of Snavely et al. (1973).

The hypothesis of Beeson

et al. (1979) is that the "coastal basalts" are extensions of lava
flows erupted on the Columbia Plateau.

The presence of dikes and

sills is thought to be a consequence of the interaction of thick
flown of dense basaltic magma with soft, less dense, water-saturated
marine sediments.

Beeson ct al. (1979) cited examples from Schr'uncke

(19S4) and Byerly and Swanson (1978) of Columbia River Basalt Group
flows "invading" lacustrine and fluvial sediments in central
Washington.

Schrnincke (1964) states that Columbia River Basalt Group

flows,

"may invade downward into the sediments at various levels
in a smooth sill-like fashion with remarkably little
deformation of the sediments, or it may occur in irregular
forms, in dikes, lobes, or tongues of solid lava, as
autobreccia, or peperite. Sediment layers may be gently
lifted to the top of the basalt or may be bulldozed aside
and intermixed with the sediment".

Beeson et al. (1979) suggested that the Columbia River Basalt Group
flows interacted with marine sediments in a similar manner, but on a
larger scale.

The presence of dikes in thick sequences of submarine

basalt (e.o., as mapped at Saddle Mountain by Penoyer, 1977) could be
explained by local injection in the liquid basalt from lava interiors
into shrinkage joints of cooled margins (autoinvasive intrusions).

Beeson et al. (1979) cited the following as evidence supportive
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of the "invasive hypothesis": 1) the inadequacy of the petrogenetic
models of Snavely et al. (1973); 2) the fact that the "coastal
basalts" are present only at the terminus of the "plateau flows"
(fig. 101); 3) the association of coastal intrusions with deitai.c and

shallow marine soft strata; 4) the absence of consistent dike
orientation, indicating an absence of structural control; and 5)

geophysical studies indicating that the coastal dikes do not extend
to great depths.

Recent studies of the "coastal basalts" in Clatsop County

by Murphy (1981), Raroy j

(1983), Peterson (1984), Nelson

(1985), and this study have provided additional data that is relavent
to the origin of the "coastal basalts".

Instead of the three coastal

petrologic types defined by Snavely et al,. (1973> seven different

petrologic types have been defined.

These intrusive petrologic types

have been correlated to petrologically identical plateau derived
subaerial and submarine flows in northeastern Clatsop County and
appear to have been emplaced in the same sequence as the subaerial
flows (fig. 100).

The subaerial flows in northeastern Clatsop County

can be physically traced through the Willamette Valley and onto
the Columbia Plateau (Murphy, 1981; Beeson

.j

1979).

Murphy (1981) mapped in detail one of the few areas where the
"plateau basalts" and the "coastal basalts' occur adjacent to one
another.

Late Miocene uplift of the Oregon arid iashington coast

ranges has resulted in erosion of this contact zone in most areas.

Figure 102 is a cross section from Murphy (1981) through an ares
where the two basalt groups overlap.

1though Murphy (1981)

considered the the "coastal basalts" to have been locally erupted the
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geology of the overlap area is highly supportive of an invasive
origin for the

coastil basalts'.

In this area subaerial flows of

Grande Ronde Basalt and Frenchman Springs Member grade westerly into
into pillow lava deltas end eventually into dikes and sills
(fig. 102).

The subaerial &rande Ronde Basalt flow in figure 102 is

chemically identical to and has the same polarity as the underlying
Oepoe Bay Basalt (1db).

The two units were differentiated by the

presence or absence of dikes.

The same situation occurs between the

Frenchman Springs Member (Tyfs) and the Cape Foulweather Basalt
(Tcf).

t

local source for the Depoe Bay Basalt end the Cape

Foulweather Basalt would require an extraordinary set of
coincidences.

Firstly, just enough lava would have to be erupted on

the Columbia Plateau to cause the subaerial flows to travel hundreds
of kilometers and yet stop right at the middle Miocene coastline.
Secondly, a chemically

identical

basalt would have to be erupted at

precisely the same time as the subaerial flow in the same spot where
the subaerial flow terminated.

Such a scenario see'is unrealistic.

Therefore, an invasive origin for the intrusions in Clatsop County
appears more likely.

Extensive parts of the Eocene Tillamook Volcanics have been
mapped in detail and no Miocene dikes have been observed intruding
them (thLs study; 4ells et al., 1B83; Mumford, in prep.; Safley, in
prep. ).

Since the Tillamook Volcanics are on trend with other

Miocene dikes one would expect to find Miocene dikes withing the
Tiliamook Volcanics if the Miocene dikes originated from an
underlying local coastal magma body.
Recent petrogenetic studies of the Columbia River Basalt
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Group on the Columbia Plateau indicate that the lavas were originally
derived from a mantle similar in isotopic composition to island arc
and oceanic island basalts of the North Pacific (Carison et al.,
1981).

This primary magma was then modified chemically and

isotopically by crystal fractionation end and assimilation of sislic
:rustal rocks during transport through, or storage in, the
continental crust.

Carlson et al. (19S1) concluded that the isotopic

data are inconsistent with a primordial mantle source suggested by
Snavely at al. (1973).

Since interaction with continental crust with

the magma is apparently required to produce the isotopic ratios in
the Columbia River Basalt Group, it seems highly unlikely that
precisely the same fractionation and assimilation events took
place 500 kilometers apart at different vent areas.

It seems

especially unlikely because the "coastal basalts" are underlain
by acoreted oceanic crust.

In conclusion, it can be stated that the vast majority of recent
data support the invasive hypothesis of Beeson et al. (1979).

There

are, however, several recent geologic observations that contradict
statements made by Beesor; et al. (1979).

Studies of subsurface data

(from exploration wells) in Clatsop County show that "coastal basalt"
intrusions occur at depths exceeding 5,000 feet, some intrude
"indur3ted

upper Eocene sedimentary rocks, and the intrusions may

show reversed stratigraphic order (i.e., some Grande Ronde sills are
at shallower depths than younger Frenchman Springs sills) (Olbinski,
1983; Peterson, 1984; this study; Martin
fig. 85 and plate III).

in press) (see

although nearly every intrusion mapped at

the surface intrude Oligocene to Miocene sedimentary rocks, a few
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dikes and 51115 intrude Eocene (upper Narizien) sedimentary rocks.
In the thesis area, Pomona Member petrologic type 51115 irtrude the

Eocene Sweet Eome Creek member at three localities including one
(sample 617) that appears to intrude beneath the upper Eocene Cole

Mountain bas1t (plate I).

Beeson et al. (1379) suggested that the

Miocene sills were all emplaced at shallow depths and restricted to
the Oligocene through Miocene sedimentary units in northwest Oregon.
Beeson et al. (1979> stated that there was no apparent
structural alignment of the Miocane dikes.

Recent studies in Clatsop

County however, dp show that three major dikes and many minor dikes
have a preferential northeastward orientation indicating structural

control of emplacememt (Olbinki, 1983; Peterson, 1984; Nelson, 1989;
this study).

Data from seismic sections through the northern

portion of the thesis area and data from the CZ 11-28 well adjacent
to the thesis area, however! indicate that the structural control is
shallow rooted as the dikes are apparently sourced from underlying
sills which intrude Refugian-eged strata.

Discussion

Data from this study and from other recent studies strongly
support the invasive origin for the Miocene basalts of coastal
Oregon and coastal Washington.
are poorly understood.

1owever, the mechanics of invasion

s with other hypotheses that invoke

large-scale mechanics (e.o., plate tectonics) the invasive hypothesis

of Beeson et al. (1979) has been slow to gain acceptance in the
geologic community. It is the contention of this report that the
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invasive hypothesis of Beeson et

1. (1979) is the most logical and

that the models of Sravely at ci. (1973) are unrealistic.
Snavely

t ci. (1973) noted that more than 30 major petrologic

units were erupted on the Columbia Plateauu and suggested that
because of basin configurations and volumes of erupted lava, only six
of these major petrologic units flowed into western Oregon and
western Washington.

Coincidentally, four of these major petrologic

types were erupted at the same time, in the same sequence, at the
terminus of the plateau-derived flows.

This coincidence was

explained by the presence of an extensive magma chamber feeding both
areas.

This does not, however1 explain the absence of crustal

contamination between the two vent areas or the reason why the only
petrologic types erupted on the coast happen to correspond to the few
subaerial flows that reached western Oregon and southwestern
Washington.

The extraordinary number of coincidences required by the

local eruption hypothesis of Snavely et ci. (1973) makes it
untenable.

The general scenario of Beacon et ci. (1979) is, howevera
logical consequence of extraordinarily voluminous outpourings of
lava adjacent to a continental margin.

When huge flows, hundreds

of times more voluminous than any historical flows, follow drainage
systems into the ocean they might be expected to form thick piles of

pillow basalt and breccia which may prograde far out onto the
continental she! in a manner similar to fluvial deltas.

Schmincke

(1964) and Byeriy and Swanson (1978) have shown that when fluid
Columbia River Basalt flows came in contact with water and soft
sediments, pillow besalts, hyaloclastites, and invasive dikes and
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sills formed locally.

These sane features should be expected where

subaerial flows encountered the marine environment.

It should a150

be expected that subaerial flows would have the same chemistry and
magnetostratigraphy as the inva5ive dikes and sills.
"Unexpected" geologic features of the coastal basalts include
deep intrusions into older sedimentary rocks, a structural alignment
of some dikes, and local eruption features such as ring dikes.

Deep

Sea Drilling Project studies have shown that marine sediments can be
poorly consolidated at great depths (e.o. 1000 m) below the sea
floor (e.o., leg 63 D.S.D.P., Niem, pers. comm.,

1985).

This coupled

with the high density contrast between molten basaltic lava (2.7
g/cm3> and water-saturated sediment (1.5-2 g/cm3) suQgests that
it nay be possible for density driven invasion to occur to great
depths.

The northeast structural alignment of shallow dikes and the
presence of eruptive features could be explained by a mechanism
analogous to injection of clastic dikes into overlying muddy
sediments.

In the thesis area clastic dikes in the Keasey Formation

have a preferred northwesterly orientation.

Other workers have noted

that overpressuring of sand or mud can result in dike emplacement and
'the "eruption" of mud or sand volcanoes (Reineck and Singh, 1980;
Walton and O'Sullivan, 1950).

If an invasive sill is overlain by a

rapidly forming pile of pillow besalts overpressuring would occur
that may result in "magna
eeknesses, forming dikes.

being injected along prexistin; structural

Some of these might reach the ocean floor

forming small, local eruptive centers like Haystack Rock in western

Clatsop County (see Ned, 1976>
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uture Studle5

Although nearly all the data support the invasive hypothesis of

Beeson et al. (1979) there at least two studies that should be done
before the origin of the "coastal basalts" can be "positively"
deternined.

These are: 1> to further map the distribution of the

petrologic subunits and to evaluate, in detail, the relationships
between pillowed flows, breccias, and intrusions; and 2> to construct
theoretical r'!odel5 for the mechanism of invasion.

Dr. Alan R. Niem

of Oregon State University is presently engaged in a detailed study
of the middle Miocene basaltic rocks in Clatsop County and their
relationship to the coeval Columbia River Basalt Group.
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QUTERNRY DEPOSITS

Quaterrtary deposits

r the thesis area have been divided

into three major units: 1) alluvial terrace gravel (Qtl and Qt2); 2)
undifferentiated recent alluvial and estuarine deposits (Qee); and 3)

r-ock fall/landslide deposits (QIs) (Plate I).

With the exception of

landslide deposits significant thick Quaterriary deposits are limited
to the southwest corner of the thesis area in the North Fork of the

Nehalem River Valley (fig. 1, plate 1).

Deposits in this area

consist of older alluvial terrace deposits and younger

undifferentiated alluvial and estuarine deposits.

Terrace deposits

are 1-4 m thick and are composed primarily of poorly sorted rounded
Columbia River Basalt Group cobbles and boulders in a sandy Matrix

(fig. 103>.

Basalt cobbles appear to be locally derived from

adjacent eroded dikes and sills.

Upper Smuggler Cove formation

nudstone cobbles, which are locally derived, are rarely present in
the terrace deposits.

The terraces are erosional (as opposed to

depositional terraces) and occur at two levels: one (Qtl)
approximately 7 m above present river level; and the other (Qt2)
approximately iS m above present river level.

Recent alluvial

deposits consist of poorly sorted, subangular to rounded basalt
cobbles, minor sand, and minor silt.

Estuaririe deposits are very

poorly exposed and consist of clay, peat, silt, and minor sand.
Mess movement deposits are ubiquitous throughout the thesis
area.

Most deposits are related to soil creep end slumping of

sedimentary rock units.

Tilting of trees and slump scars evidence

these mass movement processes.

Earthflow and slumping have resulted
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FIQ. 103.

Ouaterndry
1iuvii terrace äeDo5it (Qtg) overing upper
SMuQgler Cove forraton (locality B04).
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in formation of several "sac ponds" (e.c. Soapstone lake) in the
iest-central part of the thesis area (plate 1).

LogginQ roads

cut into the sides of mudatone hills commonly display tension cracks

and are locally destroyed by landslidin.

Soil creep may destroy

log;ing roads underlain by volcanic rocks if road cuts are not
Because of the ubiquitous nature of mass movement deposits, in

deep.

the thesis area only the larger "landslide' deposits have been mapped
on plate 1..

Mluvial terrace

deposits

in the thesis are probably correlative

to Pleisteene? marine terrace deposits mapped near Cannon Beach by
Neal (1976).

Quaternery uplift of the Coast Range resulted in a

relative lowering

of base level and probably caused

downcutting and entrenchment of th. North Fork
River.

renewed

of the Nehelem

This river was able to erode the weil-indurted strata in

section 32 (T4N, ROW) more quickly. than Grassy Lake Creek, a small
tributary.

This resulted in knickpoint retreat of &rassy Lake Creek

from its confluence of the North Fork of the Nehalem River,

The

Grassy Lake Creak knickpoirit has retreated approximately 60 meters

and, because of the well-indurated upper Smuggler Cove formation
strata in this area, forms a waterfall (fig. 80).

The presence of

similar alluvial terraces adjacent to the shoreline and the
knickpoini retreat of Grassy lake Creek indicate that the thesis area
has been uplifted at least 10 meters, and probably much more, during
the Quaternary.
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Regional Structure

Paleonagnetic studies in the western Cordillera show that
large-scale rotation and translation of crustal blocks has occurred
along the Pacific Margin since at least Jurassic time (Beck, 1980>.
Simpson and Cox (1977) demonstrated as much as 75
rotation for the Oregon Coast Range (relative t

of clockwise

the sta1e North

american craton) since the middle Locene whereas Beck and Burr (1979)

and Wells and Coe (1985) determined significantly lose rotation for
the WashLngton Coast Range during the seme time interval
(approximately 22

).

Several models have been proposed to account

for the paleomagnetic rotations.

These models include: 1) rigid

nicroplate rotation of the lower to middle Eocene Oregon Coast Range
oceanic plate during accretion to the North american continent
(Simpson and Cox, 1977>; 2) rigid plate rotation caused by asymmetric
back arc spreading (Simpson and Cox, 1977; Magill et al., 1981); 3)

snail block rotation in a broad zone of right-lateral shear generated
by the relative northward motion of the Farallon plate (Beck, 1976,
1980); and 4> a combination of the above mechanisms (Magill at al.,
1981, 1982).

Post late middle Eocene rotations, of the Oregon and Washington
Coast Ranges arid Cascades are very similar whereas pre-late middle

Eocene rotations of the Oregon and Washington Coast Ranges are quite
different (Wells and Coe, 198E).

This suggests that the Oregon and

Washington Coast Ranges were seperate oceanic fragments prior to
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accretion during the middle Eocene.

The similar post-Eocene rotation

of the two regions has been interpreted as evidence for rigid
microplate rotation.of the two areas after accretion (Magill
1981).

t ci.,

Wells and Coe (1985), however, have suggested that

post-Eocene rotations are, at least in part, a result of shear
coupling along transcurrent fault zones.

In this mode], simple shear

is produced by partial coupling of the forearc region with the
obliquely subducting Farellon plate.

The shear is taken up by

Members of a conjugate secondary shear set (Riedel shears) which
rotate in respon5e to the external shear couple.

Asytmetric back arc

spreading (i.e., Basin and Range extension) may have, however,
contributed to the observed post-Eocene rotations (Wells and Coc,
1985>.

Wells and Cee (1985) suggested that the post-Eacene structure of

southwest Washington consists of major northwest-trending
right-lateral faults and northwest to southeast-trending R' (Riedel
shears) left-lateral faults.

Such a fault pattern is consistent with

the shear coupling model of Freund (1974> according to Wells and Coe
(1985) (fig. 104).

The pre-late Eccene structure of southwest

Washington is fairly complex consisting of broad folds and faults of
various orientations (Wells and Coe, 1985; Wells, 1981).
In Clatsop County, northwest Oregon, two major fault patterns
have been mapped: 1) an older sequence of east-west trending high

angle faults; and 2) a younger sequence of northeast- and
northwest-trending conjugate shears with oblique left-lateral and
oblique right-lateral motion respectively (e.c., Olbin5ki, 1983;
Peterson, 1984; Nelson, 1985; this study, Nien and Niem, in press).
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Fig. 104.

Comparison of shear deformation model of Fruend
(l974Xcorner boxes) to strikeslip interpretation of post
late Eocene faulting in southwest Washington (from Wells
and Coc, 1985).
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few north-south faults are locally associated with the conjugate

system (Olbinaki, 1983; Peterson, 1984; Nelson, 1985).

These fault

systems are poet middle Eocene, and for the most part, post-late
Eccene in age (Peterson, 1984; Nelson, 1985).
Nelson (1985) in a paleomagnetic study using a spinner
negnetometer demonstrated that faulting of middle Miocene intrusions
in Clatsop County resulted in significant small block (<1 km2)
clockwise rotation (approx. 11 or greater).

This indicates that at

least a part of the post-accretion tectonic rotation in northwest
Oregon is due to a distributed shear mechenism similar to that
proposed by Wells and Ccc (1985)

for

southwest Washington.

The structure in northwest Oregon can be interpreted to reflect
a shear coupling model.

In this model the north-south end the

northwest-trending (approx. N 30 U) right-lateral

faults

would be the

primary expression of simple dextrel shear and the northeast-trending
left-lateral faults end the east-west trending faults would be

sinistral R' secondary shears that have accomodated the clockwise
rotations.

This model would require the east-west trending faults to

have left-lateral motion or would require this faults to be older and
unrelated to the shear coupling.

Nelson (1985) and Peterson (1984)

have suggested a model in which the east-west trending faults are
older and the northwest- and the northeast-trending faults represent
a conjugate system caused by north-south compression.

This model

fits the structural pattern but does not adequately explain the
observed clockwise rotation of Miocene dikes.
To the south of the thesis area, in Tillamook Cøunty, a series

of northwest-trending faults (approx. N 45 U) has been mapped by
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Wells at al. (1983).
(Wells and Coe, 1986).

These faults may be R' left-lateral faults
It is also possible that some of these

northwest-trending faults with more northerly orientations (approx. N
26 W) are right lateral faults acting as the primary expression of
simple dextral shear.

The presence of several major

north-south-trending faults offshore of northwest Oregon, as
suggested by Snevely

(1973), could in part account for the

apparent rarity of these faults in Clatsop County.

It should also be

noted that the fault pattern in the shear coupling Models of Wells

and Coe (1985) and Freund (1974) consists primarily of northeast and
northwest oriented faults with north-sotith faults being relatively
rare (fig. 104).

Local Structure

The thesis area is located in the forearc on the northwest flank

of the Coast Range uplift which is cored by Tillamook Volcanics and
Silet: River Uolcanics (Wells and Peck, 1961).
thesis area have a regional dip of 3-16
west flank of this uplift (Plate II).

Strata in the

to the northwest off of the

}igh-angle northeast- and

northwest-trending faults and large east-west-trending faults locally
disrupt the regional dip (plate 1).

The fault pattern in the thesis

area is similar to that noted to the north and east of the thesis
area by Olbinskj (1983), Peterson (1984), Nelson (1985), and Niem and
Niem (in press).

Extreme northwest Oregon has been divided into two basins.

storia basin is located west of the Coast Range structural high

The
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(Nehalem arch); the Nehalem (or Willamette) basin is located east of
the high (Wells and Peck, 19E1; Bruer et al., 1984; Peterson, 1984;
trmentrout and Suek, 1985; Neim and Niem, in press).

The Coast Range

structural high has been defined as the present-day axis of uplift as
determined by gravity data.

The thesis area is located to the west

of the axis of uplift in the

storia basin.

The degree to which the

Nehelen structural arch has been present tIwough time, thereby
dividing the region into two distinct basins through time,

i

debatable.

The upper Narizian strata £fl northwest Oregon (Cwlit: Formation

and Hamlet formation) show some facies chanQes that can be correlated
with the structural arch.

sandstones pinch out into

For exaipIe, Cowlitz Formation shelf

bathyal

mudetortes near but not precisely at

the structural arch axis (Olbinski, 1983; Nelson, 1985; Nem and
Niem, in press) (Plate IV).

Fauna from the Cowlitz Formation (Hamlet

formation correlative) east of the arch, however, show that open
marine conditions were present in the region (Yett, 1974; Jackson,
1983),

Therefore, if the structural arch was present during the late

Nariziar, it was not large enough to cause restriction of normal
oceanic currents.

Depositional evidence from the early Refugian

Sager Creek formation (Vesper Church formation of Olbineki, 1983)
indicates that there was not a structural arch affecting sea floor
topography during this part of the Refugian.

The Sager Creek

formation submarine canyon head deposits cuts across the region of

the present day structural arch and is thickest over the present day
structural arch (Kadri, 1982; Olbineki, 1983; Rarey, 1984).

Therefore, in this writer's opinion, the present-day axis of the
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Coast Range structural arch differs in position, at least slightly,
from older structural axes in the region.

In addition, it

is

unlikely that a structural high has existed continuously in northwest
Oregon since the Nariziar,.

number of well-documented faults occur in the thesis area but

because of thick vegetation and limited exposures it is not possible
to determine all of the structural features present.

Structural

features are more easily studied and recognized in the southern part

of the the thesis area because of better exposures and the presence

of thin sedimentary units (., Roy Creek member) which can be used
to demonstrate stretigraphic separation.
Strikes

and dips taken

from mudstone-siltstone units in road

cuts have questionable regional structural significance.
to the lack of distinct bedding planes

it,

the

thick

In addition

mudstone units,

numerous intrusions, penecontemporeneous deformation, and the
ubiquitous modern slumps contribute to a variable pattern of strike
and dip.

The most reliable attitudes in the thesis area are from

stream bed exposures.

Columbia River Basalt dikes have been used as

piercing points in mudstone units by previous wørkers in Clatsop
County (e.c., Olbinski, 1983; Nelson, 1985).

Dikes in the thesis

area, on a local scale (i.e.. at individual exposures), are irregular
and frequently change orientation and vertical height.

Some dikes

are fairly long and maintain a relatively constant orientation but
others are short and highly irregular (Plate I).

Therefore, the

dikes should be used with caution as piercing points.
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East-4est Faults

Four major east-west trending faults have been napped in the
thesis area.

These four faults have the largest separation and the

widest shear zones of all the faults napped in the thesis area.

The

east-west faults appear to be offset by a set of northwest- and
northeast-trending faults.

These faults occur in the central and

southern parts of the thesi

area and include Helloffa fault, Gods

Jalley fault, Sweet Home fault, and Cole Mountain fault (fig. 105,
plate I>.

1i of these faults are high-angle normal separation

faults that show from approximately SO to 200 m
Strike separation

of

d.p separation.

.s di?ficui.t to esti.mate due to a lack of

piercenent structures.

Based on stretigraphic continuity strike

separation is definitely less
several hundred meters.

than 10

km

and probably less

than

The east-west faults ,juxtapose Tillamook

Uolcanics against I<easey Formation, Hamlet formation, and Cole

Mountain basalt in the ea8tern part of the area and may involve
strata of the Smuggler Cove formation in the western part of the
area.

The faults in the thesis area have been correlated to faults

mapped to the east and to the west by Mumford (in prep.> and by
Cressey (1974).

The mapped lengths of these faults range from 1 to

over 10 km.

Helloffa fault parallels Helloffa Creek and Rector Ridge in the
extreme southern part of the thesis area.

The fault plane is not

exposed but, based on existing exposures, can be limited to a very
small area in the Helloffa Creek valley.

In section Il (13N, R9W)

the Roy Creek member shows approximately 200 m of stratigraphic
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Fig. 105.

Sketch nap of the thesis area showing the location of
major faults and dikes,
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separation.

Displacement of strata shows that the fault is probably
Helloffa fault can be traced westward

a high-angle. normal fault.

into a sequence of major east-west trending faults mapped by Cressy
1974).

Gods Valley fault parallels Helloffa fault 2 km to the north.
The fault plane is well exposed at locality 297 north of Rector Ridge
(fig. 106).

t this location strata of the lower Jewell member are

faulted against older upthrown Tillamook Volcanics.

The brecciated

fault zone is approximately 10 m wide and consists of intermixed
tuffaceous gouge and angular basaltic clasts.
this locality dips 79

to the north.

The fault plane at

Stickensides are common and

indicate that 1at motion on the fault was obliguo
plunge 16

(lickenaides

to the west). "StepsTM on the slickensides suggest that

last motion was lert-lateral.

mudstones dip as much as 80
plane.

slip

The downfaulted Jeweli member
to the north adjacent to the fault

Differential erosion of mudstones and volcanic rocks has

resulted in exhumation of the fault plane along Rector Ridge (plate
I).

Several smaller subsidiary east-west faults closely parallel.

Gods Valley fault (fig. 106).

Gods Valley fault can be traced eastward into the thesis area of
Mumford (in prep.) where well exposed fault breccias (approx. 5 feet
thick) occur in the Tillamook Volcanics.
also has subhorizontal slickensides.

This correlative fault zone

Data from this study and from

Niem and Niem (in press> indicate that the Gods Valley fault cart be

traced westward into to a major east-west trending oblique slip fault
napped by Cressy (1974).
of

On the north flank of Rock Mountain (south

ngora Peak), the fault zone displaces middle Miocene basalts and
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Fig. 106.

Exposure of Gods Valley fault (locality 827, NW 1/4 NW 1/4
sec. 32, T4N, R8W). Brecciated Tillamook Volcanica are
faulted against lower Jewel]. iernber mudatones.
Fault
plane is nearly vertical and contains subhorizontal
slickenslides.
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middle Miocene

storia Formation.

left-lateral separation.

The fault appears to have

Northwest-trending folds mapped in Miocene

storia Formation adjacent to the fault between Rock Mountain end
ngore Peak may be en echelon folds produced by left-lateral motion
in the late Miocene (Niem, pers. comm., 1885).

The Sweet Home Creek fault shows less separation (approximately

60 m of dip separation) then the other east-west faults mapped in the
thesis area.

The fault plane

is exposed in Sweet Home Creek

(locality 626) where Sweet Home Creek mudetøne
against Tillamook Volcar*ics.

are downfaulted

The fault zone at this locality is

approximately 2 m wide.

The Cole Mountain fault, located in the central

part of

the

thesis area, Shows approximately 2ø m of vertical stratigraphic
separation.

The best evidence for this fault is the apparent

displacement of the Cole Nountan basalt-Keasey Formation contact in

the west and the presence of an upthrown block of Tillamook Volcanics
to the east (Plate 1).

Fault plane breccia (2 m wide) is exposed in

the North Fork of the Nehalem River (locality 568) where Tillamook

Volcanics and Roy Creek member are faulted again5t Sweet Home Creek
member.

The Cole Mountain fault can be traced eastward into the

thesis areas of Mumford (in prep.) and Safley (in prep.) (named

Quartz Creek fault in this area) where the sense of vertical
displacement is opposite.

This indicates that the fault has

significant strike-slip displacement.

The fault shows up as a

distinct lineament on SLAR and LI-2 high altitude imagery.

Niem and

Niem (in press> show the fault ending at the unconformity between the
Smuggler Cove formation and the Angora Peak member of the Astoria
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Formation, the west of the thesis area.

This suggests that the

fault was not active after the Oligocere.

Northwest- and Northeast-Trending Faults

Five major northwest-trending faults (faults h-F) and three
major northeast-trending faults (fauLts 1-3) have been mapped in the
thesis area (fr;. 105).
dip separation.

Dip seØartions range. from several meters (fault F>

to over 80 in (fault 1).

offset
m.

These faults show both strike separation and

Strike separt.ions, where faults appear to

Middle Miocene dikes (fults B and F>, are

approximately 200

Slickensides moeiated: wlth the northwest-trending faults (e.o.

locality 398) are horizontal: to subhorizontal.

Because of this, the

faults are thought to be primarily strike-slip although there was
more than likely a component of dip-slip.

Northeast-trending faults

appear to be primarily left-lateral, and northwest-trending faults
appear to be primarily right-lateral.

This is based on apparent

offset of middle Miocene dikes and other faults.

Locally 'steps

the slickensides also suggest the above motions.

Brecciated fault

on

zones associated with the these faults, where exposed, are generally
less than 2

wide.

The northwest- and northeast-trending faults

in the thesis area appear to have less total motion than the

east-west faults based on thiner fault zones, shorter lengths, and
less dip separation.

The fault plane of fault

is well exposed at a quarry in the

southern part of the thesis area (locality 398) (fig. 107).

fault plane is nearly vertical and contains well-developed

The
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FIQ. 107.

Exo5ure of high-arQ1e northwest-trending fu1t (locality
Ti11ook Volcanic5
398, SW 1/4 SE 1/4 5eC. B, T3N, R9W).
and over1yin Roy Creek, MeMber (left) are faulted aQa2.nt
Sweet Hor,e MeMber (riQht>.
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subhorizontal (plunge 15

northwest) slickensides.

Steps

slickensides are inconclusive as to sense of motion.

on these

Tillamook

Volcanics and Roy Creek member are upfaulted against Sweet Home Creek
mudstone at this locality.
occurs.

pproximately 30 in of dip separation

Fault 8 is on trend with the linear valley of Grassy Lake

Creek to the northwest of the thesis area.

Niem and Niem (in press)

have mapped the Grass' Lake Creek lineament as a major fault based on
juxtaposition of Miocene Angora Peak member sandstones against
Oligocene upper Smuggler Cove formation mudatones.
The northwest- and northeast-trending faults mapped in the

thesis area are, in genral, well documented.

Excepttons to this

include fault 2, which was mapped on the basa.s of a linear valley end
apparent offset

of

mudetona units, and fault F, which was mapped on

the basis of a linear valley and the apparent right-lateral offset of
middle Miocene dikes.

Fault 1 was mapped on the basis of offset

middle Miocene sills and because of apparent juxtaposition of ball

park unit sandstones against upper Smuggler Cove formation mudstones
(Plate 1).

Much of the fault plane is, however, covered by

Quaternary alluvial and estuarine deposits.

Basalt Dikes

Middle Miocene Columbia River basalt d.Kes in thesis area show a
preferential northeast orientation (fig. 104).
probably emplaced along pre-existing structures.

These dikes were
Olbinski (1983),

Peterson, (1984), and Nelson (1985) noted a similar relationship
between Miocene dikes and northeast-trending faults to the north and
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east of the thesis area.

Stereonet 5-pole plots of fault and

intrusion orientations measured or estimated in the thesis area
irithcate some parallelism (fig. 108).

The s-pole plot of faults and

small shears indicates that the majority strike northwest with some
striking northeast" and dip steeply and that the majority of
intrusions strike northeast and dip steeply.

Wilcox et al. (1973) noted that en echelon tension "fractures
commonly develop in areas undergoing horizontal shear stress in
"wrench tectonic" settings.
right-lateral

5h0.r,

If the shear is a north-south

as is thought to occur along the Pacific Margin

(Beck, 1980; Wells and Coe, ISBS), the tension fractures can be
theoretically expected to have a northeast orientation.

j.

(1968)

4eyl

j

mapped a sequence of short mafic dikes end parallel

faults, similar to those in the thesis area, emplaced in tension
fracture zones.

Therefore, it is possible that the Miocene dikes in

the thesis area were emplaced along en echelon "tension fracture
zones

that developed in response to a north-south right-lateral

shear.

late Eocene Cole Mountain basalt dike, located in the

east-central part of the thesis area, has an east-west orientation
(fig. 105).

The dike parallels the major east-west faults in the

southern portion of the thesis area.

Cole Mountain dikes also tend

to subparallel major east-west faults to the east of the thesis area
(Safley, in prep., this study).

This suggests that the late Eocer,e

dikes were emplaced along pre-existing late Eocene east-west faults.

398

FiQ.

1O8

Stereonet plot of pole5 to p1ne5 repre5entiflQ
nd feults in the thesis area.
dikes
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Lineat ions

Lou altitude air photos, U-2 high altitude air photos, Landsat

imagery, and side looking airborne radar (SLR) imagery were examined
for lineations in the thesis area.

Faint lineations occur along the

Little North Fork of the Nehalem River, and along the North Fork of
the Nehalem River in the southwestern portion of the thesis area.
Faults F and 1, respectively, roughly correspond to these lineations.

ige of Faulting

The east-west-trending faults in the thesis area are,
apparently, older than the northeast- and northwest-trending faults.
This is evidenced by the apparent offsetting of the east-west
faults by the northwest- and northeast-trending faults (fig. 102,
Plate 1).

Late Eocene Cole Mountain basalt dikes parallel east-west

faults suggesting that this faulting style preceeded or was active
during emplacement of the dikes.

Some east-west faults can be traced

west into Cressy's (1974) and Smith's (1975) thesis areas where these
faults truncate middle Miocene dikes (see Niem and Niem, in press).

Cole Mountain fault, however, appears to die at the Oligocene-Miocene
unconformity to the west.

Therefore, activity on the faults occurred

during the late Eocene and during the Miocene.

The long period of

faulting indicates that reactivation of some faults occurred.

The

east-west faults do not truncate Quaternary alluvial terraces in the
North Fork of the Nehalem River Valley (Plate I).

Northwest- and northeast-trending conjugate faults were active
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during the middle to late Miocene as evidenced by emplacement of

middle Miocene dikes parallel to the faults and by offset of these
dikes by the conjugate faults.

Quaternary alluvial terraces are not

cut by these faults indicating that activity on the faults had ceased
by the end of the Pliocene or possibly by the end of the Miocene.

Previous workers in Clatsop County have suggested that the northwest
and northea5t faults were active during the middle to late Miocene
and are somewhat younger than the east-west faults (OlbinskL, 1983;

Peterson, 1984; Nelson, 185>.

Pavlis and BruPrn (1983> have

suggested that major uplift of the Coast Range forearc ridge occurred
during the middle to late Miocene.

Therefore, activity on the

conjugate fault system was apparently contemporaneous with uplift of
the Oregon Coast Range.

Discussion

Wells and Coe (1985) noted that, "the fault pattern in southwest

Washington is complex and subject to interpretation because of poor
exposures'.

The same can be said for northwest Oregon.

The structure in northwest Oregon can be interpreted in a
similar way as the post-Eocene structure of southwest Washington
(see Wells and Coe, 1985).

The areas have similar faulting patterns

and are located in adjacent forearc tectonic settings..

The major

differences are that in northwest Oregon there are several major
east-west faults and an apparent absence of major northwest-trending
R' left-lateral faults.

In addition, north-south to

northwest-trending right-lateral faults (primary transcurrent faults
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of Wells and Ccc, 1985) are relatively rare and tend to show less
displacement in northwest Oregon than in southwest Washington.

The

east-west faults can be explained by the shear coupling model if they
have left-lateral slip.

The large amount of dip separation on these

faults could be explained by an initial episode of late Eacene to
Oligocene thp-slip faulting and a later Miocene reactivation as R'
shear.

It is possible that some'of the northwest-trending faults in

northwest Oregon (including those in the thesis area) mapped as
right-lateral, because of poor exposure, are actually left-lateral.
Nelson (1985) suggested that some of the structure in northwest
Oregon could be related

to wrench tectonics.

The east-west faults

mapped in the thesis area have some features similar to wrench faults
in so far' as they apparently have strike slip displacement and have
'associated faults".

The east-west faults in the thesis area do,

however, differ from classical wrench fault systems described by
Wilcox

t.

(1973) in a number of significant ways: 1) by

definition wrench faults have 10's of kilometers of strike slip

displacement whereas the east-west faults in the thesis area have a
maximum strike slip displacement of less than 10 kilometers and
a probable displacement of several hundred to a thousand meters; 2)
although the east-west faults mapped in the thesis area can be traced
a fair distance (1-15km, see Niem and Niem, in press) they are
shorter than wrench faults described by Wilcox

(1973>; 3) the

presence of late Eocene to Miocene east-west oriented wrench faults
cannot be easily explained by the regional tectonic setting of
northwest Oregon; 4) there are no associated structural wrench basins
(e.o. pull apart basins) in the region as is evidenced by a lack of
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abnormally thick stratigraphic sections in the vicinity of the

east-west faults; 5) although the east-west faults are apparently the
najor faults in the thesis area, adjacent to the thesis area

northwest-trending faults with similar or greater displacement have
been mapped (e.o. Gales Creek fault of Jackson, 1983 and Green
Mountain fault of Timmons, 1981); and S

classical well developed

echelon structures are not associated with the east-west faults in
the thesis area.

The northwest- and northeast-trenthrig faults in the

thesis area differ from

echelon faults associated with

throughgoing wrench faults described by Wilcox

j

echelon faults form at relatively low angles (etc. 25

(1973).
)

The

to the wrench

fault and stop at the wrench fault whereas the northwest and
northeast faults in the thesis area form at relatively high angles
(e.o. 50

>

to the east-west faults and truncate the faults.

This

truncation is significant in that by definition wrench faults are
major throughgoing structures.

Therefore, it is this authors

opinion that it would be inproper to call the east-west faults in the
thesis area wrench faults and to interpret associated structures in
terms of classical wrench tectonics.
In conclusion, the structural features observed in northwest

Oregon and in the thesis area could have been produced by a shear
couple similar to that proposed by Wells and Coe (1985) for southwest
Washington.

n early episode of movement on the east-west faults is,

however, probably unrelated to shear coupling.

Shear coupling could

also have produced much of the post-Eocene tectonic rotation observed
in northwest Oregon.

However, it is possible that other mechanisms

and different stress regimes contributed to or caused the structural
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features observed in the thesis area.

The Major problem with the

sheer coupling Model is that it does not properly address the
tectonics associated with uplift of the Oregon and Washington coast
ranges forearc ridge, which is the major post Eocerte structural event
in the region.

For example, if uplift of the forearc ridge is

related to deep seated flow, as suggested by Pauvlis and Bruhn
(1983>, then the regional stress regime would be significantly
modified from that interpreted by Wells and Coe (198S).

another

problem with the shear coupling model is that it does not adequately
explain all movement on the major east-west faults in the thesis
area.

It is clear that a more detailed regional structural analysis

of northwest is needed.
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GEOPHYSICS

Introduction

Gravity data, aeromagretic data, ground-based proton precession
magnetometer traverses

appendx 14), electric and sonic logs from

.3

gas exploration well (Plate IV), and seismic lines across the
northern part of the thesis area were Used as an aid in surface and
subsurface napping.

Gravity Data
l

Bouguer gravity anomaly map drawn by Finn et al.(19$4) shows

that the thesis area is located on the northwest flank of the Coast
Range gravity high (fig. 109).

The presence of a gravity high in the

southeastern corner of the thesis area and a gentle downward gradient
to the northwest is consistant with the geology mapped in the thesis
area.

That is, gravity values are highest where the Tillamook

Volcanics crop out in the southeast corner of the study area.

Values

decrease gradually northwestward as the thickness of sedimentary
rocks that overlie the Tillanook Volcanics increases.

The gravity

gradient is primarily controlled by the dense, northwesterly dipping
Tillamook Volcanics and underlying basement rocks.

distinctive

peninsula-shaped high in the northern part of the thesis area nay
reflect sri uplifted basement black of Tillamook Volcanics or an

abnormally thick succession of middle Miocene intrusive basalts.

It

should, however, be kept in mind that the peninsula shaped anomaly
was contoured on the basis of one gravity measurement and, therefore,

124°00

Fig. 109.

123°4&

123°30

Houguer gravity anomaly map ehowing the location of the
thesis area and the localtion of the Coast Range gravity
high. Contour interval Is 2 milligals.
Gravity stations
are marked (X)(modifled from Finn pt al., 1984).
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the contours could be drawn in many different ways.
(pars. comm. to

Snavely

Niem, 1983) has suggested that the relatively 3teep

gravity gradient to the southwest of the thesis area may be
reflecting a large northeast-trending basement fault.

It is,

however, this authors opinion that this steep downward gradient is
primarily a result of more steeply dipping volcanic 'basement' rocks
(e.c. Tillamoök Volcanics) and a thinning of the Tillamook Volcanics
to the west at the flanks of the volcanic island complex.

Regional

mapping shows that the Tillamook Volcanics dip steeply to the west in
the vicinity of the steep gravity gradient.

(1983) did not map any major faults paralleling the

end Wells
gradient.

Niem and Niem, in press

In the southwest corner of the thesis area a fault was

mapped along the gradient in the North Fork of the Nehalem River
Valley (Plate 1).

This fault does not have sufficient displacement,

at least in the Miocene strata1 to cause the observed gravity
gradient.

In summary, Finn et al. had only three gravity stations in

the thesis area (fig. 109) and, therefore, gravity data are
insufficient to delineate secondary structural features (i.e.,
faults).

eromagnetic Oata

Aeromagnetic data from the U.S. Geological Survey (open fi±e
report 94-209) was available for the northern part
area (fig. 110).

f the thesis

The outcropping Tillamook Volcanics form a cluster

Fig. 110.

ñeroMagnetic M8 of the the8te area and eurrounding
Contour interval is 100 gammas with a datum of
areas.
54,619.15 gammas (modified from U.S. Geological Survey
open file report 84-205).
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of Magnetic highs to the east of the thesis area and middle Miocene
basalt sequences form magnetic highs and lows to the north and west
of the thesis area (fig. 110).

The two magnetic anomalies north of

the thesis area correspond to Saddle Mountain and Humbug Mountain

which consist of mare than 1500 feet of submarine middle Miocene
basalt.

The magnetic data indicate that Humbug MauntaLn is reversely

polarized and that Saddle Mountain is normally polarized.
(pore. comm.,

Niem

1985), however, has obtained Miocene basalt samples

from Humbug Mountain which have normal polarities using a fluxgate
magnetometer.

As part of this thesis a reversely polarized low

MgO-high 1i02 Grande Ronde Basalt dike has been mapped in the
northeast corner of the thesis area.
Humbug Mountain.

This dike can be mapped into

Regional. etudie5 (e.o. Peterson, 1984; Nelson,

1585) have shown that low MgO-low 1i02 dikes have a reverse
polarity.

The above data coupled with the large magnetic low on

figure 106 indicate that eithàr Humbug Mountain and the area beneath
it consists of both normally and reversely polarized basalts or that
the fluxgate data are unreliable and that it consist5 almost entirely
of reversely polarized basalts.

It

is extremely unlikely that the

large negative anomaly is caused by an unusually thick stratigraphic
sequence.

Within the thesis srea a gentle downward gradient occurs
from southeast to northwest.

This gradient is primarily due to

the northwestward dipping Tillamook Volcanics.

A 200 milligal

magnetic high in the northeastern corner of the thesis area is
probably due to the presence of several thick, normally polarized
Grande Rondo Basalt sills and/or the presence of upfaulted lillamook
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Volcanics in the subsurface.

This same region shows up as a small

gravity high on the Bouguer gravity anomaly nap of figure 105.

Surficial mapping, reflection seismic data, and well data indicate
that thick dikes and sills are present in this area.

Seismic data is

not, however, available for the area directly above the anomaly.

The

100 milligal magnetic low in the west-central part of the thesis area

is not easilyexplained.

Directly east of this low an uplifted block

of Cole Mountain basalt has been mapped.

This

uggests that either

the Cole Mountain basalt in this area is reversely polarized or has
a weak remnant magnetism.

weak normal remnant magnetism is

indicated by fluxgate magnetometer data (see Cole Mountain basalt
section).

The presence of reversely polarized Tillamook Volcanics

beneath the Cole Mountain basalt would also explain the magnetic
low.

mnother explanation is that the Hamlet formation mudtones are

unusually thick in this area.

Well data (Plate III), however,

suggests that the Hamlet formation is relatively thin in this area.

The presence of a relatively gentle gravity gradient in the area
argues against arty major changes in stratigraphic thickness.

Relatively high (+200 gammas) Magnetic contours project into the
southwestern part of the thesis area.

The presence of very thick (>

50 m>, normal polarity I3rande Ronde Basalt sills in this area is a
likely cause of the magnetic high.

Proton Precession Magnetometer Traverses

Fourteen proton precession magnetometer traverses were made
iithin the thesis area to help delineate faults and to project dikes
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and sills in the subsurface.

In addition to these traverses a number

of measurements were taken from areas were the underlying lithology
was positively known.
of lithologies.

This was done to determine typical responses

The spacing between magnetic field measurements on

traverses ranged from 1 to 4 meters depending on the 1ngth of the

On most traverses more than 100 magnetic field

traverse.

measurements were made.

Seven traverses were made across areas where Columbia River
Basalt Group basalts were thought to intrude mudstones (traverses
-E).

These traverses are characterized by a relatively flat profile

over mudstone and a positive 100-200 gamma anomaly over basalt
intrusions.

The majority of Grende Ronde basalt intrusives in the

thesis area have a normal polarity.

In most cases it was possible to

delineate the position of an intrusionbased on magnetic
profiles.

Where this was not possibles lithologies have been

uerried in appendix 14.

Seven traverses were made across areas where Tillamook Volcanics
and Cole Mountain basalt are in contact with sedimentary rocks
(profiles F-!.., appendix 14).

The Tillamook Volcanics are

characterized by rapidly fluctuating magnetic readings (100-500 gamma
anomalies) whereas mudstones have a relatively flat magnetic
profile.

Tillamook Volcanics consist of both normally and reversely

polarized flows but the fluctuation in magnetic readings is too
closely spaced to be reflecting the polarity changes.

Fluctuations

are probably due to changes in magnetic properties from the base to
the top of flows.

Traverses across projections of Gods Valley fault (profiles
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GJ, adn L) show a well defined magnetic break where the fault had
been mapped.

Traverse L was made across Gods Valley fault in an area

where Tillamook Volcenics have been faulted against Cole Mountain
basalt.

On this profile the break is less distinctive because of the

similar magnetic signatures of the two basalt units.

Two traverses

were made across projections of Helloffa fault where Tillamook

Volcanics have been upfaulted against sandstones and mudstones of the
Hamlet formation (profiles H arid I).

Distinctive magnetic breaks

occur where the fault had been mapped.

Two profiles crossed areas

underlain by Roy Creek member sandstone and conglomerate (profiles H
and R).

On both of these profiles, there is a strong suggestion of

an "upthrown" block of Tillamook Volcanics in the Roy Creek Member
section.

This could be caused either by faulting or by the presence

of an errosional remnant of Tillamook Volcanics (i.e., "sea stack").

Well Data

Electric logs, sonic logs, and well cuttings from the CZ 11-28

well, located three kilometers to the west of the thesis area1 were
examined and interpreted (plate III).

The well data were then used

as an aid in constructing cross sections (plate It).
j..

Martin j

(1985) used the interpreted well section of this report in a

regional well correlation project of Clatsop County.

Gamma ray

and sp (self potential) curves show that the well encountered
primarily mudstones and occasional volcanic rocks.

Sidewall cores

and cuttings were used to further refine interpretations.

Microfossil assemblages were collected and subsequently identLfied by
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Rau, McDougall, and Bukry

(appendices 1 end 2).

The microfossils

showed that the well encountered upper Narizian through upper
Refugian bathyal sedimentary rocks.

These sedimentary rocks were

assigned to the Hamlet, Keasey, and Smuggler Cove formations.

Major

oxide analysis was used to determine the volcanic units encountered
These analyses showed that the well bottomed in

in the well.

Tillamook Volcanics and encountered three Grande Ronde Basalt sills
upsection.

The absence of any significant reservoir sandstones in

this well explains why it was a dry hole.

Seismic Data

Seismic reflection lines which were run across the northern part
of the thesis were made available for examination.

These seismic

sections were correlated to the CZ 11-28 well and interpreted.

In

general, the seismic data are useful in defining sedimentary-basalt
sill contacts because of high acoustic impedience.

Contacts between

sedimentary rocks could not be delineated on the seismic profiles.

Two important pieces of information were delineated from the seismic
data:

1> the the strata in the northern part of the thesis area dip

gently (2-S

>

to the northwest; and 2> a thick, relatively continuous

series of Columbia River Basalt Group sills intrude the Refugian
Smuggler Cove formation and the Refugian Jewell member in the
northern part of the thesis area.

The latter data is supportive of

an "invasive sill' origin for the Columbia River Basalt.s and is

useful in constraining models on the mechanics of invasion.
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY

The following geologic history is reconstructed from the rocks
in the thesis area and in surrounding areas. Oceanic island basalts
of the Siletz River Volcanics and the Crescent Formation were
a:creted to the North american continent during the middle Eccene
(1ie1ls et al., 1984).

This resulted in a westward jump of the

subductian zone and a westward migration of the volcanic arc.
thick sequence of bathyal turbidites and mudetones (Tyee, Yamhill,

and McIntosh Formations) was deposited over the accreted volcanic
rocks in a developing forearc basin ('4ells et al.,1984).

In northwest Oregon a thick sequence of late middle Eocene

volcanic rocks (Tillemook Volcanics) was erupted in the developing
forearc forming a large-island complex (fig. lila).

These volcanic

rocks constitute the oldest unit exposed in the thesis area.
Chemical -date suggest that the Tillamook Vo1car'cs constitute an

extensional suite formed in a spreading-center island tectonic
environment.

Cessation of Tillamook volcaniSm resulted in rapid thermal
subsidence and sea level transgression (fig. ilib).

During this time

the Narizian basaltic conglomerates end basaltic sandstones of the
Roy Creek member were deposited in nearsnore high energy conditions
in the thesis area, but as transgression continued to the east,

arkosic detritus from the continent mixed with the basaltic detritus
(fig. ilic).

Bathyal mudstones of the Sweet Home Creek member were

deposited above the sandstones (fig. hid).
Sea level regression during the late Narizian (late Eocene)
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resulted in deposition of a thick sequence of nearshore to shelf
erkosic sandstones (Cowlitz Formation) east of the thesis area
(fig. lila).

Time-correlative outer shelf to upper slope r'udstones

of the upper Sweet Home Creek member were deposited in the thesis
area.

Local Submarine eruption and intrusion of Cole Mountain basalts
in the Ha,qlet-Jewell area followed deposition of the Sweet Home Creek
member.

Correlative calk-alkaline, subaerial and submarine basalts

of the type Goble Volcanics were erupted to the east,
A thick sequence of Refugian outer shelf to bathyal tuffaceous

mudstones (Keasey Formation) was deposited in the forearc basin
unconformably over the Cole Mountain basalt, Hamlet formation, and
Cowljtz Formation in Clatsop and Columbia counties (fig. ill;).

From

late Refugian (early Oligocene?) until early Saucesian (early

Miocene) a sequence of shallow-marine units was deposited east of the
thesis area in Columbia County (Pittsburg Bluff Formation and
Scappoose Formation).

The Smuggler Cove formation, David Douglas

tongue of the Pittsburg Bluff Formation, and the Northrup Creek
formation mapped in the thesis area are time-correlative to the
shallow marine units, but were deposited in deeper water (outer shelf
to middle slope) (fig. ill h,i,j).

The Cascade arc was active during

deposition of these units and supplied abundant tuffaceous detritus
to the forearc basin.

An ancestral Columbia River, located east of

the thesis area, contributed lesser amounts of continentally arkosic
detritus to the basin.

Initial uplift of the Oregon and Washington Coast Ranges,
possibly due to deep-seated flow (Paulis arid Bruhn, 1983), is
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reflected by the late Oligocene-early Miocene unconformity
(fig. 111k).

Early to middle Miocene, shallow-marine to "deltaic,

sandstones and mudstones of the astoria Formation unconformably
overlie the Oligocene to lower Miocene units in Clatsop County
(fig. 1111>.

Much of Columbia County was subaerially exposed during

at this time.

During the middle to late Miocene, flood basalts erupted on the
Columbia Plateau, flowed down an ancestral Columbia River gorge and
entered the marine environment near the Clatsop County-Columbia

County line (fig. him).

These flows formed thick sequences of

submarine breccia in western Clatsop County (e.c., Saddle Mountain
and Humbug Mountain north of the thesis area).

Some of the dense

basalt invaded the water-saturated, semiconsolidated sediments as
well as moderately indurated rocks, forming dikes and sills.

Major uplift of the Coast Range forearc ridge began in the late
Miocene resulting in extensive erosion of rock units in the thesis
area.

Thin deposits of alluvial gravel were deposited in the thesis

area during the Quaternary.

North-south compression and shear caused by partial coupling of

the obliquely subducting Juan de Fuca plate to the North

merican

plate may have produced the numerous east-west trending,

northwest-trending, and northeast-trending high-angle conjugate
faults observed in the Eocene through Miocene strata of the thesis
area.

n earlier episode of late Eocene faulting may have produced

the large east-west faults observed in the thesis area.
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Fig.

11.1.

Paleogeographic Maps continued.
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HYOROCRBO4 GEOLOGY

The discovery, in 1979, and develpoment of the Mist gas field,
located 35 kilometers to the east of the thesis area, demonstrated
the presence of commercial quantities of hydrocarbons in northwest
Oregon.

s of January, 1985, the Mist field consisted of IS wells

producing from 13 pools.

Cumulative gas production for the field is

19,219,324 mcf (rnentrout and Suck, 1985).

Reservoir sandstones in

the Mist area are in the middle to late Eocene Cowlitz ForMation

which consist of very permeable micaceous arkosic sandstones

(rmentrout and Suck, 1985),
One of the purposes of this study was to delineate the
southwestward extent of the of the Cowlit: Formation reservoir
sandstones.

Diamond Shamrock Corp. drilled an exploration well (CZ

11-28) 4 kilometers west of the thesis area with Cowlit: Formation
reservoir sandstone as the target.

This dry well did not penetrate

any significant reservoir sandstone and bottomed out in Tillamook
Volcanics (plate III).

Data from this study show that Cowlitz

Formation sandstones pinch out into bathyal mudstones of the Sweet
Hone Creek member of the Hamlet formation before reaching the thesis
area.

The pinch-out is located some 10 kilometers east of the thesis

area (plate IV).

Surficial mapping shows that sandstones compose a very small
part of the stratigraphic section in the thesis area.

The only

sandstones are: basaltic sandstones of the Roy Creek member; small

arkosic sandstone channels in the Jewell member; tuffaceous
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sandatones of the Pittsbur; Bluff Formation; thin arkosic sandstone

beds in the ball park unit in the Smuggler Cove formation; and
arkosic sandstones of the astoria Formation.
The Jewell member end bell park unit sandstones are very thin

(<2m) and contain abundant diaenetic clay matrix.

Smuggler Cove

formation (ball park unit) sandstone has a total porosity of 29.4%
and an effective porosity of 16.4% (Jill Schlaefer, pers. comm.,
1983).

The permeability of this sample, as calculated by

experimentally derived equations, is low (0.12 m.d.; appendix 13).

Pittsburg Bluff Formation sandstones in the thesis area are very
fine-grained, moderately sorted, lithic rich, and contain abundant
volcanic glass.

Because of this they have little porosity

(approx. 3%) and are probably relatively impermeable.

The Pittsburg

Bluff Formation in the thesis area is not an attractive reservoir
sandstone.

The only thick sandstone units in the thesis area are the Roy
Creek member of the Hamlet formation and the
the astoria Formation.

ngora Peak member of

Roy Creek member basaltic sandstones contain

abundant pore-filling chioritic cement.

Because of the chloritic

pore-fill porosity has been reduced to several percent.

Galloway

(1979) suggested, that once significant chloritic pore-fill develops
in a basaltic sandstone, the sandstone should no longer be considered
a viable reservoir.

Arkosic sandstones of the Angora Peak member of the Astoria
Formation are not present in the subsurface of the thesis area and,
therefore, cannot be considered a potential reservoir in this area.

However, the deltaic to shallow marine Angora Peak member is
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considered to be a prime reservoir target or, the nearby inner

continental shelf (Snavely et al. 1979; Cooper, 1981; Mien and Mien,
in press).

Bruer et al. (1984) end Armentrout and Suek (1985) have

described arkosic 'Yanhill sandstone" (r 'lower Cowlitz sandstone')
beneath the Tillamook Volcanics in the subsurface of the Mist
area. Data from this thesis suggest that the "Yar'ihill sandstone" is

correlative to the Cowlitz Formation sandstone rvtapped by Wells (1981)

beneath the Grays River area Goble Volcanics in southwest
Washington.

This indicates that the sandstone may have a wide

distribution and may be present beneath the Tillamook Volcanics in
the subsurface of the the8is area.

The Tillamook Volcanics in this

region are greater than 2,000 m thick, making it very expensive to
test this hypothetical reservoir.

The northern part of the thesis area has been actively explored
for hydrocarbons as evidenced by seismic lines and nearby drilling
activity by Diamond Shamrock Corporation.
that significant reservoir

Data from this study show

andztones do not occur in the subsurface

of the thesis area and, therefore, the area offers little potential
of hydrocarbon production.

Mudstones in the thesis area are very

ductile and it is highly doubtful that they contain significant
fracture porosity.

Source rock geochemical analysis was performed on five mudstone
samples from the thesis area by AMOCO Production Company and the
University of British Columbia (appendix 13).

Samples were collected

from fresh stream bed exposures of the Hamlet and Keasey formations
and from a "coaly' bed in the ball park unit.

Total organic carbon
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ranged 0.9-1.1% except for the "coaly" sample which probably
contained more than 35% organic matter.

Carbonaceous sandstones in

the ball park unit may contain as much as 5% organic plant debris.
Vitrinite reflectance values ranged from 0.53-0.72% Ro. The
sample wi th 0.72% Re is Jewell mudstones collected near a thick

Columbia River Basalt sill.

The relatively high Re value (increased

thermal maturation) of this sample is probably due to baking by the
intrusion.

The generation of the samples ranges from non-source to

marginal source, and they fall into the early gas to early peak gas
stage of diagenesis.

Vitrinite reflectance values of the samples

fall above the gas window of Dow (1977) (fig. 112).

rmentrout and Suck (1985) have suggested that the gas in the
Mist field is thermogenic in origin and migrated into the field from
the north Willarnette basin.

Eocene mudstone samples from the thesis

area contain mere total organic carbon and have higher vitrinite
reflectance values than Eocene mudstones sampled by

rmentrout and

Suck (1985) (avg. 17. compared to average of 0.85%; 0.53-0.58 compared
to

0.S07. Ro).

n additional factor to be considered in evaluating

the hydrocarbon-generating postential of the

storia basin is the

abundance of intrusions (Niem end Niem, 1985).

iccerding to

Reverdatta and Melenevskii (1983), intrusion of numerous dikes and
sills into thermally immature mudstones can generate "significant"
amounts of thermegenic gas.

The abundant Eocene and Miocene

intrusions in the thesis area and in adjacent areas may have
generated thermogenic gas in Clatsop County.
however, would tend to be relatively small.

The volume of this gas
The possibility of

intrusion-generated thermogenic gas in conjuction with the marginal
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FiQ. 112.

Zoned of petroleun generation and destruction (Dow,
Samples from the thesis area (Sweet Home Creek
1977).
and Ballpark member of the
Jewell member
member
plot above and near the wet gas
Smuggler Cove formation
and dry gas windows.
,

,

)
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generation capacity of non-baked mudstones in the thesis area
indicate that Eocene mudstones in the thesis area are potential
source rocks (or marginal source rocks) for thermogenic gas.
Moderately abundant organic material throughout the stratigraphic
section indicates that biogenic gas could also be generated.
Therefore, it is possible that mudstones in the astoria

basin"

(including the thesis area) contributed thermogenic gas to Cowlitz
Formation reservoirs to the east.
s previously mentioned,

átoria Formation sandstones on the

inner continental shelf form a potential reservoir.

The middle to

upper Eocene mudstones in the thesis area that were deposited in an
upper slope environment may project into middle to lower slope
mudatones offshore.

These mudstones would tend to be thicker and

would have undergone deeper burial than the mudatones in the thesis
area.

Therefore, they could have generated significant thermogenic

gas and filled the overlying
for the

storia Formation reservoirs.

The seal

storia re5ervoirs could be overlying unnamed upper Miocene

and Pliocene mudatones as shown on a geologic cross section of the
Oregon continental margin by Snavely et al. (1980).
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MINERAL

ND CRUSHED ROCK RESOURCES

Basaltic rocks in northwest Oregon are frequently quarried for
road aggregate for use on local logging roads.

The Middle Miocene

Columbia River Basalt Group intrusions in the thesis area are

generally unweathered and hard end, therefore, make good road
sggregte. Many of the intrusions are relatively thick (> 10 rn),
especially the thick sil1s
quarried.

allowing for large volumes of rock to be

Several road aggregate quarries in Columbia River basalt

are present in the thesis area (plate I).

Future quarries could be

chosen on the basis of mapped extent of intrusions.
The Eacene Tillar'ook Volcanics are much more voluminous then the

Miocene Columbia River Basalts in the thesis area.

The Tillamook

Volcanics, however, consist of subaerial flows which contain
brecciated and vesiculated flow tops and have been moderately
weathered.

Therefore, the Tillamook Volcanics are of marginal

quality for road aggregate.

The Cole Mountain basalt is generally

well weathered and soft making it of little use for road aggregate.
Mumford (in prep.) and Safley (in prep.) have found a small

exploritory edit along the Quartz Creek- Cole Mountain fault zone
near Quart: Creek (located some 15 km east of the thesis area).
There does not, however, appear to have been any significant
mineralization other than pyrite in the Quartz Creek area.

Within

the thesis area there are no signs of mining activity nor is there
any obvious evidence of potentially economic mineral deposits.
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PPENOIX 1 (cont.)

CZ 11-28 Well (cont.)
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APPENDIX 1 (cent.)
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APPENOIX I (cont.
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PPENCIX 1 (cont.)
SmugQler Cove formation
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(Benthic surface samples)
'imodiscus Cf. A. tncertis
.nomolina s.
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FOR MINIFERA OCCURRflG ONLY IN WELL SAM
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801 vine scabrata
9ulimina maci tenta
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Eaceretla subcnica

Ft ssurna maratnta
Ctobobu timtna oacifica
GloboCassLdulina qiobosa
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APPENDIX 2: AGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATIONS

CZ 11-28 Well
STRATIGRAPIIIC UNIT

SAMPLE NO.

1050-1080

Let. Refugian

2116-03

1290-1320

(

2116-04

1410-1440

2116-06

16 50-1680

2116-01

Lower smuggler
Cove tn.

-

Keaeey Fm.
(Parte may be time

2116-10

2150-2160

2116-12

eiiv. to Veap.r)

2116-15

2390-2400
2730-2740

2116-17

2970-2980

jewell. member

of Keaaey Formation
Hamlet formation

Ttllemook Votcenice

FORAMINIF!RA DAV"
AGE
ECOLOGY

DEPTH (FEET)

V.faun$

Bethyat

cALC NMtIOFOSSIL
Subzone CP-ISb

Refugien
fauna."

Ipper Ref. of
tcD. end lower
4ef. of McKeel)

Bathyat

prob. ubzone CPISb

La. mid. F.oc-a.01Lc'.

prob. lower
BL'tbyel

2116-21

3450-3460

Rnfug1In

2116-24

3810-3820

Pose. Narizian

211626

4050-4060

Naristanprob.

211.6-28

tate Mariatan

2t16-30

4410-4420
4550-4560

2116-34

5010-5020

2116-40

5690-5700

'3athyat

Y

ProI.

eub7one C'14b
çPoe. eu'zone CPIca)

Nartatan

Roy Creek member
O.

STMPLP.

R-339

STRATIGRAPUIC POSITION
"middle"

FOSSIL GROUP
Motlueka

AGE DETERMINATION - ECOLOGIC DETERMINATION
N.D.

Prob. intertidal to
eubtidal

Note: Plolluacan determinatione by Ellen Moore, Calcareoua nannofoe5lle by
Dave Bukry, and foraNinl?era by Kri8tin McOouQall (IlcO.) end Weldon
Rau (Rau). N.D. non-diaQnostic.

I

'PPEND!X 2 (cont.)

Sweet Home Creek member
SMPLE 1O.
11-221

K-i98
11-548

STR)l1'IGMPIUC PO1?1Ot4

Uppermost pUon

Lower pUon
Upper portion

FOSSIL GROUP

Upper portion

M.D.

Neritic to shet( .dcl.

M.D.

Prob. 2S-2.000m

Nartzian (Cow.-Nsst)

Forms (MCD.)

Late Narizimn

Ii-5f2

R-564

R-612

ft_etc

Lit

Narir.rs.Rsfuq. Up. bathy. (2O0-O0n.)

Middle bathyal

Diatom.

Up. bathy. (200-SOOn)
Narizisn(Cow.-Neat.) Low. aid. to up. bathyal
Neritic to ah.lf edge
M.D.

Forania (MCD.)

N.rimLan-R.tugian

Diatoms

Upper portion

ECOLOGIC OETlIUliNli'rION

Diatoma

Formal (katz)

R-558

DETERMINATIOM

Motluaki
Forama (MCD.)
Farina (R.u)
Formal (lieu)

R-557

AU

Up. bathy. (200-500m)
Bathyal

M.D.

Mid.Eoc.-Law. 011g. Neritic to shelf edge

Farina (MCD.)

Narizi.n-9.tuqian

Forams (Katz)

Prob. Narimian

Upper portion

Ceic. nannotoisti late mid. Eoc.-Olig

Middle portion?

Forains (MCD.)

Late tiarizian

Outer neritic-up. bathy.
Middle bathyal
Open marinn
Up.. aid. bathy4300-l000n$

Upper portion

Middle to uppør bathyat
M.D.
torus (Ritz)
Open marine
Cab. nannafosstl Sub*one CP 14. (EoJ
Late tiarizian
Up. batbyal (200-SOOn)
Forums (MCD.)
Fat-ama (katz)

t$artztan (Cowi-Noatj

Middle portion?

torus (MCD.)

Lii. Nerizism

tot-ama (Rau)

Plarizian (Cow-Nest)

Bathval

Up. bathyat (200-coon)
Middle batiyat

Tcstc. nmnnofoasil Subzone CP 14. (Ba.)
R-e20

R-621

R-628

Lower-middle portion

tower portion

Lower-middle portion

Lower portion

Open mat-tn.

Up. bathyat (200-SOOm)

Pot-ama (MCD.)

Late Nat-latin

Pot-ama (Katz)

Narizian (CowrNest)

Mollusku
rot-ama (ltau)

prob. 2c-2000 meters
Outer helf 'to up. bathy.
Late Narizian
Narizian (Cow-Neat.) Up. mid, to aid. bathyal

tot-ama (MCD.)

Late Narisian

Farina (Katz)

Nat-islam (Cow-Nest.) Up. mid, to up. bathyal

Molluaka
rot-am. (MCD.)

M.D.
Late Narizian

Farina (Ritz)

Nerizian (Cowrti*at.) Up. mid, to up. bathyat

Farina (NOD.)

Middle bathyat

M.D.

Up. bathyal (200-SOOn)
Pt-oh.

S-2,O00 asters

Up. bathyal (200-500m)

APPENDIX 2 (cont.)

Jewfl. member of the Kea8ey FormRt ion
S'MPL.E

STRATIGHAPUIC POSITION

528

Uppermost Jsw.11 mbr.?

FOSS! L GROUP

Foram. (MCD.)

Forces (Rau)

AGE DETERMINATION

L*t i.tuqisn
M.D.

Uppermost Jewall mbr.? Cab. nannofossil Late mid. EocrOliq.

52q

Upper Jew.11 mbr.

Diatoms

R*tugtati

Lower Jewsil mbr.

69

M.D.

FO5lfla (RaU)

Lowermost JewsIl mbr.

Form. (MCD.)

Forces (Rau)

M.D.

ECOLOGIC DETERMINATION

Low.b.thysi(l.200-2.000m)
H1ddI bethyci
Open marine

)uter neritic-sheif edqe
Mid. batby.(500-l.200a)
Uathysl

Up. batby. or deeper
R.Eugtsn-Z.smcorian Low. mid, to tow. bathy.

Il.fugi.n

Pjttsburci Bluff Formation
SMPLE 'SO.

STRAFIGRAPUIC POSITION

!32O
fl12A0

FOSSIL GROUP

AGE DETERMINATION

ECOLOGIC DETEIU4INAIIOM

Mid.-low.bathi(5OO-2OOOn(

Lower?

Forces (McD.)
Forces (Rau)

R.tugiifl
u.o.

tower?

Forces (Ilsu)

M.D.

Middle hathyst
Bathy*t

Smuggler Cove Format ion
S'MPLE

-A)-I4O

-R3-14l
1-116

O.

STRATIGLLAI'UIC POSITION

Middle

n--I'

(jim above glau.) Forces (Rau)

Forces (Raw)

portion

Lower portion
Lower portion
Middle portion
Middle portion
Middle portion

11-22

AGE DETERMINATION

M.D.

Late mid. Eoc.OltJ.
Middle to upper portion Caic. nannofossit
Refuglan
(Approx. Sm abov. gte-) Forces (lieu)
Lati Eoc.ne-Olig.
Forces
(MCD.)
Niddl. portion
Upper

I4-,61

FOSSIL GROUP

Middl

portion

Forces (MCD.)
Forces (MCD.)
Mollusks
Mollusks
Mollusks
Mollusks
Mollusks

M.D.
M.D.
M.D.
M.D.

Prob. Hatlockian
M.D.
M.D.

Possibly Galvinian

ECOLOGIC DETERMINATION

Bathyat?
flpsn marine
Upper bathyal
M.D.

Middle bithyat
Bathyal

Prob. bathyct
Prob. 25-2.000m
M.D.

Prob. 2i-2.000m
pose. $5-lOOm
M.D.
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APPENDIX 4: 6EOCHEMICjj

ANALYSES

Tillamook Volcantcs

Sample Sb2
R-339
11-362
11-366
11-395

R-398
R-418

R4242
R-626
R-645
R-667
11-672

R-674
R-685a
11-907

Ms-42
MS-335
MS-643
MS-983
cz-5
Avg.

Std.De

49.15
49.72
49.15
50.18

Al203

49.55
50.71
48.94
50.43
49.31
50.70
56.16
49.91
53.24
49.49
49.01
49.91
48.48
51.54

14.84
14.69
14.89
14.91
14.70
15.69
15.11
14.23
16.30
14.34
16.79
14.75
14.70
14.57
16.06
14.06
14.34
14.43
14.85

50.48
a1.93

14.96
00.74

53.54

Ti02

Fe203 FeO
3.46 6.21 7.12
3.77
5.74 6.58
3.86 6.42 7.36
3.54
5.72 6.55
2.65 5.66 6.48
5.14 6.58
3.14
3.78 5.16 6.60
3.72 6.75 7.73
3.14
5.22 5.98
3.01. 6.03 6.90
3.27
2.35
3.30
2.66
3.01
3.63
3.59
2.98
3.37

5.06
5.27
6.24
5.71
5.40
6.55
6.07
6.23
5.72

5.80
6.04
7.15
6.54
6.19
7.50
6.95
7.13
6.55

3.28
o.42

5.86
a.46

6.72
0.53

t0

CaO

MgO
4.23

K20
0.82
0.78
0.81
0.94

0.26
0.21
0.19
0.21
0.15

10.22
10.39
9.41
10.11
7.58
10.40
8.22
9.70
10.12
9.79
9.60
6.30
10.07
7.48
10.19
9.67
9.73
10.26
7.56

4.28

1.39
0.67
1.11
0.61
0.93
0.79
1.01
1.76
0.64
1.38
0.77
0.87
0.83
0.60
1.13

0.21
o.03

9.31 4.55
ol.23 a1.07

o.30

0.24
0.21
0.20
0.29
0.20
0.23
0.25
0.25
0.18
0.19
0.17
0.19
0.18
0.22'

4.64
4.56
4.53
3.11
4.87
4.09
4.57
3.94
6.71
3.74
2.73
4.56
3.16
5.61
5.29
5.06
6.79

0.94

Na20
3.14
2.89
2.87
2.73
3.71
2.72
3.73
2.96
3.26
2.56
3.31
3.67
2.82
3.85
2.61
2.72
2.85
2.50
4.14

P205
0.57
0.60
0.47
0.50
1.18
0.42
0.64
0.54
0.51
0.38
0.54
0.79
0.44
1.19
0.42
0.50
0.49
0.39
0.52

3.11
o.50

o-.23

0.59

FeO*
12.71
11.75
13.14
11.70
11.57
11.74
11.78
13.81
10.68
13.11
10.36
10.78
12.77
11.68
11.05
13.40
12.41
12.74
11.70

12.05
oO.97

Analyses by Dr. Peter Hooper of Wash. St. Univ. using XRP with his "international
standard".
2Ttllamook Volcanics clast in the Roy Creek mbr. of the Hamlet formation.
well sample from 4,900' in the CZ 11-28 well.
FeO*=( .9 Fe203)+FeO

APPENDIX 4 (cont.)

Simp.e

Si02
'-?51
56.64
R-561
58.25
n-614
55.89
RQ-850 56.46
56.81
Avq.
Std.Dev.ol.01

Al203 Tb,
16.49
15.99
16.37
15.97
16.21
oO.26

1.63
1.43
2.11
1.49
1.67
a.31

Cole Mtn. basalt1
(thesi8 area)
CaO
MnO
Fe03 FeO
4.57 5.24 0.12 7.85
4.35 4.99 0.16 6.71
4.58 5.25 0.16 7.05
4.02 4.60 0.14 10.15
4.38 5.02 0.15 7.94
o.26 a.30 a.02 al.55

K20 Na20 P25

MqO
3.01
3.67
3.67
2.25
3.15
o.68

0.75
0.84
0.78
0.81
0.80
o.04

3.40
3.30
3.85
3.78
3.58

5.25

3.60
4.09
3.85

FeO*

9.35
8.90
9.37
8.22
8.96

cr.27

0.29
0.32
0.30
0.32
0.31
a.02

0.16

2.94

0.28

9.23

.54

Cole Mtn. basalt1
(Washington Co.)
RCCI.

51.44

17.95

1.33

4.51

5.17

0.14 10.83

Type Area Goble Volcanics
RTG-1
RTG-5
Avg.

RG1
RG2
RG3

55.04
53.99
54.52

49.85
50.31
55.03
51.73

Std,Dev. a2.87

17.43
18.28
17.85

1.29
1.13
1.21

0.67
0.51
0.59

3.36
3.17
3.27

0.22
0.16
0.19

8.84
8.22
8.53

16.26
15.46
14.75
15.49
oO.76

Gray's River Area Goble Volcanics1
3.18 5.79 6.63 0.19 95
3.96 0.84
3.29
6.04 6.92 0.20 9.35 4.12 0.82
2.90 5.64 6.46 0.19 6.78 2.36 1.44
5.82 6.67 0.19 8.57 3.48 1.03
3.12
o.20 c.20 c.23 a.01 ol.55 o.97 ci.35

3.20
3.00
3.50
3.23
a.25

0.52
0.49
0.97
0.66
a.27

11.84
12.36
11.54
11.90
oO.41

4.32
4.02
4.17

4.95
4.60
4.76

0.14
0.15
0.15

8.98
9.90
9.44

i-Analyses by Dr. Peter Hooper of Wash. St. Univ. using XRF with his "international
standard".
FeO*=( .9 Fe203)+FeO

APPENDIX 4 (cant.)
COLUMBIA RIVER BASALT GROUP
Granie Ronde Basalt (Low MgO-Low rio2)

Std.Dev. oO.67

Al203
14.93
14.95
15.10
15.02
15.52
15.09
14.81
14.72
13.77
14.68
13.68
14.77
14.48
14.75
oO.56

54.75

14.86

53.62
53.94
53.48
R-78
54.00
R- 131
54.28
R-523
CZ_3*
56.87
cZ-4 *
55.67
Avg.*F 53.86
StdDev. oO.32

14.91
14.85
14.77
14.90
15.26
14.46
14 55
14.94
00.19

Sample
R-38
R-40b
R-40c
R-45
R-51
R-60
R-98
R-242
R-597
R-911
R-917
cz_i*
CZ_2*
Avg.

11-2

R-26a
R-7 1

Si02
55.96
55.42
55.77
56.06
56.79
55.83
55.95
55.23
56.48
54.63
56.88
58.50
58.24
55.91

2.10
2,08
2.11
2 06
2.17
2.10
2.07
2.27
2.23
2.30
2.29
1.76
1.73
2.16

0. 09

Fe203
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2 00
2 00
2.00
2,00
2.00
2.00
0.00

FeO
10.04
10.49
10.16
10.16
10.16
10.11
10.03
10.86
10.93
11.16
10.41
9.10
9.53
10.41
oO.40

MnO
0.21
0.20
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.20
O 15
0.17
0.19
0.01

CaO
6.72
6 55
6.61
6.52
5.49
6 55

tlgO

K20

Na20

3.64
3.50
3.61
3.60
3.23
3.54

1.62
1 56
1.49
1.66
1.73
1 68
1.67
1.61
1.58
1.54
1.59
1.68
1 84
1.61
a.07

2.46
2.93
2.65
2.41
2.40
2.62
2.61
2.43
1.96
2.74
2.07
2.49
2.62
2.48

6 8. 3.55
6.67
7.28
6.84
7.18
6.28
6.25
6.66

3.64
3.58
3.57
3.64
3.03
3.06
3.55

Or.46

o-.12

Grande Ronde Basalt (LOU Mg-High rio2)
2.42 2.00 10.97 0.19 6.88 3.61 1.47
Grande Ronde Basalt (High MgO)
2.04
2 00
2.05
1.98
2.21
2.26
1.85
2.06
a.09

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
y,00

10.21
10.35
10.66
10.26
i8.93
8.45
9.05
10.08
oO.67

0.20
0.23
0.21
0.21
0.18
0.17
0.20
0.21
0.02

8.16
8.15
8.17
8.49
8.60
7.32
8.29
8.31
o.21

4.92
4.79
4.83
4.77
4.91
3.94

4.31
4.84
0.07

1.02
1.01
0.93
1.01
1.25
1.15
1.14
1.04

o.28

P205
0.33
0.31
0.31
0.32
0.32
0.31
0.31
0 34
0.32
0.34
0.39
0.28
0.27
0.33
o.02

2.44

0.40

2.62
2.39
2.57
2.10
2.07
2.73
2.46
2.35

0.30
0.31
0.31
0.29
0.31
0.45
0.26
0.30

o.12 a26 o.O1

211nalysea by ilooper using CRB std. *well sample ++Avg. exciud. well samples.

APPENDIX 4 (cant.)

COLUMBIA RIVER BASALT GROUP (cont.
Pomona Member
Sample
R-20
R_310**
R-357
R_297**
R_617**

Si02
50.05
50.11
50.29
49.69
47.97
Avg.
49.62
Std.Dev.oO.95

Al203
15.52
17.39
15.57
16.66
16.06
16.24
oO.79

Ti02
2.05
1.66
1.97
2.21
1.73
1.92
o.23

Fe203 FeO
2.00 8.63
2.00 8.78
2.00 9.05
2.00 10.28
2.00 10.46
2.00
0.00

9.44
a.86

MnO
0.18
0 18
0.17
O 18
0 18
0.18
c.O0

2

CaO
MqO
11.33 7.52
10.77 7.17
11.18 7.61
10.79 6.81
9.71 10.81
10.74
7.8
0.61 ol.61

K20
0.34
0.38
0.13
0.32
0.35

Na20
1.98

.1O

1.53
1.65
1.18
0.89
1.45
o.42

0.30

P205
0.40
0.27
0.37
0.20
0.14
0.28

a.11

Frenchman Springs Member
R-76

R-403

50.34

54.86

13.94

3.23

9.02

4.97

0.80

2.33

0.61

15.20

"Umatilla Member" analysis3
2.73 2.00 9.38 0.24
6.24

2.82

2.69

2.96

0.89

2.00 12.54

0.23

2Analyses by Dr. Peter Hooper of Wash. St. Univ. using XRF with the Columbia
River Basalt standard.
**Gabbrojc basalts that have been assigned to the Pomona Member.
3lncorrect analysis that was resubmitted and found to have a Grande Ronde Basalt
chemistry. This analysis was probably the result of "computor error" at Wa5h. St.
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APPENDIX 6: GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSES (DATA FROM OTHER WORKERS)

Tillamook Volcanics
Sample

82472
82672
72052

Si02
49 60
50.66

49.60
719101 51.57
7773
49.51
372021.48.52
372022 51.08
372023 51.72
372113 49.19
372112 48.70
372142 58.42
372144 58.15
372311 53.30
372312 50.33
372313 52.21
372314 51.96
362361 50.58
82222 52.92
91962 49.98
91932 51.12
7772
49.47
71991 52.47
82612 50.45
7742
53.16
73034 49.53
Avg.of 51.37
Mumforda2.49

2ESSP1 53.57

2SRR2 52.64

2SWCC 52.78
2ES31. 53.51
2ESPS2 59.96
2E3P83 54.00

63.41
54.47
54.99
53.29
50.23
2ES108 66.18
2ES109 50.08

2ES30
2E$54
2ES78
2ES86
2ES93

2ES12.4 60.86
2ES138 58.02

2S2.81 52.54

2S206 51.18

2ES225 48.92
2ES228 52.80

2ES23 67.44

2E3241. 53.40
2ES258 49.24
2ES266 53.32
2ES270 58.44
2E5353 52.40

Ava.of 55.11
Safley 05.02

P.].203
2.4

91.

14.27
18.33
15.10
14.20
16.00
17.65
16.96
10.07
14.16
15.76
15.89
15.59
16.31
16.06
16.13
14.86
15.31
15.09
14.78
13.93
14.31
16.61
14.83
14.69
15.27
61.54

hO2 Fe203 PeO

?0

CaC

MgO

1(0

16.04 2.63
15.16 2.73
14.97 2..67
16.01 3.31
15.91 1.31
14.62 2.76
16.37 1.16
j4.73 2.79
15.55 2.23
16.22 2.40
17.69 3.36
15.74 0.79
16.27 3.32
15.58 1.31
15.94 1.73
2.4.89 2.72
14.62 3.54
17.46 2.79
14.64 3.34
15.32 0.67
15.60 2.65
15.80 3.36
15.00 2.40
14.97 1.74
j5.37 2.91
15.62 2.42
0.80 0.84

Na20

P205

0.18 10 35 4 24 0 64 2 99 0 41
0.21 9.40 3.99 0.82 3.27 0.51
0.19 10.46 3.16 0.76 3.07 0.45
0.22 8.36 3.86 1.07 3.68 0.61
0.23 9.03 4.26 0.94 3.23 0.58
0.23 9.10 4.08 1.02 3.27 0.92
0.16 7.06 3.21 1.24 3.57 1.29
6.67 2.19 2.39 4.01 0.62
0.24
0.17. 11.49 13.81 0.42 1.64 0.23
0.28 10.07 5.09 0.86 3.08 0.51
0.18 5.59 2.01 1.92 4.30 0.63
0.17 5.58 2.11 1.93 4.50 0.64
0.27 7.59 2.85 1.44 3.83 1.08
0.22 8.48 2.88 1.27 3.81 2.03
0.23 7.55 2.95 1.52 3.93 1.14
0.22 8.77 3.19 1.17 3.80 0.69
0.21 9.19 4.18 0.83 3.42 0.57
0.24 7.70 3.68 1.11 3.60 0.87
0.18 10.26 4.62 0.59 2.94 0.42
0.24 9.41 3.65 0.87 3.13 0.50
0.23 9.26 4.25 0.91 3.34 0.58
0.24 7.88 3.53 1.12 3.50 0.69
0.18 9.66 3.86 0.82 3.23 0.45
0.25 1.53 3.42 1.33 3.57 0.72
0.20 11.13 4.24 0.76 2.89 0.51
0.21 8.69 4.00 1.2.1 3.40 0.71
0.03 61.60 62.15 6.45 0.56 0.37
5.08 5.82 0.26 7.75 3.36 1.35 3.38 0.76
3.64 1.40 3.59 0.90
5.60 6.41 0.20 7.75
3.40 1.52 3.71 1.54
5.39 6.17 0.21 7.65
4.79 5.48 0.17 7.44 1.63 1.59 4.1.6 1.91
4.35 4.98 0.16 4.74 1.26 2.39 047 0 44
5.38 6.16 0.19 7.67 3.34 1.92 3.18 0.77
2.90 3.32 0.15 3.50 0.85 2.85 5.16 0.34
3.25 1.80 3.08 0.75
5.24 6.00 0.19 7.71
5.15 5.90 0.21 6.93. 3.00 1.53 3.65 0.88
3.29 1.20 3.54 0.74
5.22 5.98 0.22 7.89
5.19 5.95 0.23 9.80 3.06 0.90 3.10 0.49
2.66 3.04 0.14 3.05 0.13 3.38 4.73 0.17
5.78 6.62 0.18 9.71 3.48 0.92 3.02 0.62
4.27 4.89 0.16 4.60 1.18 2.38 4.32 0.45
4.50 5.15 0.19 6.30 1.78 1.43 4.29 0.67
5.50 6.30 0.23 7.64 3.63 1.41 3.65 1.49
4.25 1.02 3.22. 0.60
5.90 6.75 0.17 8.76
4.52 0.63 2.66 0.37
5.47 6.26 0.2.9 10.73
5.57 6.38 0.20 8.32
3.51. 1.18 3.40 0.66
0.12 3.43 5.11 0.13
2.85 3.27 0.09 1.57
2.63 1.52 3.86 1.43
5.18 5.94 0.26 7.54
5.92 6.78 0.19 9.86 4.29 0.85. 316 0.56
5.55 6.36 0.21 7.31 3.25 1.39 3.96 1 26
1.83 2.12 4.01 0.69
4.86 5.56 0.20 5.56
3.43 1.17 3.51 0.89
5.66 54g 0.20 8.01
4.96 5.68 0.19 1.11 2.72 1.65 3.7 0.78
.03 62.22 61.26 c.74 0.65 0.44
6.92 o2..06

3 16 6 30 7 21
3.56 6.20 7.11
2.98 5.2.3 5.88
3.21 5.74 6.58
3.88 6.59 7.55
4.43 5.80 6.64
3.41 5.28 6.05
4.05 5.20 5.96
1.92 5.16 5.91
3.64 6.33 7.25
1.68 4.44 5.08
1.67 4.36 4.99
2.56 5.35 6.13
3.67 5.13 5.87
2.73 5.45 6.24
3.54 4.90 5.62
3.62 5.85 6.70
2.96 5.42 6.20
3.17 5.94 6.81
3.56 5.94 6.81
3.78 6.64 7.61
3.01 6.18 7.08
3.15 5.40 6.18
2.85 5.75 6.59
3.39 5.89 6.75
3.18 5.62 6.44
6.68 o.59 o.68

Above data from Mumford (in prep.) and 5sf 1ev (in prep.).
o equals one standard deviation
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PPEN0IX S (cant.)

Tillamook Volcanics (cont.)
Sample

Ti02 Fe203 LeO
51.03 13.8' 3.49 6 11 7 00
13.91 2.85 5.43 6.22
53.87
5.76 6.59
13.98 3.33
51.60
5.79 6.63
13.97 2.59
53.34
5.32 6.10
2.65
1.4.62
53.72
53.49 13.10 2.91 5.93 6.79
2.90 5.74 6.58
52.85 1.3.27
52.21 14.29 2.73 5.85 6.70
5.48 6.28
13.71 3.01
53.04
5.80 6.64
3.03
13.81
52.37
52.11 14.33 3.14 5.93 6.80
1.64 4.85 5.56
59.75 14.27
7.82
50.25 12.81 3.55 6.83
7.25
6.33
3.32
13.38
50.09
6.3.5
7.05
3.29
51.27 13.05
49.92 13.59 3.31. 6.29 7.21

Si02

8-21-5
11-20-2
11-20-3
9-4-3
11-21-1
11-21-S
11-21-6
10-4-1
10-4-5
10-8-4
9-17-3
10-17-1
3.1-18-2

11-28-1
13-28-2
11-20-1

Al203

Avg. of 556 3.3.76
Jackson

a2.30

54.19
9(0)
54.81
10(0)
54.48
11(0)
64.77
12(0)
55.67
13(0)
Gv-1(N) 62.28
Gv-2(N) 62.60
56.92
265(N)
9-4-3(T) 54.59
9-4-2(T) 53.06
9-4-3(T) 51.10
9-4-4(T) 53.99
9-114(T) 52.05
10-181(T)50.22
1-25-2(T)54.80
T-C&W(1() 50.17
Avg. of 55.35
N. Gm. a4.35

a.52

2.98
0.46

16.72 2.34
3.6.80

17.60
16.20
17.10
16.04
15.57
16.09
16.19
16.42
15.08
15.90
15.44

16.60
16.51
15.77
16.25
0.64

2.27
1.93
0.79
2.25
1.3.2

1.04
1.89
2.14
2.16
3.20
2.00
2.86
3.49
2.40
3.00

5.83
a.46

4.85
4.65
4.25
3.29
4.43
3.42
3.60
4.48
5.20
5.44
6.17
5.06
5.63
5.26
2.00
5.74

I'0

CaO
9 10
7.67

0.32
0.27
0.41
0.34
0.20
0.23
0.21
0.26
0.20
0.16
0.16
0.21
0.24

8.83
7.45
8.21
7.94

1(20

Na20

P205

3 34

3. 62

3 52

3.03.

1.32
1.40
1.26
1.32

4.38
4.04
4.30
4.31
4.03
4.13
4.27
4.13
4.04
4.01
5.02
3.30

0.61
1.06
0.78
1.22
0.69
1.15
1.17
1.25
1.03
0.96

3.28
3.11
2.85
3.02

8.22 3.31
8.16 2.87

8.31 3.25
7.83 3.16
7.56 3.05

5.45 1.61
9.34 4.36
0.24 10.45 4.33
0.24 9.83 4.3
0.22 9.88 4.37

6.70 0.24 8.39
0.53 0.06 01.20
0.18
0.18
0.19
0.12
0.19
0.19
0.15
0.22
5.3.3
5.95 0.19
6.23 0.22
7.07 0.16
5.79 0.22
6.44 0.22
6.02 0.35
8.61 0.19
6.60 0.19

5.55
5.32
4.87
3.77
5.07
3.92
4.12

TT
T
0.75 01.08 61.24

MaO

7.20
7.06
6.06
3.29
6.64
3.50
3.78
5.84
6.66
6.99
8.31
5.93
7.88
9.16
7.21
9.79

1.41.

1.60
1.40
1.56
2.18
1.91
0.98
0.99
0.89
1.04
1.51

3.32 1.40
v.73 cr.34

1.03.

3.23
3.18

0.66
0.49
0.50
0.52
0.51

3.94
a.52

0.85
0.28

3.23.

2.18
2.19
1.91
3.77
1.92
1.30
1.07
1.94
2.86
3.36
3.63
2.38
3.36
3.92
3.27
4.02

1.70 4.25
1.85 4.13
3.24 4.21
0.12 2.72
1.68 4.26
3.13 4.79
3.12 4.66
2.08 4.71
1.61 3.67
1.61 3.55
1,24 3.32

0.77
0.75
0.72
0.93
0.78
0.31
0.31
0.72
0.94
0.97
0.71

3.78
3.67
3.50
2.61
3.46

0.83.

TT

tT

2'.13

1.29
0.96
1.75
0.48

1.16
0.52
0.64
0.45

0.05 al.94 al.00

Ø!77

0.65

v.26

0.68
0.64
1.11

3.04
3.20
2.79

0.36
0.32
0.31

0.26

0.21

0.03

Pttn. Area
AC-40
KAC-13
i(Ac-39

Avg.of
Cameron

48.58
46.70
47.29
47.52
00.96

14.20
14.45
13.83
14.16
oO.31

3.17
2.61
2.85

6.3.0

8.32
7.02
7.15

0.20 10.02

5.71
5.85

0.25 11.14

5.13
6.39
6.43

0.28

o.19

o.56

a.04 aO.73

.74

E! !

0.18 3.1.40

!

10.85 3T

r!3

+ Submarine basalt
ata from Jackson (1983). 03.binski(0) (1953). TitnOns(T) (1981). Kadri(K)
and Cameron (1980).
(1982). Nelson(N)
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gPPENDIX S (cont. )

Cole Mountain basalt
Si02
58 00
56.41
7321
9961
56.86
63013
58.62
73042
56.93
73034
58.10
7373
56.51
717103 55.74
Avg.of 57.15
Mumford 00.99

Al203
15.81
16.42
17.75
16.53
15.92
15.92
15.08
16.93
16.30
aO.81

Ti02
1 47
1.42
1.55
1.51
1.47
1.45
1.40
1.50

T7
o.05

4.63

5.31

0.27

2ES17
2ES21
2ES91
2ES277

15.89
16.06
16.81
16.34

1.66
1.71
1.38
1.46

4.99
4.88
4.47
4.67

Sample
362411

54.03
54.30
55.91

56.87
Ava. of 55.28
Safl.y 01.35

QW4560(O54.83
Cv-3(N) 54.78
9-6-6(T)53.41
lOteSrr)53.79
Avg.of 54.88

N. Cm. 01.84

Mth..ee

Fe203
4 19
4.25
3.85
3.96
4.53
4.31

FeO
4 80
4.87
4.41
4.54
5.19
4.94

0.13

MaO
3 80
4.29
3.32
3.26
3.98
3.61
4.02
3.80

K20
0 63
0.60
0.70
0.78
0.41
0.35
0.69
0.70

3.16
2.96
3.44
3.21
3.56
3.34
2.87

0.27
0.27
0.33
0.33
0.32
0.31
0.26

0.31

a.03

o.64

u.35

0.15 al.06

a.03

5.72
5.59

0.16
0.16

9.11
8.45

4.77
4.70
4.65
3.79

0.62
0.49
1.50
0.79

0.31
0.28
0.23
0.23

4.41 5.0 0.16

7T

T!
2.74
3.39
3.23
3.75

0.03 al.29

o.46

o.45

0.11
0.15
0.17
0.17

8.45
7.06
9.44
8.02

3.26
2.83
4.63
4.37

0.86
0.55
0.14
0.66

4.39
3.e3
3.17

a.82 a03 o.99

0.86

o.30

0.54

0.07

0.96
0.96
1.02
1.22

3.08
2.91

0.83
0.72

3.18

1.07

0.12

0.11

a.15

19.69
16.65
18.34
16.64

1.05
1.45

3.32' 3.81
4.51 5.16

1.33 -4.25 4.86
5.77

17.83 T

T. 4.90

o1.48

c.72

c.34

r7

P,O5

3.29 631

0.16

5.35

o.16

5.04

'r

5.12 0.11 6.59

oO.40

1.87

Na,0

CaO
7 55
8.15
8.22
6.93
7.85
7.28
9.01
8.12

TT
TT
a.23 o.27

16.28 t!!

0
0 18
0.15
0.10
0.12
0.17
0.17

6.59

TT

T77

T!
0.42

a.04

0.22
0.32
0.27

3.37 ..0.39

Altered Cole Mountain basalt
2ES504
2ES23
2ES61
2ZS351
Avg. of
Safley

54.62
56.75
54.86
58.76
56.24
al.93

15.05
14.54
14.03
13.56
14.30
00.64

CBa
CBb
77-06
77-10
77-14
77-20
77-44
77-46
Avg.of
Burr

55.70
52.68

16.69
15.56
16.37
17.40

5

50.6
51.1
50.8
48.6
49.4

2.39'
2.16
2.38
2.10
2.26
0.15

5.55
5.40
6.00
5.39

6.36
6.18
6.87
6.17

0.29

0.33

T!

0.23
0.15
0.13
0.17

7.48
6.61
6.08
5.56

0.04

c.82

FT'

3.44
3.62
4.65
2.82

TT3
T5
0.76

3.00 097

Type area Goble Volcanics

52.54
57.52
56.17
52.78
54.33
54.92
cr2.12

1.98
1.39
1.68
2.42

7.73'
7.57'
7.43'
8.90'
7.87'
8.32'
8.70'
8.29'
8.10'
c.54

18.77 218
16.35 .2.34
16.07 1.88
16.48 1.79
16.71 1.96
cO.98 u.34

'

0.12 8.65 4.86
0.06 9.25 7.17
0.03 7.34 3.38
0.14 11.34 5.80
0.11 9.15 2.98
0.07 6.55 3.52
0.13 11.10 5.70
0.13 9.41 5.34
0.10 9.10 4.85
a.04 01.64 al.45

0.53
0.41
1.05
0.50
0.70
1.10
0.35
0.54
0.65
0.28

2.61
3.03
2.70
3.05
3.01
2.64
2.86
2.85
a.18

1.1
0.93
1.2
0.86
0.59
0.36
0.29
0.36
0.28

3.6
3.2
3.6
2.8
2.7
2.9
2.6
2.8
2.5

2.191

Grays River area Gable Volcanics
6
7
8

9

10
11
12
13

Avg.of
Wolf.

49.1
49.0
48.3
46.7
49
cl.4

16.8
15.4
15.7
15.8
15.2
13.8
16.4
16.0
15.8

3.1
3.6
.3.6

3.3
3.3
3.8
2.6
3.4
4.0

T

3

aO.8

o.4

6.3
7.1
6.0
5.5
3.4

3.7
3.8
4.9
6.6
5.3

6.3
6.5
6.8
7.6
9.9
1.1.6

7.4
8.4

7.6

0.22
0.22
0.19

8.6

0.21
0.18
0.22
0.15
0.21
0.53

10.3
10.4
9.7
11.9
10.6
10.4

8.1.

8.2

2.7
3.2
3.3

4.7
4.7
4.1.

5.5
4.6
5.0

0.64
0.60
0.75
0.46
0.46
0.77
0.39
0.46
0.60

°

c.11 ol.3
0.9
cr.36 o.4
c.14
'eaa1e FeO'(.9 Fe.,0+Fe0) +eq,.2a13 aubmarine baaalt. Data from Mumford(in prep.)
Saflev(jn prep). OThineki(1983). Timmone(1981j. Nelaon(b)(3955Y .Surr(1978),
and Uo1f and McKee(1972).
cr1.4

cl.7
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PPEN0IX S (cont.)

Siletz River VOlcanics
1%iO

CaO

MqO

K0 Na20

20c

6.7
7.8
8.6
7.9
8.1
8.5
8.6
9.2

0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.23
0.30

12.9
11.9
11.9
11.0
11.4
11.9

0.23

11.5

8.6
8.7
7.7
6.2
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.7

0.10
0.26
0.16
0.06
0.12
0.17
0.19
0.15

2.1
2.3
2.5
2.4
2.5
2.7
2.6
2.7

0.16
0.14
0.15
0.38
0.27
0.29
0.30
0.31

c.7

.04

00.6

1.4

T
o.06 a.2

a.09

Si02

Al203

?i02

48.6
49.2
49.2
48.2
48.5
48.4
47.9
48.4

14.7
14.7
14.1
16.1
14.7
14.1
14.3
14.0

1.7
1.6
1.4
2.7
2.5
2.9
2.9
2.7

Snavely a.5

0.7

a.6

r

49.3
48.6
49.2

15.8

14.9
14.9

2.1
2.3
1.7

5.1
6.2
4.2

6.9
6.3
7.1

15.2
00.5

2.0
o.3

5.2
al.0

L8

00.4

0.4

Avg.of 48.5

14.6

2.2

4.3

8.0

SafI1e
1

2
3
4

5
6

7

8

Avg.ot ZTE
1

2

3

Avg.of49.0
Wolf.

Fe203

4.3
3.2
4.2
4.8
5.9
5.2
5.5
5.2

FeO

0.26 u.S

Crescent Formation

r

0.30
0.17

2.4
2.5

!

0.25
0.30
0.31

0.25
0.34
0.20

13.6
13.4
12.1

5.2
5.1
8.1

0.26

12.7
00.7

6.1
al.7

0.21
a.08

2.3

0.29

o.07

.3

.03

0.21

11.8

7.2

0.22

2.6

0.26

0.17 2.0

10 e*nles
(Snavely)

Data from Snavely and others (1968) and Wolf and McKee (1972).

APPENDIX 6: CIPU NORMATIVE COMPOSITIONS

Tillamook Volcanics
Sample Qtz. Orth. Albite
R-339 4.91 4.86 26.56
R-362 6.70 4.62 24.45
R-366 6.66 4.80 24.28
R-395 7.38 5.57 23.09
R-398 9.72 8.23 31.39
R-418 6.60 3.97 23.01
R-424 5.48 6.57 31.55
ri-626 6.48 3.61 25.04
R-645 5.24 5.51 27.58
n-667 4.56 4,68 21.66
R-672 5.82 5.98 28.00
R-674 12.92 10.42 31.05
R-685 8.20 2.07 23.86
R-907 9.06 8.17 32.57
MS-42 5.12 4.56 22.08
MS-335 5.98 5.15 23.01
MS-643 6.96 4.92 24.11
MS-983 3.98 3.55 21.15
6.77 5.40 25.80
Tvq.
Std.Des2.15 (11.96 ci3.70

Anorth .Diop.
23.96 15.10
24 .79 16.29
25.34 12.46
25.63 14.66
6.30
19.33
28.61 13.47
21.19 10.79
23.72 13.66
27.08 13.58
25.29 14.28
27.95 11.36
4.36
18 55
26.40 13.59
6 52
18.38
29.81 12.45
23.57 14.27
23.87 15.08
26.36 15.14
24.43 12.41

Hed.

Ens.

Ferr.Oliv.Mag.

3.30
1.77
2.08
2.22
2.25
2.69
1.44
3.03
2.16

3.62
4.10
5.67
4.57
4.88
4.97
5.26
5.14
3.59

0.91
0.51
1.09
0.80
2.01
1.14
0.80
1.31
0.66
1.86
0.60
2.25
1.28

2.26 10.22
1.45 4.12
1.77 4.83
2.94 5.15
2.36 4.91
1.85 8.31
2.57 6.66
1.70 5.71
2.33 10.03

0
0

0
0
0
0

8.99
8.31
9.29
8.28
8.19
8.31
8.33
9.77
7.55
8.72
7.32
7.63
9.03
8.26
7.81
9.48
9.07
9.01
8.52

6.57
7.15
7.32
6.72
5.03
5.96
7.17
7.06
5.96
5.71
6.20
4.46
6.26
5.05
5.71
6.89
6.81
5.65
6.20

Apat.
1.35
1.42
1 11
1.18
2.79
0.99
1.52
1.28
1.21
0 90
1.28
1.87

CI

38.5
38.1
37.9
37.3
28.7
36.5
33.8
39.9
33.5
43.1
31.. 5

1.04
2.82

25.3
38.3
29.1
37.6

6.29 2.71 0.76
6.63 4.00 0.71
6.46 3.36 0.74

23.8
25.8
24.8

a.69

0.99
1.18 41.3
1.16 39.1
0.92 43.9
1.39 36.3
0.
57 oS.1
.83

Mtn. basalt

2.98 0.98 7.83
26 32
25.06 5.11 1.28 6.84
4.05 1.13 7.34
25.69
*Normative color index - 01+Opx+Cpx+Mt+I1+IIm

4.97 27.92
u-614 11.30 4.62 32.57
Tvq. 13.83 4.80 30.25

0
0

1.38
0.74
1.77
2.23 5.65 1.25 0
ci3 31 c3 40 a.53 ol.96 a.54 0
Cole

R-561. 16.36

2.04
1.42

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Tim.

2.97
1.97
2.47

0
0
0

APPENDIX 6 (corit.,)

Sample
R-38
R-48
R-51
R-98
R-242
R-597
R-917
Avg.

Qtz.
11.69
12.01
14.28
10.88
10.77
14.69
14.88
12.74

R-2

10.54

COLUMBIA RIVER BASALT GROUP
Grande Ronde Basalt (Low MgO-Low Ti02)
Orth. Albite Anorth.Diop. Hed. Ens. Ferr.Oliv.
9.59 20.81 24.89 2.31 3.01 8.07.; 12.07 0
25.24
1.82 2.44 8.19 12.61 0
9.83 20.34
10.25 20.30 25.19 0.00 0.00 8.11 13.73 0
9.89 22.08 23.74 2.92 3.90 7.56 11.58 0
9.53 20.56 24.48 2.24 3.18 8.10 13.21 0
9.24 25.63 23.87 4.04 3.67 5.91 10.57 0
9.30 23.56 24.21 3.97 3.32 5.01 11.33 0
9.66 22.33 22.64 3.65 2.79 7.14 11.84 0
Grande Ronde Basalt (Low MgO-High P102)
25.23 2.20 3.14 8.04 13.18 0
8.71 20.64

2.89
2.89
2.89
2.89
2.89
2.89
2.89
2.89

4.12
3.93
4.31
3.97
4.08
4.03

Apat.
0.78
0.76
0.76
0.73
0.80
0.88
1.04
0.82

2.89

4.59

0.95

Mag.

urn.
3.98
3.91

Grande Ronde Basalt (High MgO)
2.89 3.80
.8.37
5.98 20.22 26.79 4.75 4.97 9.82 11.80 0
R-71
2.89 3.76
9.52 5.98 17.77 28.23 4.92 5.11 9.69 11.56 0
R-131
2.89 4.19
9.04 O
R-523.
9.97 7.40 17.51 28.63 5.51 4.45 9.77
2.89 3.92
9.29 6.45 18.50 27.88 5.06 4.84 9.76 10.80 0
Avg.
Frenchman Springs Mbr.
R-76
2.89 6.13
4.58 4.74 19.71 25.20 6.08 6.98 9.66 12.72 0
Pomona Mbr.
8.00 0
2.89 3.89
2.34
2.01 16.75 32.44 11.42 5.86 13.58
R-20
34.68
9.19
0
2.89 3.74
9.71 5.33 14.60
4.40 0.77 13.96
n-357
2.57
0
8.19 3.93
5.59 1.78 19.03 32.98 11.66 2.30 11.36
R-297
.2.36
12.77
3.07
0
7.18 2.88
2.65 2.25 22.00 33.17 11.28
R-310
3.02
1.46
22.47
2.07
4.22
0.18
8.31
0.00
16.58 32.50 8.90
R-617
5.41 0.04 5.89 3.50
3.00 1.78 17.66 33.15 10.60 3.46 14.96
Avg.
+Gahbroic texture with norm calculated using "international std." chemical

0.73
0.69
0.73
0.72
1.44

0.95
0.88
0.59
0.64
0.45
0.70
analy.
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APPENDIX 7 (corit.

Sarnole No.

Location

Polari.tv

POMONA MEMBER

(X) R-20

(X) R_29Th**
(X) R_310**
R_314b**

(x) R-357
(X) R_17**

P.?

N?
P.?
P.

NE: 5W¼ sec. 28, T5N, R8W r
SW NE¼ sec. 32, T4N, P.9W q
sw3 SW¼ sec. 8, T3N, P.9W r
SW¼ SE¼ sec. 29, T4N, P.9W r
NW¼ SE¼ sec. 9, T3N, P.9W q
NW¼ NE¼ sec. 29, T4N, R8W s

FRENCHMAN SPRINGS. MEMBER

(x) R-76

R-8

N?

NI

SW¼ NW¼ sec. 30, T5N, P.8W
NE¼ NW¼ sec. 30, T5N, P.8W

q

r

COLE MOUNTAIN BASALT

(P) R-1.59
R-162

(P) R-192
(P) R-229
(X) R-251

N
N
N
N

(P) R-470
(P) R-546

N?
N?

a- 259 a

(X) R-51

-5gq
R- 05
(P) R-Ei.0
(X) R-614
(P) Q-180
(X) Q-850
(P) QQ-257
(P)

N

-

P.?

NE¼ SW¼ sec. 11, T4N. P.9W r
SW¼ SW¼ sec. 12, T4N, P.9W r
NW¼ SW¼ sec. 4, T4N, P.8W r
SE NE¼ Sec. .18, T4N, P.8W r
NE¼ SE¼ sec. 8, T4N, P.8W q
NE¼ NW¼ sec. 20, T4N, RSW r
NW¼ SE¼ sec. 25, T4N, P.9W r
NE¼ SW¼ sec. 19, T4N, P.8W s
SW' SE¼ sec. 17. T4N, P.8W s
KE¼ NW¼ sec. 20, T4N, P.8W s
S'E¼ NW¼ sec. 20, T4N, P.8W S
SE NW¼ sec. 20, T4N, P.8W s
N'4¼ Nt¼ sec. 18, T4N, P.8W r

SE¼ NE¼ sec. 25, T4N, R9

N

-

SE

NZ

sec. 25, T4N

R9W

S

s

NW¼ SE¼ sec. 19, T4N, R8W q
NW¼ sec. 28, T5N, P.9W
WELL SAMPLES- CZ 11-28
1940-1950'
(C) CZ-1
1950-1960'
(X) CZ-2
3050-3060'
(C) CZ-3
3O70-3080
(X) CZ-4
3250-3270'
(P) 2116-18b
4500-4520'
(P) 2116-30a
4 500-4520'
(P) 2116-30b
4800-4820'
(r) 2116-32
4900-4910'
(C) CZ-5
5400-420'
(?) 2116-37
5400-5420'
(P) 211E-37b

(P) 2116-37c

5400-420'
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APPENDIX 7 (cont.

Saie

Locat ion

o.

Cole Mountain basalt (Wa&. Co.)
(C)

NW¼ NW¼ sec. 2. T3N, RSW

cci

Tve area Goble

SW¼ NC: sec. 12, T6, R2w

(X) RTG-1
(C) RTG-5

SW NW¼ sec. 17, T, R1W

Grays River area
(X)
(C)

RG-i.

RG-2
(X) RG-3

Volcanics

Goble Volcani.cs
S

SW'.z Sec. 9, Ti.ON. REW

SE¼

see. 8, T1ON, RE'7

SE' S¼ sec. 23, T1.ON, R5W

texture, tentatively

assiqned to Pomona B.
**MjcrogabbrOiC
(C) Chemistry sample
(P) Petrography sample
chemistry
sample
(X) Petrography and
s=strearn-CUt
qquarry
r=roadcut

APPENDIX 8: PETROGRAPHIC SUMMARY OF IGNEOUS ROCKS

Tillamook Volcanica
GROUNDNASS

PHENOcRYSTS
S TMPLE

TEXTURE1

R-339' G*omerOpor.. Pi1o.
R-362
R-366

Porphyritic. Pile.
Microporphy, Pt 10.

p!aq An Size$ C Size* p1'g. An
6.3 60 1-3 2.6 .8-2 44.3 54
61
.6-2 47
1 .6-i) 2
3
60
53
7 .4-.7
1
.5 42
63
64 .5-1 1
6

Nicroporphy. Pilo.
Glomeropor.. Paint .Pt10 1
Porphyritic. raint.Pilo. 2
8.7
11-395' Glomeropor.. Pile.
0.6
11-398' Glomeropor.. Pilo.
11-409' Porphyritic, Faint PUo. 1.3
11-418' Glolneropor.. Paint Pilo.13.6
9.3
11-423' Glomeropor.. Pilo.
11-424' MtcroqtomerOpOr., Pile. 0.6
0.6
11-427' Porphyritic. Pilo.
11-626 AphyriC. Pilo.
10
ft-645a Glomeropor., Pilo
11-64 5b Porphyritic. Faint vilo.17.3
13.6
11-646' Porphyritic. Pilo.
1.7
11-907' Glomeropor.. Pilo.
11-651 Porphyritic. Faint Pilo.i5
6.3
11-667' GIoa*ropor.. Ptlo.
11-370
11-375
11-392

65
68

1

1-2

1
1

65 .5-2 2.3
0.2
64 .1
66 1-2.5 1.6
66 .5-1¼ 0.6
64 1-2 1.3
0.3
7 .6
0.3
7 1-3
63

2

61 1-4
63 1-3
65 1-2
67 2
62 1-7

1

1.7

Siii.4 cxt Siz.* opq.siz.i

Alt.

.1-.2 23.3 ((.1 18.3 4.1 VS
.1-.3 30
.1 13
44.1 VS
.1-.3 35
.1 VS
.1 12
c.1 $
28
4t.1 18
.1
.1 12
.1 S
61 .1-.2 28
55
1
4.1 vs
30
4.1 15
50 .1
.5 47
.1 12.7 *.1 Vs
41.3 59 .1-.3 30.7
1
.1 vs
56.7 53 .1-.5 24.7 .1-.2 14.3
2
33.3 4.1 12.3 .1 vs
39.7 57 .2
1
.8 38.7 52 .1-.3 29.7 4.1 14.3 4.1 vS
.t vs
.5-.7 38.7 54 .1-.2 39.3 4.1
.6 48.7 53 .1-.2 34.3 ..1 15.1 '.1 vS
.1 vs
52.3 55 .4-.S 35.7 .1-.2 11.7
1
.1 16
.1 VS
63 .1-.2 37
47
4.1 S
56 .1-.3 28
.1 15
45
1
.1 18.6 4.1 Vs
32.7 60 .1-.3 28.7
1
45.7 57 .1-.4 28.3 '.1 9.3 .1 8
1
.1 12.6
.1 VS
52.7 52 .1-.S 29.3
1
'.1 10 4.1 H
60 1-.3 30
40
4.1
18.7
.1 S
38.3
1-7 29.7 55 .1-.2
.1 VS
1-2 37.7 56 .2-.5 27.3 4.1 11.7
56 .1-.5 26
4.1 10
.1 vs
1-2 36
.1 8
.1 10.7
62.3 50 1-.3 22.3
1
49.3 61 .2-.4 30.7 .1-.3 11.7 .1 $
1
.1 H
4.1 12
62 1-.2 32
1-2 38
4.1 8 .1-.2M
57 .1-.3 33
.5-2 43
(.1 10.5 .1 S
38
59 .1-.3 31
2
.6 47.3 63 .1-.4 33.7 4.1 12.3 .1 S
55.3 60 .1-.4 32.3 4.1 10.7 .1-.2 N
1
58 .2-.3 32
50
£.1 13 .1-.2 S
1
.1-.2 13 .1-.2 S
68 .1-.4 36
.5-2 44

0.3
0.3
5,3
11-672' Gtom.ropor.. Faint Pt1o20.3 66 1-4 2.3
68 1-3¼ 2
11-673 Glomoropor.. Faint Pilo22
.7 58 .5-1 0.3
11-674' Microporphy. Pilo
11-665' Glomeropor., F.int .PLle. 3.3 63 1-2's 0.7
64 1-2 4
Porphyrit ic. Faint Pilo.10
P1542
61 1-2 3
10
Glom.Eopor., Pile.
P1585
13.3 63 2-2¼ 3.8
MS 250' Glomeropor.. Fib.
0.2
0.5 66 .7
'45335* Microgloinero. Pile.
0.2
0.3 2 1
MS64 3 * Giomeropor.. Pile.
0.5
2
7 2
'45662 Clomeropor.. Pilo.
3
0.5 7 1
'45983 Porphyritic. Fib.
il cainpie. have an intergranular groundmas.. 4J4oat clinopyroxene La augite.

COMMENTS

Zoned Flag. Phino.
Zon.d plag. Phenoa
Leucox+Pigeon .Phenoa

Zoned P lag. Pheno.
Embayed Flag. Phenos

Basaltic Ilbi. Ph.no.

Embayed Flag. Pheno.
Zoned Flag. Pheno.

Boulder in Roy Ck. Nbr.

do.. to .ub-ophitic
Distinctly pilotaxitic

Opaque Phenocryst
Opaque Phenocryat
Opaque Ph.nocryat
Opaque Phenocryst

Alt. Pheno. (Augit.?)
Opaque Pb.nocry.t
Opaque Phenocryst

'Sample. which wre point-count.d. *Size in .,in.

Note.: PIbo.-Pibotaxitic. Alt..Degr.. of alteration, vs-v.ry alight. S-Slight, and bMod.rgte.

APPENDIX 9: (corit.)

COLUMBIA RIVER BASALT GROUP
PENOCRYSS
SAMPLE

R-20'

UNIT
Pomona

R-357 Pomona
R-310 Pomona?
R-297 Pomona?
R-611' Pomona?

Clomerop.lnt.r.er. 1 64
fflcroglom..Inter... .4.5 62

R-71'

OR H-Mg

OR H-Mg

Subophltic

R-38'
R-242
R-59
RR-40

OR 1-Mg
CR 1-Mg
CR L-Mq
CR 1-Mg
OR 1-Mg
CR 1-Ma
CR 1-Ma

Hyalopilitic
Ilyalopilitic
Hyalopilitic
flyatopilitic
Int.r.ertal
Hyalopllitic
Hyatopititic

R-2'

CR t-MqHT Hyatopilitic

R-16

OR 1-Mg?
CR 1-Hg?
OR 1-Ma?

R-98

R-56
R-297

R-5l? CR1-Mg?
R-52O' CR H-Hg?
R-5B1 OR 1-Mg?

RR-446 OR 1-Hg?

1

0.5 62 1-3

Intergranular
lntergranular

R-523

R-51

3

Ophitic

Prench.Sp.Porphy,. Subophit.

P-45

(nun) 5 twa

Glomerop., Ophitic 18.3 64 1½-3
Ophitic

R-76'

R-131' OR H-Hg

Subophitic
Subophitic

HyslopilItic

.7

P1ag.An!sir
5

(nun)

49.3 62 .1-1

1½ 40.5

44.7
40

Cpx4 Sire
S

42.7

(awn)

.2

50.5
46.3
45.3
46.5
49.5 59 .1-1 41.0 .1-11s
32.7 56 .1-.2 22.3
.1
30
57 .1-.? 20
.1

55 .1-.?
39.7 54 .2-.? 28.3
.1
55
57 .1-1 33
.1-1
33.0 53 .1-1. 11.3
.1
(6
55 .1-.? 23
.1
41.3 56 .1-.3 30.3
.1
.

50

0.264

3

51 .2-1

36
30

.2
.2
.1

60 .1-1
42
54 .1-.2 21
30
.1-.?
56 .1-.O 25
54.3 55 .4-1 37.3 .3-1¼
44

Op.q.Sire oiaa.T.
5

5.3

60 .2-.3 25.2 .2 6.5
63 .3
22.3 .2-4
5.3
56 .2-.5 29
.1-3 4
60 .5-1 21.7 .2-3 7.6
55 .2-.6 37.7 .1-.5 8.7
59 .1-1 43.? .1-.3 10.7
57 .1-1 43.3 .1.3 9.5

34

Intera.rtal
Intere.rtat
Hyalopilitic

Hye).opilitic

GR0UN0MS

Plag'J'in St&ecpxi

TEXTURE

(mm)

S

.2

2.7
21.5

.2
.2
.2
.5
.2

3
7

7 M-E

3.0

8.3
8
4

.1

8.7

.2
.2
.1
.1

8
8

9

CalcIte alt.

S

45

VS

55

$

24.0
4

54.?
37.3
20.3
6
18
30

43

8.3 .3-1
54.0 57 .1.3 33.? .1-.S 9.3 .2-.4
40
7
52 1- 3 28
1
2 25
5sn1s vhich were point-count.d.

'Moat clinopyzoxen. La atagite.
Iloteez G1omerop..G1ont.raporphyrjtic
I$.noderat..

Unaltered 0livin

3

S

36.3
.1
.3

S

VS
VS

.1.4
.1

VS
S

8.3 VS Unaltered O11vin.

6.3

9.0 .1-.
9.3

7
7

COMMENTS

S
S

5

5
S
S

N
S

N
VS
S

S

Int.r.,-lrt.ra.rt.l. Att..D.gr.. of alteration, VS-Very Itight 8-Slight.

APPENDIX

SAMPLE

TEXTURE

Ping

An

PHENOCRYSTS
Cpx4 Size
Siz.

S
Rl59 alomsropor..Hyalopilitic
R-192 Hyalopilitic
R-229 Hyalopilitic
R-251' Porphyritic.Uyalopilitic
R-470 Intsrsertal
R-546 Intarsertal
ft-561' Glomaropor.,Intrs.rt.l
R-599 Glomeropor..Hyalopilitic
R-610' Glomeropor..Hyalopilitic
R-614
Int.rs.rtal
Q180
Porphyritic.Hysloptlttic
Q850
Glomeropor..ilyalopttitic
QQ257 flyatopilitic
RTG-1 Porphy..Int.rqran.. r.pllo

nc-i
RG-3

23.3

65

1.0

9:

7

(nun)

S

(inn)

.5-1.5

2.3

.5-1

2

(cant.)

GROUNDMFISS

PiagAn

Six. Cpxk Sizeopaq.sjz.

S
16.0
30
60
42.7
45

(nun)

45

.4-.8 12.7.2-.6 4.7
37.2 3 S
.2
.2
.l-.8 15
20
.1-2 5
15 N
7 H
.l-.5 20
.2
.1-1 2
18
2
8.5 .1-.5 23.0
.1
.1
S
0.5
.1
71
.1
5
.1.3
2.3
32.0
S
.1
.3-2
8.7.3-.5 5.3
25.7
S
.1
73
Vi
4.3 .1 6.5
.1
29.5
.1
s
.3.5 1
.1
59
S

57
53

15

62

20.5

6

29

63

1-3

4

1

36

7

Gtom.rop..Int.rgran.,Ptlo. 10
Porphyritic. Int.rg.,Piio.
2

64

1.5
1.5

3

1

43
49

7

Internertal
CZ-2
Porphyritic. Intsrs.rtal
CZ-4
211618 Int.r.ertsi
21163On3tomerop..Int.rgran..Pilo.

0.5

60
7

7
7

2

2

60

2

211630lom.rop..Znt.rgran.,Pilo.

2

7

2

211632 Porphy..Int.rqran.. Pile.
2li637attnt.rgran., Pilotaxitic
21i637tiiomerop
Intergran ,Pilo

3

7

1

2

7

1

.4

4.5 .3-3

21.3 53
40
55

55
52
55
53
50
50
55
53

56
57
54
7
7

56?
7
7
7

.1-2

.2

10

26

.1-.3 32
.1..3 37
.1-.5 33
.2-.5 30
.2-.? 31
.1
.1
.1
.1

33
35
35
35

2- 3 36

.1
.2

5.5 .1-.3 28.5 37
4
60
1 Vi
.1

.2-1 S

.2

7

.1

.1 13
.1 12

.1
.1

.1

-z2

6

.2
.2
.1
.1

.1-.4

11
10
12
13
.1 12
.1 10

.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1

9

1

1

uir

vi

56

41.5 56
61.3 57
2

'kr. "

6

69

.5-1
.5-2.5

S

3.5

60

4

oita

.2.8

3

35
8

(nun)

.1-.2

17

1-2
.4-1¼

S

55
54

58

2.5

(inn)

52

20.5

1-2.5
.5-2

S

25

N
MOUNTAIN

RASALT

VS TYP.G00LE V.
VS GRAYS RIVER
VS GODLE VOL.
4

VS OR Lou-Mq

7

VS Crande.

4

S
5
S

Tiliamook

$

voicanica

5
5

Hiqh-Ma

Mo.t clinopyroxens La augit..
Psrcsnt Glass. may also includ. unidstit1abl. groundma.a and partially dsvitrified glase.
tperc.nt vsLcl.. and ampgdul.a.
Sample. which were point counted. WSmail san1ea difficult to ..timate p.rc.ntaq.a.
Notn.z Olom.rop.-Gtom.roporphyritic. Pllo.-Pilotaxitic. Int.rg.-Int.rqranular. Alter.-ø.gr.. of alt.r.tton VS-Vary aiiqht
5..StLght Mbd.rat.. and VS-Vary Ext.n.iv..

PPENOIX 9: PETROGRAPHIC SUMt1RY OF SEDIHENTFiRY ROCKS

SAMPLE

VRF(3AS.+AND.LII.

'6

'0

0

1

'1

2

1

1

;S

.4

dc

NUMBER

R-338a 63
R-339
R-365

6

45

5

R-3qSb 78

63
65
61

R-287
R-289

50
52

80

R6254 82

77

78

3
7
5

15
12
11

15

20
10
8

5
15
15

4 1
1¼ ½
5

8
25
5

1

'1

41

'1
'1
'1
.1

'

r

'1 1 2 12

4

P1

2

10

5ubrounded

2 15 10 5ubround.d

'1 1 2

3
2
2
2
2
3

3
1
1
1

C
VC

Subrounded c
12 Subreunded+ C
C
15 Subrounded
15 Subrounded+ F
F
12 Subrounded
F
8 Subrounded
F
10 Subrounded
P
15 Subrounded
P
11 Subrounded
P
Subrounded
12
16

2

UNIT

ztouiinnw

Cont. foram and mollusk t rag.
Conason pyite

plastically def. VkF
Fractured plag..mollusk frag.
Well d.v.lop. radial chlorite cement
contains oca. large (4nau) scone clasti
Conanon clay-filled burrows
Well compacted

ROY

MBER
VRF are extensively altered
Well
developed
radial
chlorite
cement.
1
6 10¼ ¼
R-630 72
57¼
3
51 18 10 B 1 4j
R-637 79
well developed radial chlorite cement.
2
l
60 10 10 5 1
R-792 80
swwr
Distinctly laminated.
17 Subrounded. F
2
31 15 12 25
R-604 58
ftO
Cx.
2 18 1 Subround.d P Minor pynite
.t
55 10 10 4
n-616 75
MEMBER
VF VRF are extensively altered to clay.
1
32 Subangular
60 3 1 41
2
R-221 62
SubangAflg. C Norm, graded, contains glauconite.
4
1 20
17 60 3 4
RQ-350 77
.-...--.-----------a aiiicuLr ru a.am i.0
Porosity
1plagioclaee ranges from An 45 to An 65. 2Most or all clinopyroxefle is augite.
weathering
makes it difficult to distinguish
pac.5.4*Ch
of
the
clay
La
chioritic
cement,
surf
icial
to very email pore
4samples which have been point-counted. 1VR? are subroundsd to rounded end
detritsi clsya from diagen.tCVRF
clays.
are
too alter.d to d.tirmtne original textures.
plagiocisil is subangular.

R-398a 62
n-443 83

1
1

41

-

IPPEND1X 9 (cont.

g

R-145

13

R_l79*
R-180
R-181
R-353
R-377
n-382
R-532
R-623

36.3 2.5 2.0 12.5
34
37
38
34
36
33
37.3

p

1

3

4

2

4
3
3
3
5

8
7

5
2

p

11
10
11
10

6
5

4.5 3.7

8.2

R_323a* 8.0 1.5 6.6
R-323b 9
1
5
R-451
2
R-580 30
R_758* 1
R-872

R_311e
R-925
R-928
R-929
R-93O
R_662*
R-589

r

p

7

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

p

p

6.5 3.5

p

1

1

6

3

1

5
3

3

1
1

7
6
7

p

2
2
2
3

1

4.0 I

4.0

3

I

4

2
1
1

8

3

I

3

9

5

1
1

8
9

3
3

I
1
I
I

4

7

3.5 1

3

2

14.0

2.3

1.3 1

1

1

2.0

2

2

1

1

1

3

1

2
1

1

5

1

8

9

7

4

1

5.5

7

1

1

1

3

1

25 5 8 2 4 0

3

1

1
1

1

3

1

2

I

4

TM 47

3
1

1.5

1

4

6

MS

1

1

I

1

3
3

4

1

1
1

4

IS

2
4
5

1

8 3 1

3

1

4

4

I

7

2.5 2

1

7.3

I

3

2

1

1.5
4

6

I

4

1

1

2

22½
2

9

I

1

1

35.7 4.7 5.7 12.7 1
35
5
5
11
1

TM

SA-SR
SA-SR
SA-SR
SA-SR
SA-SR
SA-SR
27.5 SA
55
SA
17
SR
18
SA-SR
13
11
15
18
16
16.7

4

3

35
1

SA-SR
15.5 SA-SR
15
SA-SR

5

3.5 IN 9 2
5
TM 9 2
60+

1

60

1

3.5
8

4.5 0.5 1

29.5 8,5 6.2 17.5
27.3 5.0 4.2 5.5
29
3
4
9
7

p

;

gj;

2

15

29
60
5

31
35

.A-R

SR

SR-SA
SR-SA
SR-SA

VF
VF

UNIT

Extensively bioturbated.
0cc. well-rounded qtz.

JEWELL

VF
F

F
F

0cc. borrows.
Feldapars alt, to clay,

F
F
F

Rare veil-rounded qtz.

yr

l2;5% glass shard:.

V'

Common alt, glass shards.

F

F
F
S

F

VF
VF

90
18

SA-SR

N

25
25

SA-SE
SA-SR

F

5?.

COMMENTS

S

yr

FORMATION

PITTSBURG

FORMATION
Rare silttoe clastell cm.)
SMUGGLER
Baked. Common alt. clasts.
covs
Rare carbonaceous debris.
FORMn?!(r
VRF have felted texture
Also 1% each myrmektte.pyrjt..
'MO[M(
granitic RE.perthite.organics
Common organic debris.
FORUC;TON
0cc. organic debris.
Baked, Lam., has porphyroblasti BAL.LPAR1(
INIT
7% siltatone rip-up clasts
Myrmekite. corn, iron oxide.
Common iron oxide

ampies wfltcfl have been point-counted 'Highly altered volcanic rock fragments (VRF).

Notes: AAngular. SASubangu1ar, SRSubrounded, RRounded, SSilt-sized.

Mao

MEMBER
of the
KEASEY

ANGORA P1'.

MEMBER

APPENDIX 19: HEAVY PIINERAL ANALYSES
UNIT
289

ROY CREEK MEMBER
365
339
398

JEWELL MEMBER OF KEMEY FORMATION

SWEET HOME
419

,1j-_....4ø3ø4ø34ø3fl4ø3O4fl30

364 620 628 629
*

*

145

137

AMPII I BOLES

Ilornbtende

181

179

K

Vii

C 0

K

A

377

382

B

C K 0 0 0

Vii

Lamprobolite
Actinolite

T9iite
PYROXENES
nyperathene
Auqite
Diopalde
MICAS
iotite

353

434Ø3Ø4Ø3Ø4304o3ø40304d30

00 ACAAACVAA

0

K

R

Vii

KWH

Vii

VR ii

Vii

Vii

Vu

Vii
Vii

Vii

yR

Vii
ft

VRVR

Ptiecovite

ii

Chtorittc

ft

0

C

ii

B

Vii

OVRVR
R

K

ii

A0O A VAOC
VRROORAR
AO C
OR000A
ii
RB

ii

EPI DOTE

VR VR
Undiff.
clinozoicite
ZIRCON
ft
Colorleac
Vii
pink
Oranqe
GARNET
Vii
Colorleec
Vii
Pink
TOURMALINE
Blue
R
Brown-Gm.
KThNITE
STAUROLITE
MONAZITK
RUTILE
SPHENE
Vii
APATITE
ANDALUSITE

A

Vii

Vii

0

R

ii

Vii

'

u

'

e

0

a

K

-

VRVR

A

R

0
VRVR
C

'

0

R
.

.

VR

K

Vii

Vii

B
C

Vii

Vii

0
0

SULIMANITE
OPAQUES

-

C VC
a
a
C A C C A A C A 0 C 0
ii
0
H
Hematite
C VC
0
ii
' '
a
ii
lA A VC A A A A A A A
Ilmenite
A A
ii
0 Vii
C
Leucoxene
ii
Pvrite
A
A VC
pyrltlz.Foremi
A
A VC
Pyritiz.Diatoma
%HEAVY MINERAl
.2 8 2
.5 1 5 6 6 9 4.1 4.1 4 1
VA(Very M,undant))45%. A(Abundapt) 25-45%, VC(Vexy Cotimion) 15-25%. IC(convion) 10-15%. O(Occasional) 5-10%,
R(Rare) 1-5%, VR(Very Rare )c1S.
'Combined 4.50 and 4
tiagnetite

0

AO 000000
RJIVAVA000CR

'

AVCVC

UNIT

PPENOIX 10 (cont.)
PITT.BWFF S.C.t. Balloark unit S.(. fm ANGORA PlC.
4$ 3$

658c 451
4$ 3$ 4$ 3$

A

A

323

MINEML

'

AMPHIIIOLES

Ilornblende
Lamprobolite

0

312

4$ 3$ 4$ 3

0

662
589
928
930
4$ 3$ 4$ 3$ 4$ 3$4$ 3$

II 0

II

CZ11-28 WELL
CZ CZ CZ CZ

O&

21*

24

2&

VII

VII

0
VII

VII

VII

R

Actinolit.

311

Tremol tte
pyRoxtNES

Hyperetheno
Auqite
Diopside

MICAS

VII

Biotite
Chioritic

C VC
C VC

Undi ft

VR VII VII

Muscovite

VII VII VII

II

0

II

VII

Q

II

0
C

II

C

II

C
VC

CC
CC

0

CH
II

VII VII VII

C 0 VC 0

C

Colorless

VII

Pink

A

0

VC
VR

VII

OraOge

Calorie..
Pink

VII

R

ZIRCON

GARNET

Vii

C
C

VC
C

VII

EPIDOTE

Clinozotsit.

VII VII VII

II

VII

0

C
VII

VII

0000R

VRROOVRRVCOO
Ii

VII

VC C

RII

VII

TOURMALINE

Blue
Drown-Gm.
VII

RUTII.E

VII

SPUENE

APATITE

VII Vii

VII

KYANITE
STAUROLITE
MONAZITE

VII

VII

VII
II

VII

II

0

Vii VII

VII

VII
VII
VII

VII VII

0

0

VII

VII

VII
VII
VII

VII

VII
VII
VII

VII

ANDALUSITE
VII

SILLIMANITE
OPAQUES

Magnetite
Ilemat ite

Ilmenite

L.eucoxene

Pyrite
Pyritlz.Forame
Pyritiz.Diatom.

00
00

VCC

0C

CVC

VCA

CVC
0 II

C A VCVCO
0 VC VC VC
C

C

VA VA

VCVCVCA

0C

VCVCVCA 0

CC

CC

A

C VC 0

C

VCVC

VC

VC A

0

0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0

VC
A
A

A
A
A

C

V
A
A

0

%IIEAVY MINERALS
.2 .2 .2 .2 .7 .2 .8 .3 1.3 4 .2 .2j.5 .4 .2 .2 2 .7 ..1
VA(Very abundant)>45%. A(Abundant) 25-45%, VC(Very Common) 15-25%, C(Common)
O(Occaaional) 5-1O% R(Rare) 1-5%, VR(Vary Rar.)41%. *Cnmhifled 4.50 and 40

0
A
A

4.*(.1
10-15%.

APPENDIX 11: GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS

£
jloi.Beech Tact

ROY

CREEK

339
339'
365
365'
398

FORMATION 419
289

630

JEWELL

137
137'
145
145'
179
179'
181

MEMBER

Pfl-rsrnmo
BLUFF FM.
MUGGLER

181'
353
353'
377
377'
382
382'
532
532'
623
623'
323

658c

451
451'
311
SMUGGLER 311'
COVE 312.
FORI4ATION 312a'

'nn

m.

BALLPARK 928
UNIT
928'
930
930'

ANGORA
30g
PEAK
589'
MEMBER
662
(Astoria F)662'

£

£

-0.5 -0.98 .0.99
-2.0 -2.54 -1.91
-2.0 -2.91 -2.59
1.0 0.52 0.58
1.0 0.52 0.58
-0.5 0.00 0.28
1.0 0.74 0.94
2.5 2.50 2.59
3.0 2.36 2.28
3.5 3.40 3.66
3.5
3.19 3.18
3.5
3.80 3.82
3.5 3.34
3.31
3.0 3.32 3.51
3.0 3.00 3.04
3.0 3.19 3.41
3.0 2.95 2.97
2.5
2.84
2.48
2.5
3.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

4.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

4.0
4.0
3.5
3.5
1.5
1.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

3.02
3.05
2.89
3.32
3.40
3.06
2.89
3.12
2.95
3.83
3.74
3.05
2.95
2.78
2.64
3.64
3.32
3.63
3.45
1.85
1.55
3.32
3.00
2.95
2.84

2.52
3.31
2.90
2.84
2.86
3.31
2.94
3.50
2.91
3.85
3.83
3.23
2.95
3.05
2.67
3.68
3.33
3.51
3.28
2.44
1.63

-.405

VERSAL II1MSL3J
0'
5

.4

.!:

!
0.50
1.83

0.80
0.74
0.57
1.34
1.29

0.60
1.12
0.84
0.42
0.77
0.52
0.87

0.45
0.95
0.50
1.16
0.62
0.98
0.52
1.00

0.58
0.90
0.49
1.37
0.63

0.50
0.68
0.89
0.50
1.03

0.63
0.78
0.50
0.67
0.66
1.59
0.83

3.68 i6
3.00
3.18
2.82

*

0.46
0.91
0.51

s.f,

.

2

2

4m
0.89 -0.03 -0.03
3.38 0.66 4.92
1.39 0.61 1.67
1.54 0.27 1.16
0.98 0.09 0.03
2.32 0.38- 2.05
2.12 0.14 1.07
1.05 0.27 0.75
1.69 -0.09 -0.28
1.38 0.43 1.05
0.67 -0.11 -0.24
1.28 0.11 0.49
0.58 -0.17 -0.25
1.60 0.33 0.97
0.75 0.06 -0.01
156 0.34 1.11
0.84 0.00 -0.10
1.78 0.35 1.36
1.00 0.20 0.57
1.65 0.50 1.20
0.89 -0.05 -0.22
1.59 0.18 0.78
0.90 0.01 -0.10
1.53 0.44 1.43
0.82 0.10 0.07
1.59 0.44 1.18
0.78 -0.17 -0.35
0.91 0.14 0.39
1.10 0.18 0.37
i.53 0.41 1.45
0,74 -0.02 -0.07
1.72 0.43 1.59
0.99 0.06 0.08
1.33 0.41 0.17
0.82 -0.70 -0.39
1.20 -0.32 -0.85
1.14 -2.25 -1.15
2.37 0.48 2.16
1.42 0.20 0.71
1.56 0.43 1.21
0.75 0.02 -0.01
1.60 1.80 1.07
0.87 -0.06 -0.14

0'

I.

1.25 5.1
1.58 12.5
1.01 12.5
2.21 2.6
1.40 2.6
1.03 3.9
1.05 2.2
1.11 0.35
0.84 0.80
1.15 0.23
0.86 0.25
0.95 0.19
0.88 0.21
0.95 0.25
0.93 0.27
1.00 0.30
1.01 0.32
0.73 0.37
0.82 0.40
1.13 0.32
0.89 0.35
0.89 0.38
0.82 0.45
1.39 0.27
1.10 0.30
1.03 0.31
0.90 0.34
1.07 0.19
0.98 0.19
1.05 0.24
0.77 0.25
1.14
0.35

0.93
1.07
0.97
1.28
1.18
1.01
1.17
0.74
0.96
1.40
1.25

1.,__ ___. ____.------------.-------------erme see rolli
an

0.38
0.23
0.25
0.38
0.43
0.80
0.86
0.24
0.26
0.34
0.35

Ward (1957).
'Reca11ated without the lees than 4.5w siz.. fraction.

VCw-

VC

W.-M. N.Svm

Lepto
V.Lepto
Me.o
Mod
V.Lepto
Mod
N.Sya. IMpto
Poor V.po. Meeo
Poor
Poe
Mesa
Nod
Poe .N..-Lept
Poor N.Sym Platy
Nod
V.Pos Lepta
Well N.g-Sym Piety
Mod
Poe
Mese
Mod
Peg
Platy
Mod
V.Poe Mesa
Vail N.Sym Ile.o
Mod
V.pos Meso
V.-M. Sym
Meso
Poor V.Po. Piaty
Mod
P0.
PIety
Mod
V.Poa Lepto
Mod
N.Sym Meso
N-P
P0.
Piaty
Mod
Sym
Piety
Mod
V.Po. Lepto
Well N.Sym Mesa
Poor V.Po. Me.o
Mod
Men
Mesa
Mod
Poe
Me.o
Mod
P0.
Mesa
'Nod
Poe
Neso
W.-M. Sm
Piety
Poor V.Pos Lepto
Mod
N.Sym Mesa
Nod
V.ps Mesa
W.-M. V.Neg Mesa
Mod
VJ4eg E.epto
Med
V.Neg Lepto
Poor V.Poe Mesa
Mod
P0.
Lpto
Poor V.Poe Piety
Well N.Sym Meso
Mod
Poe
Lepto
Mod
Peg
Lepto

Vr.Grav Vf.Grav Poor
VC
VF.Grav Mod

Coarse Coarse
Coarse Coarse
Coarse
Coarse

25.6

42.3
25.1
27.3
23.4

22.3

33.9
20.2
26.8

21.2
19.4

31.6
19.9

21.3

VC-C
Coarse
Fine
Fin.
V.Fine
V.Fine
V.Fins
V.Ftne
V.Fine
F.-VF
V.Ttne
Fin.
Fine
Fine
V.Fine
Fine
V.Fine
Fine
V.Fine
Fine
V.Fjne
Pin.
V.Fin.
V.Pin.
V.Fjne
Fine
Fine
Fine
V.Fjn.
V.Fine
V.Fine
V.Fin.
Medium

Fin.
Fine
V.Fine
V.Fin.
V.Fine
V.Fine
V.Fine
V.Fine
V.Fjn.
Fine
V.Fina
Fine
V.Fin.
Fine
V.Fine
Fine
V.Fine
Fine
V.Fine
Fine
V.Ftne
V.Fine
V.Fine
Fine
V.Fine
Fin.
V.Fjn.
V Pine
V.Fine
V.Fine
Fine

Medium Medium
38.2 V.Fine
F.-VF
18.7 Fine
Fin.

V.Fin.
F.-VF
V.Fin.
Fine

V.Po.
V.Poa
Poe

1.22
1.83
1.47
1.22
1.22
1.73
1.77

1.30
1.77
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tPPENDIX 14: SMJO!TONE SICMPLE LCCLITES

Samole no.
R-248 (T)
R-287 (T)
R-289 (T,H,S)
R-338a(T)
R-339 (T,H,S)

R-365 (T,HS)
R-398a(T,HS)
R-398b(T)

R-419 (H.S)
R-443 CT)

R-625 (T,E)
R-630 (T,S)

R-637 (.P)
R-.792 (T)

R-221 (P)
R-364 (H)
R-604 CT)
R-616 (T)

R-620 (LE)
R-628 (H)
R-629 (H)

RQ-35O(P)

R'-137 (H S)
R-145 (T.H.S)

R-179 (T.H,S,E)
R-180 (T)
R-181 (T,H,S)
R-353 (T,H,S)
R-377 (T,H,S)
R-382 CT.M,S)

R-532 (T,S)
R-623 (T,S)

R-323a(T)
R-323b(T,H ,S)
R_65pc(H.$)

Location
SW¼ NW¼ sec. 16, T4N, R8W r
SW¼ SE¼ sec. 28, P4W, R8W r
NE¼ NE¼ sec. 33, P4W, R8W r
SW¼ SW¼ sec. 8, P3W, R8W r
SW¼ SW¼ sec. 8, P3W, R9W r
SE¼ SE¼ sec. 9, P3W, R9W r
SW¼ SE¼ sec. 9, P3W, R9W q
SW¼ SE¼ sec. 9, P3W, R9W q
NE¼ SE¼ sec. 5, P3W, R8W r

NE¼ 5E¼ sec. 10, T3N. R9W

SW¼ NW¼ sec. 28, T4N, R8W
SE¼ SW¼ sec. 28. P4W. R8W
SW¼ SE¼ sec. 28, P4W, R8W

r
s
s

ROY

CREEK
MEMBER

of the
H.MLET

r

FORIIATION

r

SWEET

SE¼ SW¼ sec. 28, P4W, R8W r
8, P4W, R8W r
NW¼ SW¼ sec
NE¼ SE¼ sec.

9, P3W, R9W

sec. 20, P4W, R8W s
SE¼ SW¼ sec. 20, P4W, R8W s
SE¼ NW

NE¼ NE¼ sec. 29. P4W, R8W
NW¼ SW¼ sec. 28, T4N. R8W
SW¼ Sw¼ sec. 28, P4W, R8W
SE¼ NE¼ sec. 25, P4W. R9W
NW¼ NW¼ sec 11, P4W, R9W

NW¼ NW¼ sec. 11, P4W, R9W
Sw¼ NE¼ sec. 4, P4W, R8W
SW¼ NE¼ sec. 4, P4W, R8W
SE¼ NE¼ sec. 5, P4W, R8W
5w¼ SE¼ sec. 4, P3W, R9W
SE¼ SE¼ sec. 2, T3N, R9W
2, P3W, R9W
SW¼ SE¼ sec.
NW¼ NW¼

a
a

a
a

r
r
r
r
r
r

r
r

sec. 25, P4W, R9W s

r
r
r
SE¼ NW¼ sec. 21, P5W, R8W r
NE¼ Sw¼ sec. 32. P4W, R9W r
NW¼ NW¼ sec. 32, P4W, R9W r
SW¼ NW¼ sec. 36, T5N, R9W r
NW¼ SW¼ sec. 26, T4N, R9W r
SE¼ NE¼ sec. 31, T4N, R9W r
NE¼ SE¼ sec. 31, P4W, R9W r
NW¼ NW¼ sec. 34, T4N. R9W r
SE¼ NE¼ sec. 33, T4N, R9W r
SE¼ WE¼ sec. 33, T4N, R9W r
SE¼ NE¼ sec. 33, T4N, R9W r
NW¼ NW¼ sec.. 31, T4N, R9W r
NW¼ SW¼ sec. 6, P4W, R8W
SE¼ NW¼ sec. 21, P5W. R8W
SE¼ NW¼ sec. 21, T5N, R8W

HOME

CREEK
MEMBER

COLE MTN.

BAALT

JEWELL
MEMBER

of the
KEASEY
FORMATION

PITPS BURG
BLUFF
FORMATION

R-451 (T,S,H)
SMUGGLER
R-580 (T)
COVE
R-758 (T)
FORMATION
R-872 (T)
R-311 (T,H,S)
R-312 (T,H,S)
R-925 (T,E)
R-928 (T,H,S)
R-929 (T,E)
R-930 (T,H,S)
.NCOI.A P!A
R-589c(T,H,S)
MBER
SE¼ NW¼ sec. 31, T4N, R9W r
R-662 (T,H,S)
(T)=Tbin-section (H)=Heavy mineral (S)=Sieve (E)SEM
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AfPENOIX j3: SOURCE ROCK GEOCHEMISTRY

Sample

NO POROSITY

V.P. Kero. Kerogen Generation Stage of
Diaqenesis
Ratinq
Unit %TOC %RO Type* Oil/Gas

R-628 S.H.C. 1.1 0.53
R_559+ S.H.C. 0.9
Q-570 L.Jew. 0.9 0.58
R-529 U. Jew.. 0.9 0.72

-

0.57

M

Non-Source Early Gas

Gas

-

H
A
-

Wet Gas
Wet Gas

-

Marginal

Early Gas

Marginal

E. Peak Gas

-

* Visual kerogen type: A=Amorpbous M=Mixed
+ Extensively baked near a sill.
'Sample from "coalyTM bed. Total organic carbon is
approximately 70%. Analysis by Tim England. Univ
British Columbia.

Sample

R928

-

of

Permeab. *
Effective
Total
porosity(%) porosity(%). (mid.)
Unit
0.12
16.4
Baflparkunit S.C.f. 29.4
Too Friable for Analysis
Pittsburg Bluff F.

R-658c
*peabjljty was determined from effective porosity
using experimentally derived equations for sba1ey
sandstonesTM (perm. eff, por. X O.03e'57). Therefore,
the permeability vs ].ue is very approximate.

Note: AU of the above analyses were performed by AMOCO
Production Company through Terry Mitchell and
Jill Schlaefer unless otherwise noted.
Location of Samples

Sample
R-66
R-529
R-559
Q-570
R-628
R-928

Exposure

R-658c

Location

road
stream

NW¼ NW¼ sec. 30, T5N, R8W

stream
stream
stream
road

SW¼ 5E¼ sec. 17, T4N, R8W

road

SE¼ NW¼ sec. 21, P5W, R8W

NW¼ NW¼ sec. 25, T4N, R9W
SE¼ NE¼ sec. 25, T4N, R9W
NE¼ 5W¼ sec. 28, P4W, R8W
5E¼ NE¼ sec. 33, P4W, R9W

APPENDIX 14: PROTON PROCESSION PIA6NETOMETER TRAVERSES
Pomona

A

55

Ilbr. Sill

Hamlet fm.
IS

hamlet fin.

-w

E

54

300'

150'

a.

ew.tl mbr.

555

dJk.

diii.

54.5

4506

jewelt mbr.

C

55.5

CUB dike

10'
Smuaciler

Cove fin.

N
54.5g.

10

0

555

50'

200'

Hamlet fin?

t

Hamlet f,n.

,

,

H.mi.e
fm.

___
%

NW

SE

cn

$6

alit

100'

800'

400'
Smuagler Cova

fin.
-

-S

NW

0'

SE

300'

600k

90th'

Or

E

s

JNE

CII'i
sui.
,
100'

SW
200'

100'

200

APPENDIX 14: (cont.
F

'

Till. Vol.
55
E
4

2000

1000'
G

J.well mbr.

(it V01 fault

55

c

I

S

S

3000'

2000'

1000'

as

Till. Vol.

Hu

Hamlet Em.

Hiimiet Em.

Till. Vol.

lie hoff a

54

0'

400'

4

VO*&ijoffa
I

r,rA,

J

Till.
155

TL1t.0,1200
Vol.
ult

f1\t

Hamlet Em.
I

200'

400'

.J.w.hl mbr.
I

65

54

200'

I-

4000

APPENDIX J4z (cant.)

Till. Vol. tiiutt

H.mlet fm.
cong.

Tilt. 'Jot.

K

!Iamlst fns.
55

I

I

L

Cot. Pith.

56

I

_____I

I

626'

225'

tI

I
00(11 $

Jew.11 mbr.

f.1t Till. Vol.

I

r

S
55
I

o.

I

500'

I

I

S

I

i
1000'

I

I

1500'
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APPENDIX 1S

LOCATION OF MAC-NETCETEF

Location

Traverse
A

VEFE

Along God' s Valley Road from NE¼ 5Z¼ sec

7

T3N. fl9W

to SW¼ S'J¼ sec. 8, T3N, R9W.
A'

Short traverse along logging road located in SWi

S

aec. 8, T3N, R9W.
B

Short tiaverse along logging road located in NW¼ S
sec. 4, T3N, R9W.

C

Along logging road from NWs NE¼ eec. 4, ?3N, R9W te
SW¼ SE¼ sec. 33, ?4N, R9W.

D

Along Rector Ridge Road from NE¼ SE¼ sec. 9, T3N. R9W
to SE¼ NW¼ eec. 9, T3N, R9W.

E

Along logging road from SE¼ SW¼ sec.. 33, T4N,R9W to
S

NW¼ sec. 33

'X4N, R9W.

V

Short traverse in NW¼ SW¼ eec. 33, T4N, R9W.

F

Along crawford Road in NE¼ SW¼ sec. 2, T3N, R9W.

G

Along logging road from NW¼ SW¼ sec. 2, T3N, R9W to
Nw¼ NE¼ sec. 2. T3N, R9W.

if

Along logging road from NE

SE¼ sec. 9, T3N, R9W to

NtJ SW¼ sec. 10, T3N, R9W.
I

Short traverse along logging road in NE' SE'S sec. 9,
''3N, R9W.

J

Short traverse along logging road in NW

SW

sec. 22,

T4N, R8W.
K

Along God'! Val.ley Road from SWi S

to S
L

S'

sec. 8, T3N, R9W.

Along logging road from
NW

sec. 8, T3N, R9

SE'i sec. 32, T4"l,

S

sec. 32, T4. R9'

to
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